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ABSTRACT

The thesis presents the findings of a programme of

research into the design and performance of variable displacement

axial piston pumps of the swashplate type with integral controls.

The work is principally concerned with developiag a systematic

design and performance prediction method for use at the design

stage.

The method developed outlines stage by stage the

problems which arise and give gUidance on the decisions which have

to be made during the design process. Existing theory and

technological data is integrated in the method and is augmented by

the author's own contributions in the area of force analysis and

contact stresses in the cylinder bores. Graphical optimisation

methods are employed and the effects of manufacturing tolerances and

.pump working ranges are investigated. The effectiveness of the

method is demonstrated by designing a pump to the same specification

as that of an existing industrial pump and by making a critical

comparison of the two designs.

Various regions of power loss are identified and

equations derived for estimating these losses. The equations are

developed and integrated into a performance prediction method which

is novel in that unlike any known method, pump performance can be

predicted without the need to test a similar pump. 	 Using data

readily available at the design stage the method is used to compare

the performance of the existing pump with predicted values. Close

agreement is claimed as an indication of the reliability of the method.

The thesis gives an account of the historical development

of the axial piston pump, a survey of published work on design and

performance and a description of axial piston pumps and hydrostatic

transmissions. Also included is an analytical treatment for the

frequency response of servo controlled pumps by manual and electro-

hydraulic control.



NOTATION

Symbols and abbreviations used in the frequency response

analysis are defined within the text.

Symbol	 Meaning

A	

•	

Cross sectional area of a flow path

A 1	

•	

Cross sectional area of a I vena contractal

A o 	Cross sectional area of an orifice

• Bulk modulus for an hydraulic fluid

	

BFSB	

•	

Slipper bearing balance factor

	

FILLJ	

•	

Valve plate balance factor

• Fluid compressibility

Cd 	

•	

Piston diametral clearance

Ch 	=	 Coefficient for hydrodynamic torque loss

C	 =	 Coefficient for hydrodynamic torque loss
hB	 in bearings

C	 .	 Coefficient for hydrodynamic torque loss
laFP	 in flow path

C.	

•	

Coefficient for dry friction torque loss

qfP	

•	

Coefficient for dry friction torque loss
at the piston

• Coefficient for dry friction torque lossCf
at the slipper bearings

• Coefficient for dry friction torque loss
iVP	 at the valve plate

C	 =	 Coefficient for viscous torque loss
V

C	 =	 Coefficient for viscous torque loss
VP	 at the piston

• Coefficient for viscous torque loss
VSB	 at the slipper bearings

• Coefficient for viscous torque loss
ME'	 at the valve plate -
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F
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Symbol	 Meaning

Cs

SP

SSB

• Coefficient

• Coefficient

• Coefficient
bearings

for slip leakage

for slip leakage at the piston

for slip leakage at the slipper

SVP
• Coefficient for slip leakage at the valve

plate

Couple acting on slipper bearing

Pitch circle diameter at cylinder bores

• Pitch circle diameter of shaft splines

• Diameter of cylinder bore

• Inside diameter of valve plate inner land

• Outside diameter of valve plate inner land

• Inside diameter of valve plate outer land

• Outside diameter of valve plate outer land

• Plunger diameter

• Outside diameter of slipper bearing working face

• Diameter of slipper bearing recess

• /bung's modulus of elasticity

• Percentage loss of efficiency at piston

• Percentage loss of efficiency at slipper
bearing

• Percentage loss of efficiency at valve plate

Load on bearing

Factor for piston eccentricity

• Normal force on a surface

• Tangential force on a surface

Static control force on a swashplate

Dynamic control force on a swashplate



S..1-11.---lb°3.--	 Meaning

F	 =	 Pressure force on a piston
PP

F
paC	

=	 Centrifugal force on a piston

F	 =	 Linear acceleration force on a piston
pal

F	 =	 Coulomb friction force on a piston
P -5-

F	 =	 Viscous drag on a piston
pv

FSBaC	
=	 Centrifugal force on a slipper bearing

J	 =	 Mechanical equivalent of heat

• Second moment of area

• Eccentricity of an ellipse

• Pitch circle correction factor

• Stress concentration factor

• Pressure coefficient of viscosity

KR	

•	

Control regulation factor

KT	 Temperature coefficient of viscosity

LB	

•	

Length between pump bearings

sp	

•	

Distance from swashplate to first bearing

Length of shaft splines

Mass of cylinder block
cy
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•	

Torque

M

e

	 Effective torque

M

c	

Frictional torque which is independent of
pressure and speed

• Torque loss due to hydrodynamic effects

• Torque loss due to coulomb friction

• Torque loss due to viscous drag

NM	
=	 Hydraulic motor torque

MS	
=	 Torque in splines or shaft

M	 =	 Couple on slipper bearing
SB

M	 =	 Bending Moment on YY axis of swashplate
Ti

vi



Symbol	 Meaning

Power

P
L	

•	

Power loss

P
me	

.	 Effective mechanical power

P
he	

=	 Effective hydraulic power

Q	 =	 Volume flow rate

Qe	
=	 Effective volume flow rate

Qh	
.	 Leakage volume flow rate due to fluid inertia

Qs	
.	 Slip flow rate

QSP	
.	 Slip flow rate at piston

QSSB	
=	 Slip flow rate at slipper bearing

. Slip flow rate at valve plate
QbV2

Qt	

•	

Volume flow rate loss at pump inlet due to
cavitation

QZ1	
=	 Leakage at valve plate inlet port

QL2	
=	 Leakage at piston

QL3	
=	 Leakage at valve plate outlet port

QSSB	
=	 Leakage from slipper bearing

QINST	
=	 Instantaneous volume flow rate

Qc	 .	 'Volume flow rate to pump controls

R
A	=
	 Reaction between piston and cylinder bore at A

BB	
=	 Reaction between piston and cylinder bore at B

R
c	=
	 Reaction between slipper bearing and piston

RcB	
=	 Reaction between cylinder block and valve plate

R
e	=
	 Reynolds Number

• Reaction of slipper bearing and piston along
axis of cylinder bore

• Reaction between slipper bearing and
SP	 swashplate

RP

vii



Symbol	 Meaning

S	 .	 Piston stroke

S	 =	 Axial stiffness of slipper bearing
SB

T	 .	 Axial stiffness coefficient for slipper
SB bearing

T
o	.
	 Temperature of fluid at pump inlet

V
c	.
	 Volume of a cylinder bore

r1 
ETC	 =	 Volume of fluid in an enclosed space

V
.0	

=	 Velocity of a surface

V	 =	 Mean velocity

X	

•	

Distance from cylinder face to centre of
swashplate axis

-Y
c	

•	

Distance that the control force act from
the centre line of the swashplate

Y
1
 ETC	

•	

Distance from the centre line of a swash-
plate to the centre line of a particular
slipper bearing in the Y direction

a	

•	

Half length of major axis of ellipse

Pistbn acceleration

Ralf length of minor axis of ellipse

Diameter of a flow path

Hydraulic diameter

Piston diameter

Eccentricity

fB	
=	 Coefficient of friction with mixed lubrication

1	 .	 Fluid flow friction factor

a
P

=

b =

d .

dh
=

dp =

e =
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h
s 	

•	

Height of pump centre line abow centre
of pump inlet port

• Length of flow path

Symbol	 Meaning

• Length of shorter side of rectagonal
flow path

Ia
	

Gap height

)Ei	 =	 Length of immersion of piston in
cylinder bore

ip	.	 Length of piston

m	 =	 Mass of piston
P

m
SB	

.	 Mass of slipper bearing

n	 =	 Pump speed in revolutions per second

'ns	=
	 Slip frequency

P	 =	 Pressure

PL 	.
	 Pressure loss

P
c 	=
	 Constant pressure loss

P
v 	=
	 Viscous friction pressure loss

P
h 	=
	 Hydromechanical pressure loss

Pf	 =	 Coulomb friction pressure loss

P	 =	 Vapour pressure
V

r	 =	 Radius

r
c	=
	 Pitch circle radius of cylinder bores

q	 =	 Volumetric displacement per revolution

• Full stroke volumetric displacement per
revolution

r
e	

•	

Effective radius for slipper bearings

Thickness

V	

•	

Piston velocity

qo
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Symbol	 Meaning

ur-	

•	

Length of sides of square section
flow path

`txr	 .	 Length of longer side of rectangular
flow path

%AT	 .	 Intensity of distributed loading at A
A

YAT	 =	 Intensity of distributed loading at B
B

i
p	.
	 Distance of centre of mass of piston

from centre of ball joint

5E	

•	

Distance of centre of mass of slipper
SB

Ct	 .	 Coefficient of expansion for a flow path

Ct.	 .	 Displacement setting

fl	 .	 Coefficient of contraction for a flow path

bearing from bearing face

8

"V

)1p

SB

CAP

• Angle from top dead centre of the pump in
the plane of rotation

• Gradient of gap height

• Overall efficiency

• Mechanical efficiency

• Volumetric efficiency

• Piston parameter

▪ Slipper bearing parametem.

• Absolute viscosity

Kinematic viscosity

• Flow path loss coefficient

• Mass density

• Normal stress

Shear stress

• Swashplate angle

• Angular velocity



Symbol

N.P.S.E.	 Net positive suction energy

B.W.S.	 Beginning of working stroke

E.W.S.	 End of working stroke
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CHAPTER 1.	 INTRODUCTION

1.1	 Initiation of Research Prop:ramme 

Transmission of power from a prime mover to a load;

particularly if the load is remote; may be accomplished

electrically, pneumatically or hydraulically as shown

diagrammatically in the following sketches.
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The hydraulic transmissions are of two types:

i) hydrostatic;

ii) hydrokinetic.

The former transmits power by virtue of the pressure

developed in the hydraulic fluid vhereas hydrokinetic drives

make use of the effects of change of momentum in the fluid.

Hydrokinetic systems are not normally used where the load is

remote from the prime mover because of the losses associated

with high fluid velocity.

Hydrostatic transmissions are ideal for applications

requiring high torque capacity and ease of speed control.

Operational considerations are:

i) matching the prime mover characteristics

with the load requirements;

ii) control system and response;

iii) noise.

The essential components of the hydrostatic transmission

are shown in the sketch. The pump and hydraulic motor may be

of gear, vane or piston design. In the case of piston type

machines the cylinders may be arranged either radially or

axially. This study deals with the design, performance and

control of axial piston pumps only.

This research arose from a notion that as in so many

other areas of engineering design, relatively few aids exist

for the deign of axial piston pumps and in particular for

predicting the performance of a new design prior to the

manufacture and testing of a prototype pump. It was

generally known that the axial piston pump presents several

areas of conflicting physical and economic considerations

and that at the design stage it was not easy to obtain guia-
ance towards the satisfactory solution of these problems.

However a systematic study of the design methodology and the

important criteria should help to reduce the uncertainties

at the design stage. It was felt that such a study would

be relevant to industrial needs and was also timely becarse

of the growing interest in hydrostatic transmissions.

As a result of an approach to the Lucas organisation,

who are in the forefront of the design and manufacture of

axial piston pumps, it was decided to initiate a programm,=,



of research into the design and performance of this type

of pump.. An excellent personal relationship was quickly

established with senior personnel in the company and it was

agreed that the wOrk would be of considerable interest to

Lucas. Since the project would involve active design and

supporting experimental work, it was also agreed that the

necessary advice and facilities would be provided by the

company. The project was initiated in January 1972.

1.2	 Aims and Objectives 

The aims of the research project were to study the

problems of design associated with the successful manufacture

of variable displacement axial piston pumps of the swash

plate type and having integral controls for use in hydro-

static transmission systems. This would involve the study

of the basic concepts of axial piston pumps and their con-

figuration, together with a background study of fluid

mechanics, mechanical design and control engineering. It

would also include such design and experimental work as would

be required to test any recommendations or procedures developed.

Rirthermore it was intended to present the findings of the

research in a manner suitable for use by pump designers and

researchers in the field of fluid power.

At the commencement of the work it was clear that a

considerable amount of design information was available,

mainly based on research into specific areas of design. The

value of this information varied from being of considerable

practical use to that of being of academic interest only and

this realisation served to reinforce the aim that the results

of this project should be of significance in the process of

pump design. The aims of the project therefore included an

appraisal of the design information already available with

the view of integrating these for practical use and for

further study.

An additional aim was to study the theory of pump

performance and of presenting these in a form usable at the

design stage. Here again it was recognised that considerable

work has already been done but that the application of the



theories was not always as straightforward as the time

demands of pump design allow.

The aims of the. project can therefore be summarised as

being to provide for use at the design stage, aids to the
successful design and performance prediction of axial piston

pumps of the swash plate type and with integral controls.

The objectives followed naturally from the aims of the

project. To present the design and performance prediction

information suggested the development of a design and

performance prediction method whereby a systematic procedure

could be followed quickly and conveniently at the design

stage. Early study showed that the design and performance

prediction of axial piston pumps is mainly based on an

empirical approach backed up by past experience. To provide

a systematic method for the design and performance prediction

would meet the aims of the project.

The design method would outline a logical procedure for

selecting the principal dimensions of a pump for a given

specification and would include graphical techniques for

obtaining conditions within the pump leading to minimum work-

ing losses. The reiterative nature of design would be

catered for in the design method. The method would give

guidance on the total design of the pump and consider such

aspects as material selection, manufacturing considerations,

cost and the factors affecting reliability.

The performance prediction method would give an

analytical approach to estimating the performance of an axial

piston pump at the design stage. It was found that con-

siderable work had been done in a number of countries and

the findings presented as mathematical models. It was also

found that the use of these models required the determination

of various coefficients by testing pumps of similar design.

This restricts the use of the mathematical models to aiding

the design of pumps which are extensions to an existing range

of pumps. The objective therefore would be to select the

most reliable of these mathematical models and to extend their

application by developing . a method of analytically estimating

the coefficients used in the models.



The objectives of the project can be summarised as:

1. To develop a systematic method of designing axial

piston pumps from a given design specification.

2. To develop a performance prediction method for

axial piston pumps for use at the design stage.

Supporting work would be necessary to test the

efficacy of the design method and the reliability of the

performance prediction method. This would be done by

the additional objectives:

3. To test the design method by designing an axial

piston pump to the specification of an existing

highly successful pump and to make a critical

comparison of the two designs.

4. To test the performance prediction method by

comparing the estimated performance of the

existing pump with its measured performance.

5. To compare the frequency response of the

existing pump and its controls, obtained

experimentally with those derived from theory.

1.3	 Implementation of the Research Programme 

The research programme was implemented by an

extensive period of study of published work and supporting

theory related to positive displacement pumps and motors,

hydrostatic transmissions, power requirements in machines

and vehicles and the control of hydraulic systems.

The design work was carried out in the Engineering

Design Centre of The Hatfield Polytechnic with visits to

and direct communication with the Design Department of

Lucas Industrial Equipment Limited, at Fazakerley in

Liverpool.

The experimental work was carried out in the

Development Department of Lucas Industrial Equipment

Limited, and the computation in the School of Engineering

at The Hatfield Polytechnic.



HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT OF THE AXIAL PISTON PUMP

The historical development of the axial piston pump

can be traced from the pioneering work at the beginning of

the 20th century. Already a-change from the use of water

as a hydraulic fluid for power transmission to oil had

resulted in the development of vane and radial piston pumps

and motors but it was the designs of Williams and Janney in

1905 that resulted in the first successful application of

the axial piston pump and motor to form a fluid power

transmission.

The general construction of the Williams and Janney

transmission is shown in Fig.2.1, as a back to back assembly.

An early application was to manoeuvre the heavy marine guns

of those days. Many of the principal design features such

as the rolling bearing swashplate, the ball ended connecting

rods and the face type valve plate were major innovations of

design which were to be incorporated in other pump designs

for many years.

It is remarkable how little published work on axial

piston pump design can be cited up until the end of the

First World War. This can to some extent be attributed to

the keen sense of competition and industrial confidentiality

that existed in Britain, Germany and the United States, in

the field of power transmission. This had been stimulated

by the demands for infinitely variable transmissions for the

ever increasing range of motor vehicles and by the needs of

naval and merchantile marine. Hence it is particularly

difficult to obtain reliable information on the detailed

design and performance of the early units. What is known

however is that the quality of the design in the light of the

theoretical knowledge then available was often of a very high

order. Although the improvements in mechanical and sub-

sequent hydrokinetic transmissions for motor vehicles soon

displacea these early hydrostatic transmissions, the axial

piston pump and motor had by then been firmly established as

units with promising potential.

Between the two world wars there was a steady develop-

ment in oil hydraulics for marine and industrial applications
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and this was augmented by the expansion of the machine tool

industry. The outstanding features of oil hydraulics as a

means of power transmission were fully appreciated and the

ease of flow control and the compact design of the axial

piston pump gave new incentive for design improvement.

Notable contributions were made by Hans Thoma in Germany in

1930 with the introduction of the swashplate pump shown in

Fig.2.2, and by the Towler brothers in Britain.

The Thoma design eliminated the main weakness of

earlier designs in which the mechanical power to the pump

was transmitted through the connecting rods, by introducing

a substantial universal joint. The design also eliminated

the need of a large rolling bearing in the swashplate.

Because the cylinder block was held in a cradle supported by

trunnion bearings, the reaction forces from the connecting

rods were supported by the shaft thrust bearing.

The Towlers incorporated seated valves which gave

higher volumetric efficiencies than those obtainable at that

time from face valves. As a result they raised the level of

operating pressures to the 300 bar range, pump speeds to

1500 rev/Min and powers up to 120 kW. These were major

developments which gave the growing fluid power industry the

fillip it needed and established the axial piston pump as a

linchpin in its development.

There is . little evidence of major developments in axial

piston pump design during the Second World War. The use of

fluid power was greatly advanced by the needs of fighting

aircraft and other military equipment but it would seem that

these were mainly met by single and two stage gear and vane

pumps. However, the progress that was made in component

design, for example, rolling bearings and elastomer seals

together with improvements in material technology and manu-

facturing methods were to contribute appreciably to the post

war development of axial piston pumps.

Major developments since the war have been in reducing

internal Dump losses such as leakage and friction in the

regions of the pistons, swashplate and the valve plate.

Research in all the leading industrialised countries has led

to a greater understanding of these problems and it is satis-



Lying to realise the considerable contribution that

British research has made. This period has seen the

introduction of hydrostatically balanced slipper bearings

and valve plates whereby only a small proportion of the

pump forces result in metal to metal contact and wear.

This has led to improved mechanical efficiency and pump life

and reliability although the advantages have to some extent

been offset by small reductions in pump volumetric efficiency.

Examples of pumps of modern design are shown in Figs.2.3

to 2.8. Improvements in design and performance have

resulted in the axial piston pump being most versatile for

high pressure applications since its compactness and high

power to weight ratios are not surpassed by other types of

pump and these are important considerations in present day

power transmission systems.

The search for par excellence has led to a most recent

advancement of combining hydrostatic and elasto-hydrodynamic

lubrication of slipper bearings. Vickers have introduced

this concept in their pumps and make strong claims as to the

advantages to be realised. This is but another reminder that

even in a well developed area of technology, improvements can

result from a continuing programme of research and development.

Side by side with the pump , developments have also been

made in its control. Until about 1935 pump controls con-

sisted of mechanical means of altering the swashplate angle

to vary the pump displacement. Electrical methods had also

been used, with the necessary thrust and movement being

provided by electric geared motors. It was realised that a

very convenient device would be the hydraulic cylinder with

control by means of a directional control valve.

During the Second World War the development of electro-

hydraulic servo valves stimulated interest in controlling

pump flow by this means and it was found that if mechanical

feedback was incorporated, close control could be maintained.

Since the war this interest has been further developed and as

a result many pump manufacturers offer pumps with a most com-

prehensive range of manual, servo-assisted and integral electro-

hydraulic controls. In addition to these controls, because of
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the wide use of hydrostatic transmissions, controls have

been developed as integral pressure relief, replenishing,

power and torque limiting and cross line protection controls

within the pump assembly.

It is certain that the axial piston pump will become

increasingly important in fluid power systems. Its

potential as a low weight high pressure pump will ensure this

and development work to reduce weight, bulk and manufacturing

costs together with improvements in performance and reliability

will increase the commercial value of this type of pump.

Other areas for development are in the reduction of

noise and the increase of pump speeds. Considerable

research has already taken place in noise reduction with some

success but the distribution of recent research grants to

British institutions would suggest that there is scope for

further improvements. It is also recognised that advantages

would be gained if pump speeds could be increased from the

general level of 3000rev/min. Obvious advantages would be

the direct coupling to high speed diesel engines, eliminating

the costly power take off units and reduction drives.

Increased pump speeds would also facilitate drives from

industrial turbines.

The quality of control is already to a high order and

probably meets the needs of most industrial and transport

requirements. However, even in this specialised area,

development work is likely to be substantial.

The historical development of the axial piston pump is

therefore one of sustained development from the initial

concepts to that of a high level of attainment. The

brilliance of Janney, Thoma, the Towler brothers and others

has been matched, (though less acknowledged), by the many

pump engineers who have furthered the design of this part-

icularly interesting engineering machine.



CHAPTER 3. LITERATURE  SURVEY

In all probability the published work in the field of

hydrostatic transmissions exceeds that which has been pub-

lished about any other branch. of fluid power technology.

This has been particularly the case during the past ten years

or so during which time numerous conferences of international

interest have been held and the learned institutions in this

country, in Europe and in the United States, have received

many papers on this form of power transmission. At a lower

academic level but nonetheless of considerable importance,

have been the numerous articles and reports which have been

published by the engineering journals. These have been

intended to acquaint and inform the practising engineer of

the basic concepts, applications, unit design and avail-

ability of hydrostatic transmissions.

To attempt to present an adequate survey of these works

would be a formidable task, although its value to the fluid

power industry, colleges, universities, research establish-

ments and other institutions with an active interest in this

field would be appreciable, particularly if the existence of

the survey was well publicised. However as the main aims of

this research work are concerned with axial piston pumps and

their associated controls, only literature related to these

topics are surveyed here.

3.1	 Pump Design 

Wilson (1) has written a standard textbook on the

basic theory of pump design and performance. Although the

first edition was published in 1950, the clear and logical

presentation used makes the book a most useful work for

primary study.	 The book is very much concerned with gear

and vane pumps but Wilson indicates how the basic concepts of

torque generation and leakage flow could be applied to axial

piston pumps. Wilson has also contributed to detail pump

design in the areas of working clearances. His papers 2)

and (3) are representative of these and present ways of

determining clearances for minimum losses of power due to



pressure flow and viscous drag. His treatise on viscous

flow between parallel plates is deep but he assists the

designer by introducing non-dimensional parameters and

related charts which reduce the computation appreciably.

A more comprehensive treatment of pump design is that

of Thoma (4). Thoma deals in detail with various aspects

of pump design and relates basic fluid mechanics theory to

the design. The work is refreshing since it shows a most

satisfactory balance between theory and technology and

observations and recommendations based on the author's own

experience and that of other engineers, makes this book of

more than usual value to the pump designer. Additional

sections on pump design are to be found in an earlier book

by Thoma (5). Thoma uses the electrical analogy of dipoles

to develop equations for fluid flow in gaps and other

restrictions and he has made a useful contribution to this

aspect of pump design in a paper (6). He suggests that the

temperature effect on viscosity for fluid flow in a gap be

expressed as the 'thermal pressure' which is a constant value

across the leakage path and augments the static pressure.

Thoma (7) has also published a paper on the systematic design
of PTial piston hydraulic machines but apart from identifying

some of the design aspects, this work falls far short of what

its title would suggest.

Mention must be made of Ernst (8) whose textbook is

very well known and which has held a unique position amongst

the publications on fluid power for many years. His treat-

ment of axial piston pumps is however only a minor part of the

work, but it does contain some interesting and informative

data.

A book of recent publication is that by Turnbull (9)
and sets out the problems of axial piston pump design in a

very informative manner. Having been associated with several

of the research reports quoted in his text, Turnbull has made

a valuable reference book for the theoretical aspects of axial

piston pump design. However as already implied, the book

does not introduce new concepts or theories.

As is to be expected, detailed contributions to axial

piston pump design are mainly contained in technical papers.
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The balancing of forces at the valve plate is dealt with by

Franco (10) and he goes to some trouble to derive theory for

the variation of leakage flow across the bearing surfaces due

to centrifugal force on the fluid in the gap. 	 Saitchenko (11)

has proposed aSimple but effective method of determining the

forces at the valve plate face and also the swashplate

reactions, the pump bearing forces and the torque on the pump

shaft.

The hydrostatic balancing of valve plates has been

dealt with by Palmer, Stott, Shute and Turnbull (12). Pressure

fed recesses in the lands of the valve plate with matching

chokes are proposed and analysed and theory is presented for

estimating the axial and rotational stiffness of the design.

Extensions to this work are due to Shute, et al (13).

Published reports on conditions at the pistons are aimed

at obtaining minimum power losses. Shute and Turnbull (14)

give a classical approach to the problems and have been able

to develop power loss equations expressed in terms of percentage

loss of efficiency. By using non-dimensional parameters,

curves are presented for constant percentage losses and include

optimisation curves to enable the selection of working con-

ditions. These concepts which the authors use again for

slipper bearing design are very useful at the design stage and

have been incorporated in a modified form in the design method

used in this present work,(15).

Slipper bearings are subjected to a tilting moment due to

centrifugal force and this aspect has been dealt with by

Fisher (16) and Shute and Turnbull (17). The authors show

that the axial and tilting stiffness can be of a very high

order and present means of designing to achieve adequate

stiffnesses.

Richmond (18) has researched into the many problems of

returning pistons with compression springs and this is very

relevant to axial piston pump design. He shows that a spring

may be compressed some 2 x 10 9 times during its working life

and that careful attention must be given at the design stage

if spring failure resulting in expensive maintenance and lost

production costs are to be avoided.



Gerber (19) deals specifically with the forces that are

present in an axial piston pump, particularly in the region

of the cylinder bore, piston and slipper bearing. The work

is rudimentary and as such makes no attempt to include the

dynamic forces and resulting stresse3 which are of considerable

concern in the design of high speed pumps.

McCallum (20) has written an informative paper containing

a theoretical analysis of the valve plate bearing whilst

Nau (21) was able to indicate typical film thicknesses, flow

losses and noise and temperature levels in a series of tests

on valve plates. As indicated in Chapter 8, Nau's findings

on working clearances are particularly useful in estimating

losses in this region of the pump.

Of equal importance to the theoretical aspects of axial

piston pump design are those dealing with pump reliability.

Edghill and Rubery (22) have presented a most useful indication

of the sources and causes of failure in axial piston pumps and

the possible changes to design to alleviate these problems.

3.2	 Pump Controls 

Literature on pump controls can be grouped into that

which in general describes the types and applications of pump

controls and that which in the main is concerned with funct-

ional analysis.

Beasley (23) is an example of the first group and in the

main he describes types of controls associated with axial

piston pumps. Specific information is given by Price (24)

on the control of axial piston pumps of the types manufactured

by Lucas Industrial Equipment whilst Edghill (25) discusses

the various featuros which influence the choice of control for

hydrostatic transmission systems. These papers set the scene

for an informed approach to the choice, application and design

of axial piston pump controls.

Thoma (4) includes useful chapters on pump control and
bridges the gap between concept and practical considerations

such as flow rates, control leakage and pressure drops across

control elements. Merritt (26) develops in a very clear



manner the basic theory for load servo systems of the types

used for swash plate control and once again as a practising

engineer this author passes on valuable observations and

data. His treatment of non-linearities is also most helpful.

Augmenting works are those of Watson(27), Walters (28) and

Guillon (29) who each makes contributions to pump control

theory.

All these authors deal with system response but since

in the case of swashplate control the signals are frequently

of large magnitude, an extension to the theory of small pert-

urbations is required.	 The work of Nikoforuk and Westlund

(30) is particularly helpful for the analysis of the large
stroking of axial piston pumps.

The increased use of electro-hydraulic controllers for

axial piston pumps makes the work of Thayer (31) in which he

sets out the possible derivation of suitable transfer

functions, an important contribution to the formulation of

functions to describe the response of a complete pumping

system.

3.3	 Pump Performance 

Specific pump performance is dealt with by Wilson (32),

Schl8sser (33) and Thoma (34).	 As discussed in Chapter 5,
these researchers present mathematical models which are helpful

in the understanding of axial piston pump performance but

because the models require the determination of several coeffic-

ients to enable performance predictions to be made, the methods

have limited use at the design stage. Dozortsev (35) has

proposed the definition of pump delivery and volumetric

efficiency by the use of coefficients and although the treat-

ment of the topic is deep, it again provides little help in

the important task of performance prediction.

Testing methods for positive displacement pumps are

described by Schl8sser (36). In his methods great care was

taken to measure accurately such values as the input torque

by suspending the pump drive motor in low friction bearing

mountings, stream temperatures by immersed thermometers and

continuous measurement of fluid viscosity. Such detailed

measurements are not usually taken during commercial testing.
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Smith and Williamson (37) describe a method of steady
state performance testing of pumps and motors which is

generally in agreement with B34617:1970 'Method of Testing
Hydraulic Pumps and Motors for Hydrostatic Transmissions'.

Elloy (38) has described time sharing techniques for
the quick and accurate plotting of the results of pump testing

by computers. These methods are particularly suitable for

the carpet plots favoured by pump manufacturers.

Three researchers Helgestad, Foster and Bannister (39)

have made significant contributions to the understanding of

noise in axial piston pumps and have extended this work (40)

by deriving methods for calculating pressure transients in

these pumps. Their findings on silencing grooves for the

kidney ports in the valve plate are major advances in noise

reduction and will increase in importance as pump speeds and

pressures increase.

A general understanding of noise in hydraulic systems

is given by Wilson (41) and Currie and Kane (42) have made

some useful observations on the same problem. Willekens (43)
has analysed the modes of noise generation using analogies

between hydraulic and electrical systems. His noise analysis

chart gives a vivid impression of the complexity of the topic.

3.4	 Discussion

The literature surveyed above represents leading

published works on pump design, control and performance. It

will be seen that in the main the topics are well covered but

it would also seem that in the case of pump design there is

scope for the integration of design information already to

hand in the form of a logical design method. Again, although

considerable information is on record on pump performance and

testing, no method of performance prediction to an acceptable

level of accuracy for design appraisal appears to be available.

These deficiencies in the aids available to pump designers are

considerable and identify the main objectives of this present

work.



CHAPTER 4. HYDROSTATIC TRANSAISSIONS AND AXIAL PISTON PUMPS

4- 1	 Description of Hydrostatic Transmissions

A hydrostatic transmission can be defined as a system

which is capable of transmitting power from a prime mover

by means of a non-compressible fluid and by using positive

displacement pumps and motors. The system is essentially

an assemblage of hydraulic equipment such that the power

received from a prime mover is transmitted and delivered as

rotary power at the output shaft. Mechanical energy from

the prime mover rotates the pump and for each revolution of

the pump, a fixed quantity of hydraulic fluid is pumped

from the suction to the delivery side of the pump. The

pump is connected by pipes or hoses to a hydraulic motor

and the output speed of the system will depend upon the

relative displacements of the pump and the motor.

Frequently the prime mover is a governed I.C. engine

or an A.C. induction electric motor and has near constant

speed for the range of working torques required for the

system. Thus to vary the output speed requires some form

of speed control. It is also probable that the prime mover

is to be run unidirectionally and the need to be able to

reverse the rotation of the system output shaft requires

special features in the system. In addition all hydrostatic

transmissions must include controls for limiting the system

output and for overall safety.

Since the pump outlet is connected by a pipe or a

hose to the inlet to the hydraulic motor, the full fluid flow

passes through the motor causing it to rotate at a speed

directly related to the speed of the prime mover and to the

relative displacements of the pump and motor. The hydraulic

fluid is piped back to the pump or to an intermediate reservoir

for subsequent recirculation. It will be apparent that the

system described has the capability of converting mechanical

energy into fluid energy at the pump and of reconverting the

fluid energy into mechanical energy at the hydraulic motor.

The pump operates as a flow generating unit and the flow rate

is to a large degree dependent only on the displacement of



the pump and the speed at which it is rotated. Similarly

because of the positive displacement nature of the motor,

the speed of the outpUt shaft is dependent only on the flow

rate of the fluid it receives, and the displacement of the

motor.

In practice small leakages occur in the system, part-

icularly in the pump and motor and these losses are dependent

on the speed of rotation of the units, the system pressure and

the effective viscosity of the fluid. However, a simple basic

relationship will hold for the speed of rotation of the pump

and motor, viz:

p	
(4.1)

The pressure generated in the system is dependent upon the

resistance to the flow of the fluid and if the motor shaft

is connected to a rotating load, the fluid has to exert a

pressure on the working parts of the motor to generate the

torque to overcome the load. Additional pressure has to be

developed in the system to overcome mechanical and fluid

friction where these occur. As a result, a pressure differ-

ential is developed across the pump which is the sum of all

the pressure differentials in the system.

The input torque to the pump and the output torque

from the motor are directly related to the pressure differ-

ential across each unit. In an idealised case, where the

pressure rise across the pump is equal to the pressure drop

across the motor, that is where all system losses are

ignored, a simple relationship exists between the power con-

version, the system pressure, the speed of rotation and the

displacement of the units.

P .QP =n. t P	
(4.2)

aTn M

tW
=

2.11"

	
(4.3)



Whilst discussing the relationship between torque

and pressure, it will 'be seen that in such a simple hydro-

static system as this, and in the absence of a pressure

limiting device, if the reactive torque on the motor shaft

is increasing, the system pressure will also increase and

eventually a condition of failure of the hydraulic system

or of failure or stalling of the prime mover could result.

Fortunately, the provision of a pressure relief valve of

suitable characteristics can prevent the pressure rising

above a safe level and in this event the hydraulic motor will

stall with no damage to any part of the system. Immediately

the reactive torque is reduced to any acceptable value, the

hydraulic motor will recommence the rotation of the load.

The system described is analogous to a mechanical drive

of fixed ratio and if the pump and motor have equal displace-

ments, a similarity exists with that of a simple shaft drive.

A system incorporating units of unequal displacement can be

likened to a fixed ratio gear, belt or chain drive. It will

be apparent that for many applications a need arises for the

facility to vary the speed of the motor without necessarily

altering the speed of the prime mover. This can be achieved

in three ways:

1.	 By varying the flow rate to the motor by using

a flow control valve 

This is essentially the inclusion in the system of

an adjustable orifice through which some of the pump

flow is bypassed to tank. The greater the flow rate

to tank the slower . the rotation of the hydraulic

motor and vice versa. Since the pressure drop across

the flow control valve is equal to the system

pressure, this method of control will result in heat-

ing of the hydraulic fluid and has the disadvantage

that the power input to the hydraulic system is main-

tained at a level dictated by the system pressure and

the full flow rate, irrespective of the motor speed.

Such a means of control is therefore restricted to low

power, low capital cost applications.



9.	 B var, inrr the dis lacement of either the

pump or the motor

Some positive displacement pumps and motors can be

designed so that by altering the relative positions

of the working parts, the amount of fluid pumped or

received per revolution can be varied. Axial piston

pumps, radial piston pumps and vane pumps are common

examples of pumps with this capability and variable

displacement motors are also available. Varying the

displacement of a unit does not affect the system

pressure and the power input is therefore reduced if

the displacement of either unit is reduced. Frequently

the pump or motor has full flow regulation in both a

positive and a negative direction and this feature

eliminates the need for directional control valves for

output shaft reversal.

3.	 By varying the displacement of both the

pump and the motor

Such a system has operational advantages but with an

inevitable prime cost penalty which may be excessive

for many power transmission systems. Care must be

taken when the motor is of variable dis placement to

ensure that a very low displacement cannot be selected.

Failure to ensure this could result in excessive output

speeds with possible damage to machinery and injury to

personnel.

Fig.4.1, shows the basic characteristics of the methods

described.

Advanta ges and Disadvantages of Hydrostatic 

Transmissions. 

So far it has been seen that a hydrostatic transmission

may have the following features which are often required in a

power transmission system:

(a) infinitel variable s eed regulation;

(b) easy reversal of direction of rotation of output shaft;

(C) ppsitive Over iO310att9_1 icileteszatarn .
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Additional features are:

(d) High power to weight ratios.

Modern pumps and motors are generally compact and

correspondingly low in weight. Power to weight ratios

vary considerably at the dictates of the application and

environment for which the unit must be suitable, but ratios

of the order of 3k0g are possible. This compares very
favourably with any competitive electrical or mechanical units.

(e) Flexibility of installation.

Because of the compactness of the units, the absence

of 'rigid connections between the pump and the motor and

the ability of the units to work in any positional orient-

ation and (within reason) at any distance from one another,

a hydrostatic transmission has a minimum of installation

constraints. In the field of transport engineering this is

clearly shown by the common practice of mounting the

hydraulic motors within the wheel axles. The outstanding

success which has been achieved in flexible hose and coupling

manufacture has contributed to this advantage.

(f) Reliability.

Since all parts liable to wear are immersed in

hydraulic fluid having good lubricity, the wear rate of well

designed and well manufactured units is generally low result-

ing in low-maintenance costs and long service life. It is

also possible by design to achieve hydrodynamic and hydro-

static lubrication of heavily loaded components and thus an

improvement in reliability and a reduction in wear and

frictional losses. System reliability is further improved

by the close control of pressure testing after manufacture

and by the provision of pressure relief valves in the

system. In addition, all systems include filtration units

to give protection from abrasive wear and the silting of

controls and working surfaces by contaminants in the

hydraulic fluid.

(g) Low system inertia..

Hydrostatic transmission pumps and motors are generally

compact with low rotational inertias and because the quantity



of fluid in the units and the pipes is relatively small,

hydrostatic transmission systems generally possess low

system inertia. This results in lower torque demands

on the prime mover or possible braking system and an

increase in the rate of acceleration possible and improved

speed control.

The main disadvantages are twofold:

(1) relatively high prime cost of units;

(ii) rather low overall system effiimaz.

In common with other power transmission systems, the

prime cost of the equipment is directly related to the

levels of power to be transmitted, the standards of control

required and the degrees of utilisation, life and reliab-

ility expected from the equipment. To achieve these require-

ments the quality of design, development and manufacture

called for is generally very high.

Complex design, high quality materials and close

manufacturing tolerances lead to high unit costs. Further-

more, since the specifications tend to vary from one applic-

ation to another, product rationalisation is not easy.

Hence it is usually necessary to tailor make the system to

suit a particular application. The cost is also high because

of low batch production levels. However, the picture is

generally encouraging. Widespread publicity and sales

campaigns are stimulating usage and this together with

improvements in manufacturing techniques are tending to

reduce the adverse prime costs.

The losses which affect system efficiency are:

1) mechanical losses

2) volumetric losses	 ) in pump and motor

3) hydrodynamic losses	 )

4) flow losses in pipes and ancillary units.

An appreciation of this disadvantage can be obtained

by considering the losses in a purely mechanical trans-

mission such as a change gearbox. The losses are due to

friction at the gear contacts, in the seals, in the bearings

and due to shearing and displacing the lubricant. The
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friction losses at the gear contacts can be very low and

generally of the order of 2% for spur gears whilst the

seals are seldom under fluid pressure and require low contact

pressure, low frictional losses can be expected using modern

improved elastomers. Extensive use is made of rolling

element bearings having coefficients of friction of say

0.001 to 0.002 and so very little power loss occurs in the

bearings. Again by the correct selection of the lubricant

and the mode of lubricating the gears and bearings, low

frictional losses result from shearing and displacing the

lubricant.

On the other hand, the losses in a hydrostatic trans-

mission are not so easily minimised and can in the aggregate

be appreciable. Despite the fact that the working parts of

the pumps and motors are operating under most favourable

conditions of lubrication, mechanical losses do occur.	 Such

losses are in the bearings, rubbing surfaces, seals, etc.,

and unlike the gearbox application, a proportion of the moving

surfaces slide, e.g., pistons in cylinder bores.	 In

addition, losses occur due to internal leakage, i.e., volu-

metric losses and these occur whenever a pressure differ-

ential exists across a sealing gap, e.g., pistons and

cylinders, valve faces, etc. Some degree of leakage is of

course necessary for lubrication purposes but volumetric

losses significantly reduce unit efficiency.

Within the pump and motor, hydrodynamic losses occur

due to fluid flow through the various flow paths. In many

instances this is turbulent in nature and results in pressure

losses proportional to the mass density of the fluid and to

the square of the fluid velocity. Flow losses due to change

of flow path dimensions and direction are difficult to avoid

in practical design and these contribute to the losses in

the pump and motor.

Further losses occur in pipes and ancillary equipment

and although these depend very much on the system layout and

pipeline sizing, they are significant when compared with the

low losses in the mechanical equivalent of say a prop-shaft.

Considerable losses can take place in directional and flow



control valves and this gives added cause for considering

variable displacement and reversible flow pumps in a

hydrostatic transmission.

The sum total of these losses often results in a

system efficiency which is appreciably lower than that of a

competitive mechanical system, although this may be offset

by the considerable advantages already discussed. It is thus

apparent that the more widespread acceptance of hydrostatic

power transmissions will result only if progress is made in:

(a) design engineering to reduce manufacturing

costs and to Improve unit and system

performance;

(b) manufacturing technology to give

lower costs.

Another disadvantage which is receiving considerable

attention both by designers and researchers is that of noise.

By good design, the noise generated in pumps, motors and

valves can be reduced to acceptable levels. In a complete

hydrostatic transmission noise is produced by three basic

causes:

i) by the rapid change of component impedance;

ii) by the instability of control valves;

iii) by the periodic pressure variations within

the pumps and motors.

The rapid change of component impedance is typified by

the fast closing of a flow valve and results in shock waves

being generated which cause the emission of high amplitude

noise.	 These effects can be reduced by the slower closing

of such valves and if this is not entirely satisfactory, by

the inclusion of hydraulic accumulators at the point of

maximum pressure shock.

Instability of control valves is very complex but is

often due to the use of springs of low spring rate. However

the problem is sometimes due to disturbing forces resulting

from varying flow patterns within the valves.



The noise emitted by pumps and motors is less easily

reduced and invariably some loss of efficiency is incurred.

The periodic pressure variations occur during the switch of

the displacement chamber between the inlet and outlet ports,

that is, between the low pressure suction condition to the

high pressure delivery condition. An instantaneous switching

would result in very high pressure gradients and the generation

of shock waves with the frequency of the switching. A more

gradual switching would reduce the noise levels but this also

increases internal leakage losses in the unit. The detri-

mental effects of noise may be reduced by careful attention

in design and installation of the complete transmission system.

4-2	 The Control of Hydrostatic Transmissions 

The basic controls of hydrostatic transmissions are

designed to regulate the operating variables, i.e., flow rate

and pressure, and to control the direction of flow in the

system. By regulating the operating variables it is possible

to control the dependent variables, i.e., speed and torque

respectively. Since both the products of flow rate and

pressure and of speed and torque are measures of input and

output power, effective control can be achieved of the power

levels in the overall drive system. Again by controlling

the fluid pressure it is possible to limit to safe values the

applied stresses on the system components.

The controls can therefore be grouped as:

a)	 speed	 b) torque	 c) directional
power	 safety

Speed control can be effected by using either:

a) a spill system;

b) a throttle system; or

c) a variable displacement system.

With a spill system, the flow rate to the hydraulic

motor can be varied by bypassing part of the pump output

directly back to tank. Depending upon the flow character-

istics of the spill valve; the motor speed can be varied

between wide limits -
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p with the spill
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with a maximum of -
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if the spill valve is able to pass the full pump flow to

tank at a pressure differential less than that required

to rotate the hydraulic motor and the coupled load.

From Mass Continuity
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(4.4)

where KR is the regulation factor

=	 °LP ( I KR)

from which -

tw.
	 = 11.e	 (I- KR)

( 4. 5)

Assuming no power losses in the system -

= "rkp

then
	

Paul' = YL P /P P ( I-	 )
(4.6)

Such a system is power wasteful since when the spill

valve is open to any degree, hydraulic fluid is being passed

to tank at full system pressure. Fig.4.2, shows the

characteristics for this type of control given by equation

(4.6). It will be noted that at low motor speeds the power

losses are very high indeed. These power losses cause
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temperature rises in the fluid and in the units and this

leads to changes in the system performance, because the

fluid viscosity is decreased and there is a reduction in

the volumetric efficiency of the pump and motor. Thermal

expansion can adversely affect the working of the pump,

motor and controls. For these reascno the spill control

system is mainly used for lower power transmissions in which

the system efficiency takes second place to low prime cost

and where the quality of the control required is of a low

order.

A throttle system of control incorporates in some form

a flow control valve whereby the flow rate to the motor is

regulated by a variable flow passage. In effect the con-

trolling feature is an orifice or tube which, by varying its

cross-sectional area or its length, is capable of regulating

the flow of fluid. The flow control valve acts as a

variable restrictor and the flow rate is a function of the

pressure differential across the valve.

Since the system uses a positive displacement pump, the

flow rate in excess of that required to rotate the motor at

the required speed, must be returned to tank and this is

achieved by setting a pressure relief valve at a suitable

pressure level. The system has similar uses and much the

same disadvantages as the spill system except that it is

necessary for the pump in a throttle system to develop an

additional pressure to compensate for the pressure drop

across the throttle valve.

In its simplest form a flow control valve is a fixed

throttle with an inlet pressure equal to that of the pressure

relief valve setting. Since variations of load on the

hydraulic motor will create pressure changes to the output of

the control valve, the flow rate through the valve will vary

resulting in characteristics as shown in Fig.4.3. Also a
change of fluid viscosity due to temperature changes will

affect the flow rate. These disadvantages are overcome

in practice by incorporating pressure and temperature CON-

pensating devices in the control valve.

However a further complication still exists in the form

of the 'rate effect' of the pressure relief valve. Invariably
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the controlling element in such a valve is a fixed rate

compression spring and this results in the relief pressure

increasing as the flow rate through the relief valve increases.

As a consequence the pressure on the inlet to the flow control

valve will vary with the flold requirements of the hydraulic

motor.

A Variable Displacement System is one in which the pump

or motor (and in some instances both) has provision for vary-

ing the displacement. A description of variable displace-

ment axial piston pumps is made later in this Chapter

and similar methods can be applied to vane type units and also

radial piston units. This method of speed control is by far

the best of the three methods being considered. With the

most common control of a variable displacement pump, only

sufficient fluid to rotate the hydraulic motor at the

required speed, is pumped, with no excess fluid under

pressure being passed to tank. Thus the system has infinitely

variable control, often with provision for reversing the

rotation of the output shaft, and with a minimum of power

wastage.

Power controls are frequently used with hydrostatic

transmissions. By the inclusion of suitable controls,

virtually all the available power from a prime mover can be

fully utilised. This is best illustrated by means of

Fig.4.4, which shows a typical output torque and power curve

for a hydrostatic transmission fitted with power Controls

and driven by an I.C. engine. It will be seen from the

power curve that the hydrostatic transmission is able to

transmit the maximum power of the prime mover for most of

the range of output speeds. This means that the prime mover

can be run at a speed which gives maximum power and the drive

system has the capability of transmitting this power over a

wide range of speeds. By superimposing the torque and power

output curves which would be possible using a four speed gear-

box instead of the hydrostatic transmission, the shaded areas

indicate levels of torque and power not available at specific

speeds when using the gearbox but available with the hydraulic

drive.
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The control of the power input to the pump is

effected by varying the flow rate with respect to the system

pressure. The system pressure can be sensed and compared

with the load/deflection characteristics of a spring (or

springs) assembly and the required change of pump displacement

made by giving a signal to a servo assisted flow control

similar to that already described. Thus for a system using

a constant speed input, as the output speed varies from zero

to a maximum, the flow rate from the pump is regulated so that

the pressure in the system and hence the output torque, is

also regulated and the power remains near constant. Fig.4.13,

shows a typical constant power control for use with an axial

piston pump and Fig.4.5,shows the performance curves for a

hydrostatic transmission with power control.

Torque control is often desirable in a hydrostatic

transmission to control the output torque. This necess-

itates regulating the pump pressure since the torque developed

by the hydraulic motor is directly proportional to the

pressure across the motor. The pump pressure is controlled

by regulating the flow rate from the pump and a servo system

described later will achieve this if the force resulting

from the pump pressure acting on a piston is compared with a

suitable preloaded compression spring force. A relatively

simple control is shown in Fig.4.14, with typical character-

istics in Fig.4.6. At low pump flow rates it is not possible

to control the pressure level and the pressure can rise to the

setting of the system pressure relief valve.

Safety controls in hydrostatic transmissions are essent-

ially valves which prevent the flow of fluid at pressures

below a predetermined level but which allow high flow rates at

'and above that pressure. In their simplest form these units

are direct acting spring loaded relief valves but more

frequently pilot operated relief valves are used.

In many drives, the facility to reverse the rotation of

the motor and its coupled load, induces high pressure build up

in the system and safety controls in the form of double acting

relief valves are used to cater for the bi-directional nature

of the problem. An additional safety control is the inclusion



of a low pressure replenishing valve which ensures that the

system is completely full of fluid and so safeguards against

cavitation effects with motor overrun.

Directional control is a facility to. vary the direction

of rotation of the hydraulic Motor without changing the

rotation of the prime mover. This can be achieved in two

ways.

a) by a directional control valve in the circuit, or

b) by using a variable displacement pump with full

variable displacement in both directions.

A typical circuit using a unidirectional flow pump and

a directional control valve is shown in Fig.4.7. It will be

seen that unless the pump output is reduced prior to reversing

the flow to the motor, a sudden change in motor rotation is to

be expected. On the other hand the use of a pump with full

variable displacement in both directions has the advantage

that the action of reversing the direction of flow causes the

pump flow to decrease to zero before rising again to the

required reversed flow rate. Although the prime cost of

method (b) may be expected to be higher, the smoothness of

reversing the rotation of the load will often outweigh this

disadvantage.

The modern practice in hydrostatic transmissions is to

incorporate as many of the system controls as is convenient

within the pump and/or the hydraulic motor units. Taking

the common system of a variable displacement pump with a

fixed displacement motor as an example, it is of considerable

advantage to integrate the speed, torque, power, safety and

directional controls within the pump assembly. The benefits

to be derived from this concept are considerable since in

addition to the close matching of the pump and the controls,

pipe runs and connections are reduced to a minimum and

installation difficulties are made easier.

Some pump manufacturers make provision for directly

coupling a boost pump to an extension of the main pump shaft

and this is of considerable benefit for closed circuit systems

as shown in Fig.4.8.
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4.3	 Applications of Hydrostatic Transmissions 

Hydrostatic transmissions are widely used in industry

and transport where the advantages of control and installation

flexibility outweigh the disadvantages already discussed. In

many instances the use of a hydraulic. system can combine both

primary and secondary drives, e.g., movement of the machine

to the place of operating and powering the operation itself.

This often results in simplifying the design of the machine

and leads to compact installations.

In the machine tool industry, hydrostatic transmissions

are used to drive tool spindles and rotating work tables.

The full potential of smooth infinitely variable speed control,

fast reversal and high torque/low speed characteristics can

be fully utilised and are easily integrated with numerical

controls. The flexibility of instalItion is particularly

advantageous since a centralised hydraulic power pack can

supply several working areas of the machine tool, each having

the necessary hydraulic motor or linear actuator. The size

and weight benefits of hydraulic motors result in compact

workheads and a minimum of interference with workpieces.

In addition to normal and special machine tools, hydro-

static transmissions are extensively used in production

transfer lines. 	 Once again centralised hydraulics is common

and the distinct advantages of easy installation, low main-

tenance, ease of control, system safety, and the 'uncluttered'

arrangements compared with a mechanical drive system, can far

outweigh a prime cost disadvantage.

Manufacturing process industries frequently use hydro-

static transmissions and a typical example is that in which

continuous film, strip, or the like, is produced and the

requirements are for constant tension in the product with

infinitely variable speed control. 	 Sensitive control of

these conditions is possible by using the positive flow,

variable pressure characteristics of the system. This is

further facilitated by the positive control of the system and

its low inertia benefits.

In the heavy process industries, hydrostatic transmissions

are in direct competition with mechanical/hydrokinetic trans-
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missions. For high working speed the hydrostatic systems

are at some disadvantage, but for low speed high torque con-

ditions, the successful design of low speed motors has put

hydrostatic transmissions in a highly competitive position.

This is particularly so where'high starting torques are

experienced and in such cases, hydraulic motors can be used

which develop 95% full load starting torque, at high levels

of efficiency. Whilst on the subject of low speed high torque

hydraulic motors, it is worth discussing the choice a designer

has to make. Speed reduction and torque amplification is

possible using a reduction gearbox driven by an electric motor

but only modest reductions are possible without resort to

compound gear trains, epicyclics, worm or spiroid gearing.

Each of these can be power consuming but the high ratio worm

gearing is the least favourable. In addition the inertia

effects in such mechanical drives can greatly reduce the

starting torque available at the output shaft. The use of a

fluid coupling or torque convertor will assist start up but

will not alleviate the speed change problem. On the other

hand the hydrostatic transmission benefits from relatively

low system inertia and has the provision for start up with

the prime mover running at speed.

In transport, hydrostatic transmissions are used for

vehicle drives, ship propulsion and control and handling

functions in aircraft. Vehicle drives for heavy crawlers,

harvesters and off-road vehicles often utilise hydrostatic

transmissions as either straight drives or associated as shunt

drives in which, by the use of differential units, the main

power transfer is through a high efficiency mechanical drive

involving gears, connecting shafts and couplings, whilst the

hydrostatic drive enables variable speed and direction

reversal to be obtained. Off-road vehicles frequently use

low speed high torque motors built into the wheel hubs. The

positive nature of the drive sometimes eliminates the need for

power brakes since the hydrostatic system admirably meets

this requirement. Often only low cost, low power brakes need

to be provided for parking the vehicle. The high strength

construction of the hydrostatic units, together with the



pressure relief valve protection makes this form of drive

very suitable for the heavy stress reversals encountered in

these vehicles. .

Considerable effort is being made to gain acceptance

of hydrostatic transmissions for on-road vehicles. Here the

levels of overall efficiency and prime costs are dominant

factors. The successful development of automatic gear

transmissions has had adverse influence on the prospects of

hydrostatic transmissions for vehicles.

In marine transport, hydrostatic transmissions are

widely used for deck machinery and high efficiency systems

are sometimes used for the main ship propulsion. These enable

the ship's engines to operate at constant speed for optimum

efficiency and both propeller speed and direction of rotation

are controlled by the hydrostatic transmission. Additional

applications include the driving of small propellers located

in the bow of the ship, at right angles to the ship's length

for in-port manoeuvering.

Modern aircraft are hydraulic power extensively for

flight controls, landing gear, etc. In general, linear

hydraulic actuators are used and as such the system is not a

hydrostatic transmission in the accepted sense, but frequently

parts of the plane's hydraulic system employs hydraulic motors

to change flight configuration, transfer fuel, open and close

loading bays and power cargo hoists.

The main applications in rail transport are for shunting

engine drives and powering winches for movement of rolling

stock. In the example of shunting engines the variable speed

high torque characteristics can be fully utilised and the ease

of applying the principles of dynamic braking make the use of

hydrostatic transmissions particularly advantageous.

Hydraulic equipment (incorporating hydrostatic trans-

missions) is used extensively in mining, quarrying and power

drives for the long heavy duty conveyor systems. Also many

of the specialised cutting and clearing plant to be found in

a modern mine are equipped with hydrostatic drives.



4.4.	 Description of Axial Piston Pumps 

The 'heart' of a hydraulic system is the pump and as in

the human body the physical performance is to a large degree

dependent on the quality of the heart as a pumping unit, so

too in the hydraulic system, the overall performance will only

be as efficient as the quality of the pump will allow. 	 It

is therefore of prime importance that the pump which is chosen

for a hydraulic system, has the performance characteristics

necessary for the system as a whole and is of a quality of

design and manufacture such that the important aspects of

reliability and design life are fully satisfied. An

additional consideration, which does not apply to the human

heart analogy, is that the capital cost of the pump is accept-

able in the light of the total system cost.

Many hydraulic systems require flow control and this can

be adequately achieved in some instances by the use of flow

control valves. In hydrostatic transmission however the

facility to have infinitely variable flow control from zero to

a maximum value, without the adverse losses of power associated

with flow control valves, makes the use of variable displace-

ment pumps a common feature of such transmissions. It is

therefore apposite to consider axial piston pumps against the

background of hydrostatic transmissions.

Figs.4.9. and 4.10, show outside and sectional views of

a typical pump. The pump consists basically of a cylinder

block which rotates with a shaft between bearings and which

has a number of cylinder bores equally spaced on a pitch circle

and with the axes of the bores parallel to the axis of rotation

of the shaft and cylinder block.	 Each bore has a piston

that is reciprocated by the reactions from a swash plate

assembly, which is basically a stationary flat plate set at an

angle to the axis of rotation.	 A slipper bearing at one end

of each piston transfers the forces across the interface with

the swash plate and during half of the rotation, the piston is

partially withdrawn from the cylinder bore and this cause.:

fluid to flow into the pump. During the second half rotation,

the piston is forced into the cylinder bore and in so doing

pumps hydraulic fluid out of the pump.
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Between the inlet and outlet ports of the pump is a

flat plate which is generally known as the valve plate and

this is the means of directing the flow of hydraulic fluid

from the inlet port to the cylinder bore and eventually from

the cylinder bore to the outlet port of the pump. This is

achieved by having two kidney shaped slots about a pitch

circle of much the same size as that for the piston cylinder

bores and with each slot extending for near 160 0 of the pitch

circle. With the slots either side of the top dead centre

to bottom dead centre axis of the pump, suction flow will OCCUT

through one slot and delivery flow through the other slot.

The swash plate is frequently adjustable for angle of

tilt and a change in the angle will result in a change in the

length of stroke of the piston. Since the volume of fluid

drawn into the cylinder bore and subsequently pumped out is

approximately equal to the product of the area of the piston

and the piston stroke, a change in the swash plate angle will

alter the pump displacement. A pump having a fixed angle of

tilt of the swash plate is a fixed displacement pump whilst a

pump having the provision for varying the awash plate angle

is a variable displacement pump.

Axial piston pumps of the swash plate variety are part-

icularly suitable for use as variable displacement pumps. No

design or constructional difficulties are encountered in

varying the angle of tilt from zero to a maximum value in both

a positive and in a negative direction. This means that such

a pump has a full range of displacement from a maximum in one

direction to a maximum in the opposite direction with the

advantages of zero displacement at the zero tilt angle

position. The operational advantages of the pump are apparent,

with the provision for adjusting the flow rate to match the

output requirements of the hydraulic system,to obtain -hbe

condition of zero flow rate when no motion is re quired from

the system and to reverse the direction of movement of the

hydraulic actuators without the use of expensive and power

consuming directional control valves.

Axial piston pumps are frequently coupled directly to

prime movers such as I.C. engines and electric motors and the

facility of varying the displacement of the pump allows the
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prime mover to run at near constant speed for all design

conditions for the hydraulic system. As a result the prime

mover can operate under near ideal conditions with the

obvious benefits of economy of running costs and the absence

of controls for regulating the speed of the prime mover.

' 4.5	 Control of Axial Piston Pumps 

The modern axial piston pump often incorporates controls

to regulate the flow from the pump, the power demands on the

prime mover and the pressure in the hydraulic circuit. These

are generally controls which respond to an external signal

as in the case of flow control or to the pressure level

within the pump for power and pressure control. The external

flow control signal may be manual or from some form of

controller, for example, an electro-hydraulic controller.	 The

power and pressure controls are generally mechanical in nature

with the sensing by spring devices.

Manual methods of varying the angle of tilt of the swash

plate may be simple in nature or of more sophisticated design

if this is warranted. By using a lever or leadscrew and nut

assembly, manual control can be effected and for many applic-

ations this is adequate. However the forces to move the

swash plate would react directly onto the mechanical assembly

and in particular for pumps of large displacement and working

at high system pressure, this presents disadvantages as regards

accuracy of control, system response and the size of the

mechanism required.

Servo assisted control is much more common and by using

a valve controlled hydraulic amplifier, high pressure fluid

from the pump itself is directed to act on a servo piston to

alter the swash plate angle. This is the type of control

shown in Fig.4.10, and a diagramma.hi c sketch of the same

control in Fig.4.11.	 A feedback system ensures that the

servo piston follows the movement of the input signal with

acceptable levels of accuracy and lag for most industrial

applications. The input signal is a proportional input by

manual or other means an the servo piston provides the

necessary force amplification so that the input signal requires

very little force from the controller.
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More precise flow control to match changing system

requirements is obtained by using an electro-hydraulic

controller and an example of this is shown in Fig.4.12. An

electrical signal results in an appropriate movement of the

armature of an electric torque motor and this movement is

transmitted by a spring lever to a first stage hydraulic

amplifier using flapper valve control. This moves a spool

type directional control valve and hydraulic fluid, frequently

supplied at constant pressure by an auxiliary pump, is

directed to one side or the other of the main servo piston

connected to the awash plate. The resultant servo force

moves the awash plate and this movement is sensed by a

positional transducer and provides a negative feedback to

the torque motor. System stability is achieved when a

condition of equilibrium is reached at the servo piston and

at the torque motor. This method of flow control gives high

levels of accuracy and low response times and allows various

forms of remote control from simple rheostatic to radio

control to be used. 	 It is also possible to control the flow

rate from a pump to a predetermined programme.

A typical constant power control is shown in Pig. 4.13.
If at a particular pump speed the flow rate from the pump is

at a certain level the product of this flow rate and the pump

pressure will be the output power of the pump at that instant.

Should the pressure rise for any reason, for example, by an

increase in the torque on the hydraulic motor or an increase

in thrust on a hydraulic actuator, the power demand on the

prime mover will also have been increased. Should this

happen and the pump is already taking the predetermined level

of power from the prime mover, the control senses the change

of pressure and reduces the pump flow accordingly by alter-

ing the angle of the swash plate and thus the pump dis place-

ment. Although for constant power the pressure flow curve

would be parabolic and the use of a compression spring would

give a linear form of control, by the careful selection of

the spring rate and by adjusting the assembled length of the

spring, close conformity to the required constant power

characteristic can be achieved.
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Constant pressure in a hydraulic system without the

power losses associated with pressure relief and regulating

valves can be obtained by including constant pressure control

on the axial piston pump. Fig.4.14, shows such a control.
If the required pressure is exceeded, a push rod allows a

ball valve to open on the full piston side of the servo

piston. The resultant force on the other side cf the piston

moves the swash plate to a position of reduced pump displace-

ment and the pressure in the hydraulic system is reduced. On

reaching the pressure setting of the control, the ball valve

is closed and the system pressure maintained at the required

level.

Other controls within the pump are for protecting the

hydrostatic transmission system and include high pressure

cross-line relief valves to prevent the pressure in the

system rising above a predetermined safe level, and the

dangers of cavitation at the hydraulic motor due to load

overrun and deceleration. Another control could be a low

pressure relief valve for ensuring that if a boost pump is

used, the pressure developed by this pump is sufficient to

open the low pressure selector valves in the main pump to

replenish the system of leakage losses. It is also common

to include a high pressure selector valve to provide a

pressure flow to the flow, power and pressure control valves.

A circuit diagram of a variable displacement pump with

manual servo assisted flow control and incor porating the

valves described in the last paragraph is shown as part of a

complete hydrostatic transmission circuit in Fig-4-7.

4-6	 Performance of Axial Piston Pumps 

An axial piston pump is essentially a positive dis-

placement unit. This means that for a given swash plate

setting, if the pump shaft is rotated one revolution, a

volume of hydraulic fluid is pumped out of the pump and that

this volume varies relatively little with variations of

pressure. Of course some internal leakages do occur which

depend on clearances and pressure differentials. Hence the

actual displacement is never equal to the theoretical dis-

placement of the pump, but the difference is small.
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Typical performance characteristics for an axial

piston pump are shown in Fig.4.15. The curves show the

variation of flow rate, input power and overall efficiency

for a pump of fixed displacement and running at certain

speeds, over a full range of operating pressures. In the

case of a variable displacement pump, a set of curves for

each setting of the pump displacement would be necessary to

completely present the performance characteristics of the

pump but in practice curves for maximum displacement setting

are adequate for most purposes.

The flow rate curves show the decreases which occur

with an increase in pressure but that this is relatively

small. In addition to the internal leakages, mechanical

losses reduce the efficiency of the pump and the overall

efficiencies at the various shaft speeds are indicated by

the appropriated curves. Curves for the input power show

the effects of the losses by their non-linearity.

An alternative presentation is obtained by plotting

iso-power and iso-efficiency curves with flow rate curves

against pressure. Fig.4.16, shows a typical set of such
curves for the same pump. 	 The advantage of this present-

ation is that regions of the highest efficiency are readily

shown and this can be of considerable assistance in system

design.

The efficiencies that can be expected from axial

piston pumps depend to a large extent on the quality of the

pumps and this is of course reflected in the capital costs

of the units. Typical efficiencies for industrial pumps

are:

Volumetric Efficiency in excess of 95%

Mechanical Efficiency in excess of 92%

Overall Efficiency in excess of 90%.

It can be seen that the role of the axial piston pump in

hydrostatic transmissions is one of prime importance. Improve-

ments in design and manufacture which lead to higher efficiency,

greater reliability and improved cost effectiveness, can be

expected to lead to an increase in the number of successful

applications.
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There is evidence that the fluid power industry.

reco8nises the need for design and performance prediction

methods which lead to improved pump design and this is

confirmed by the industrial support for this project.



CHAPTER 9	 THEORETICAL DEVELOPMENT OF AXIAL PISTON PUMPS

5.1	 Introductory Comments.

The design of axial piston pumps and their associated

controls require a sound understanding of the theories

ranging from the simple concepts of fluid mechanics such as

those pertaining to fluid flow through pipes and narrow gaps

to those of a more advanced nature involving control theory

to estimate the dynamic response of a control system. 	 To

present a theoretical background which is of use in the

design process, it is essential to closely relate the theory

to the operating conditions and performance of the pump or

of its controls. This is best done by grouping the theories

into four sections: Fluid Mechanics, Mechanical Design,

Control Theory and Performance Prediction.

5.2	 Fluid Mechanics 

An axial piston pump, in common with all positive

displacement pumps, does not present special problems in

fluid mechanics. Basically the pump draws in hydraulic

fluid by the action of developing a pressure inside the

pump which is lower than that acting on the fluid at the

inlet to the pump and subsequently of forcing the fluid out

by developing a pressure inside the pump which is higher

than that acting on the fluid at the outlet of the pump.

The conditions which apply can be shown

diagrammatically as in Fig.5.1. Hydraulic fluid enters

the pump at the inlet port at flow rate 
QIN 

and

pressure 
IN 

and passes to the cylinder block via the

valve plate. In so doing a pressure loss occurs due to

the resistance to flow of the flow path and in particular

that of the valve plate. Some small leakage Q 	 occurs

at the valve plate but this is small and for all practical

purposes can be ignored. The theoretical considerations

during this stage of suction flow are those of fluid flow

and cavitation.

The hydraulic fluid enters the cylinder block at flow

rate Qs and pressure Ps and at the end of the pumping
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stroke, the fluid leaves the cylinder block at flow

rate Qp and pressure P. Qp is less than Qs due to

the leakage losses QL2 past the piston and the flow

rate 
Q8B 

required to provide.hydrostatic bearing conditions

at the various slipper bearings. Since we are considering

volume flow rates as opposed to mass flow rates, Qp is again

less than Qs because of fluid compressibility. The theoret-

ical considerations which apply during the working cycle are

thus concerning leakage through gaps, hydrostatic bearing

and compressibility effects.

After leaving the cylinder block with flow rate 9p, and

pressure P the fluid passes through the valve plate and to

the outlet port. 	 Leakage losses QL3 occur at the valve

plate and a high pressure bleed-off to a flow control servo

piston for positioning the swash plate angle may require a

flow rate of Qc. Qc will, of course, vary with the rate of

change of the swash plate angle but condering a condition of

steady pump performance, Qc will be the leakage rate from the

servo. Since the pump body pressure P
B
 is likely to be of

the same order as the pump inlet pressure P	 and if we

measure the volume flow rates at the pressures at which they

enter or leave the pump, we can write the pump flow

equation as:-

Q °UT 1: [QIN** (C 1.1 + ta + L.14. Q S1S C4c

X[	 ( Foul- V2t14)]
	

(5.1)

where B is the compressibility modulus for the hydraulic.

fluid. A common value of B for mineral oils is 12 kilobar

which means that if the pump is developing an outlet pressure

of 300bar, the outlet flow rate measured at this pressure is

2i% less than it would be if measured at ambient pressure

corresponding to normal atmospheric conditions.
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5.2. 1 Fluid Flow

A study of the fluid flow in an axial piston pump is

mainly confined to the inlet and outlet ports with the most

important consideration being given to the inlet port.

Here the main problem will be to make the passages to the

cylinder block via the valve plate such that the pressure

losses are not excessive; resulting in areas where the

pressure is below the vapour pressure of the hydraulic fluid

at the working temperature. If such a low pressure did

occur the phenomenon of cavitation in the pump would present

real problems.

The type of flow in the inlet and outlet passages of

the pump is likely to be laminar although in the xegion of

the valve plate, some turbulent flow may occur. The type

of flow will be indicated by calculating the Reynold's Number

at the particular cross section of the flow path. If the

value is below 2000, it can be assumed that the flow is

laminar and if above 2500, that the flow is turbulent.

For Circular Flow Paths 

R
e
 = V cL	

(5.2)

where	 Re is the Reynold's Number

is the average velocity in
the flow path

lf	 is the kinetic viscosity of
the fluid

• = ext.

fp

it.4.	 is the absolute viscosity
of the fluid.

The general expression for the pressure loss through a

flow path is -

AV3 =
ap
	

( 5. 3)

is a loss coefficient

CI	 is the volume flow rate

P%	 is a reference cross-sectional area-
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For a pipe, tube or equivalent flow path we can write

the equation in terms of a friction factor 	 as

AP = 4  2, Q_a

(5. 4)

where	 d.	 is the diameter of
the flow path

is the length of
the flow path

and

For Laminar Flow	 =(04

Re

For Turbulent
Flow	 =

Which gives for circular flow paths —

LPTIlinar A? =	 4.Zfv 
Re 2„e1

Turbulent AFD

C3 °'25

(5.5)

(5.6)

Localised pressure losses can be estimated using the

equation (5.5), but restricting components have relatively

high pressure losses and the flow through them is generally

turbulent, therefore equation (5.6) is applicable.

a)	 Orifice Plate 

LP

(5.7)

where
	

is the area of the orifice



i)a (La
a	 2. Ast2

AP

(5.8)

and.

11

Guillon (1) suggests the following values of

Orifice with square edges
	

1.7 to 1.9

Orifice with bevelled upstream edge
	

1.1

Orifice with both edges bevelled
	

1.0

b)	 Abrupt Changes of Cross-Sectional Area

Enlargements 

For a flow path which changes from a cross-

sectional area A i , to a cross-sectional area A

(A2>P):

where a	 is the coefficient of

expansion
Ai

Contractions

6,? =
2, At	

(5.9)

where	 fl	 is the coefficient of

contraction
	

A s
)
 (A>/\)::

A t 	 is the cross-sectional area
of the vena contracta.

and
	

ea	
-

Since AN
2 
is not known we can use values attributed

to Oniga (2).
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ENTRY	 CONDITIONS 13A2

PROTRUDING
0 • 47- 1-3-10EDGE.( BORDA

MOUTHPIECE ) 0 • 50

0 . 61 - 0.4 - 0.3--0.-	 SQUARE EDGE

0 .65

----____.-
>10 -...-	 BEVELLED  EDGE 0-7 - 0 . 8 0 . 20 -

0.06

---l-------
----,-	 ROUNDED EDGE___r_______ 0 . 9 0012

-1\-.----
STREAMLINED 0.99 NEGLIGIBLE

-....------

ANY 0 -63
A1

1
SQUARE	 EDGE

A
P%2

VALUE +0-37 A
1-771	4-1

2

TABLE .5.1. LOSS COEFFICIENTS AND COEFFICIENTS OF CONTRACTION FOR
VARIOUS ENTRY CONDITIONS. (AFTER ON1GA )



Abrupt Increase
* Note Entry Condition

FLOW

where =	 + r
(-3 I	 (-3

Az
Ft.oW

A2

)2

c)	 Local Changes in Cross-Sectional Area of Flow Path

AP = E, (2_se
(5.10)

(I 	 clo )2"

and
	

=	 -
cx.

Abrupt Decrease 
* Note Entry Condition

(5.11)

where

and

.AP

L

2

a iNj

E,	 t;

( 	 t

cc
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For Non-Circular Flow Paths

Non-circular flow paths are frequently used in axial

piston pumps and to estimate the flow conditions it is

necessary to distinguish between laminar and turbulent

flow. A rough idea of the flow is obtained by calculat-

ing the Reynold's Number, by substituting the hydraulic

diameter aa for d in equation (5.2).

Hydraulic Diameter

= 4 X Area of Cross-Section

Perimeter of Cross-Section (5.12)

Non-circular flow paths likely to be encountered are:

Elliptic, Square and Rectagonal.

Elliptic

If 2a is the length of the major axis

2b is the length of the minor axis

then	 Eccentricity = ct -

and an expression for the periphery of the
section is -

4.	 - K: SN2 cL

0-
where 0 is the angle taken from the minor axis.

By using tables for the values of elliptic integrals the

periphery can be found by reading the value of

- K (2- Nt 2 a d

for angle 0 where 0 = Si%
e

and multiplying this by 4a.	 The periphery can also be

found by multiplying twice the major axis by the vertical

ordinate to the curve in Fig.5.2, for the eccentricity

value Ke.
The area of an ellipse is simply nab, so that the

hydraulic diameter is easily arrived at.
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Square and Rectangular

These two shapes present no difficulty in

calculating the hydraulic diameter.

Laminar Flow in Non-Circular Flow Paths

Elliptic 

LP = 4/u (az + b2) 

•rt CL3 103
(5.13)

6F' = 28.4/ti,e

(5.14)

where ur is the length of the sides.

Rectagonal 

When /kr

= 12. ju 

TANN TT Ito-

11 5 7Ar

5.15)

•When	 >>

where /0 is the length of the longer side

h. is the length of the shorter side.

AP = I evkk 

to k	 (5.16)



5.2.2	 Cavitation

The conditions which apply at the suction inlet are

simply those of obtaining a required fluid flow rate for

a relatively small pressure differential. This pressure

differential is the difference in pressure between that

acting on the fluid at the pump inlet port and that which

occurs in. the cylinder bores as the pistons are being

withdrawn during the suction stroke. The flow rate at a

particular instant will depend on the volume displacement

of the pump and this in turn is dependent on the piston

area, the number of pistons, the stroke and the pump speed.

For design purposes the maximum flow rate is used

for designing the pump inlet and the flow path must be of a

shape and size that allows the maximum flow rate to pass

through to the cylinder bores under the action of a pressure

differential less than one atmosphere.

In the event that the resistance to flow reduces the

pressure in the flow path to fall to below the vapour

pressure of the hydraulic fluid, a condition of cavitation

will occur which will have an adverse effect on the pump

performance and life. Cavitation is the forming and

collapsing of vapour bubbles in the fluid and an immediate

consequence is a reduction in the fluid flow rate and the

pump performance. When the vapour bubbles reach regions

where the local pressure levels are higher than the vapour

pressure, the bubbles rapidly collapse and the resulting

shock waves produce very high localised pressures of the

order of 1 GN/m2
 
 (3). The formation and collapse of vapour

bubbles may occur thousands of times a second; frequencies

as high as 1 MHz have been reported by Pearsall (4). Noise

is a characteristic of cavitation. 	 If the cavities are

small in size it is likely that the noise emission will be

of a high frequency and conversely, if the cavities are

large it is likely to be of low frequency with the possib-

ility of heavy rumbling and severe vibration.

Another effect of cavitation is that of material

erosion. When the cavities collapse the process is so
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rapid that temperatures as high as 500°C to 800°C may

occur in the material adjacent to the bubble. The

combined effect of these thermal and pressure shocks leads

to surface cracks probably due to metal fatigue and hence

mechanical failure due to erosion of component surfaces.

Since cavitation occurs when the pressure in the

fluid reaches a low level, the phenomenon may also be

initiated where the local fluid flow velocity is too high.

It is therefore necessary to ensure:-

a) that the total pressure loss in the inlet

from the inlet port to the cylinder bores

does not reduce the inlet pressure

for the pump to below a safe level;

b) that care is taken to reduce to a minimum

the conditions that lead to high localised

fluid velocity;

c) that the viscosity and temperature of the

hydraulic fluid which may be used in the

pump does not contribute to cavitation.

Unlike in the case of rotodynamic machines, such as

centrifugal pumps and turbines, there is little theory

which can be applied to axial piston pumps. However, an

equation which is an extension to that put forward by

Thoma (1881-1945) may be used. 	 Whether cavitation will

occur depends on the Net Positive Suction Energy (NPSE)

where

NPSE	 PIN	 3 h.5 	 Pv
/0

PIN is the pressure at the inlet
port of the pump under full
flow working conditions

Pv is the vapour pressure of the
hydraulic fluid at the maximum
temperature of the fluid in
the inlet flow path

is the height of the pump centre
line above the centre line of
the pump inlet.

(5.17)
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°C	 20	 40	 60	 80	 100	 120	 140Temperature

Vapour Pressure mbar 9.10-	 6.10 4.10
-2.1 20 8.1

-20
-

3.10 
1 -1
8.10

The NPSE can be calculated for the maximum flow rate to

the pump and at the maximum viscosity of the hydraulic

fluid.

Vapour pressures for a typical hydraulic oil are:-

However, Ishibara (61) has observed small air bubbles

appearing in Teresso 52 hydraulic oil at an absolute

pressure of 300 to 400 mbar and found that if the pressure

reduced to 30 to 50 mbar, the oil boiled violently.

.5.2.3	 Compressibility Effects

The compressibility of the hydraulic fluid has a

significant effect on the operation and performance of an

axial piston pump. Since we are concerned with volume

flow rates the compressibility may be defined as the

specific change in the volume of a fixed mass of fluid at

constant temperature for a unit change of pressure:-

P V

For practical use it is more convenient to express the

specific change in volume in terms of the compressibility

modulus B where

The compressibility modulus depends on the type of

fluid, the amount of entrained air and the level of the

applied pressure. For pressures in the range 0 to 500bar

and for a well deaerated mineral oil, B may be taken as

12 kbar so that if a quantity of the oil is acted upon by

a pressure of 500bar, a volume reduction of 4.1% can be

expected.
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where

V2 — V = 1:3

VI

II	 I

I I	 I

V1 v
E	

Vz	 v4

FLum V ot.uute

EV5 Sv45

FLOM
pREsSURt

0

The effect of fluid compressibility is to reduce the

volume flow rates to and from the pump. This can be

illustrated by considering a single piston and cylinder

assembly, with perfect valve switching. At the

beginning of the working stroke (BWS) the cylinder assembly

contains a volume V
4

 of fluid and as the piston moves the

pressure rises to P and the volume decreases to V3

where

N/4 V3 =

V4

At this point the delivery valve opens and the

volume of fluid decreases linearly as the piston moves to

the end of the working stroke (EUS). At this point the

fluid will occupy a volume V 1 . If the suction valve now

opens, the pressure will fall and in so doing if there is

no further intake of fluid, the volume of the fluid must

increase to V
.2



The reduction in the volume flowing from the pump is

(v4 - v3 ) = v4

Since the basic volume is the . volume of the cylinder Ve

= V4 —

The percentage reduction volume flow from the pump is

V	 too
—4 —
\lc

But V
4
 is the working volume of the cylinder plus the

volume 
V.1 

between the valve and the cylinder.

Therefore the percentage reduction in volume flow from

the pump is

P 100

B	
(5.10

Similarly in the case of the flow into the pump the

reduction in the volume flow is

=

and the percentage reduction volume flow into the pump is

V, P 1 00

Vc	
(5.19)

If the value of 3
)
 was Vc, and with P of 15Cbar, the

4
percentage reduction in flow from the pump would be 1.56%.

In the section on pump performance it is shown that

this can represent an appreciable loss of pump flow rate

and as such a reduction in pump efficiency.

Fig.5.3, gives curves for finding the percentage volume
loss from a pump in terms of the pressure and the ratio of

the volumes involved.
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5.2. 4 Flow Throup:h Gaps 

A gap is a narrow clearance separating solid

boundaries usually to allow freedom of movement between

pairs of components, e.g., pistons and cylinders, valve

plates and cylinder faces, slipper bearings and swash

plates. In these instances the gaps are filled with

hydraulic fluid which also acts as a lubricant. Although

the length and width of gaps may vary considerably, in

general the height of the gaps is likely to be of the

range from 5 to 20x10
-6

m.

Fluid flow will occur in a gap if either one, or

both of two following conditions apply:-

1. there is a pressure differential along the

length of the gap.	 (Poiseuille Flow);

2. relative motion occurs between the walls

forming the boundaries to the gap height.

(Couette Flow).

At the design stage it is necessary to calculate

the rate of fluid flow or the leakage through the gap and

the normal and the tangential forces transmitted through

the fluid from one component to the other.

The flow is most commonly laminar and the factors

,affecting the flow conditions are:-

a) the gap height and if this is constant or
variable;

b) the viscosity of the fluid;

c) the pressure across the gap;

d) the relative wall movement.

Theory is based on the application of the Navier-Stokes

Equations.

	

aP	 ju. air

	

012-	 44.74:

	where ap	 denotes a change of pressure

	

04.2	 denotes a change of position
along the gap length

	

cbc..	 denotes a change of position
in the gap height

	

cLV	 denotes a change of fluid
velocity
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1.	 With Pressure Differential and with Stationary Walls

k FT 4

,/

6

Pt

0

Mean Fluid Ci
Velocity

Volume Flow Q
Rate •

(5.20)

(5.21)

The equation is based on the following assumptions:-

1.
	 the fluid is incompressible;

2. the inertial forces of the fluid are
neglected;

3. fluid flow in the direction of the gap
height is zero;

4. the fluid velocity is independent of
the gap width.

The equations for flow rates due to leakage and the

normal and tangential forces acting on the walls of gap

configurations commonly encountered in pump design are

given on the following pages and are used as appropriate

in the design and performance prediction methods.

Parallel Gaps Between Flat Walls 

PREsSuizs eAS-TIRleAntot4 VV.A.13C\-tX x:MWTRviltrIlatA 



ve

ELOcli tASIRVENNI014

V

Perpendicular Fp = ( + ;PO b
Force on Walls	 2.

Tangential	 F = (P
I -P2 ) bh.

Force on Walls

(5.22)

(5.23)

2.	 With no Pressure Differential and with Wall Motion

,e 

tt_17>/ /F.7//1
CZ

" 
V0

Volume Flow	 stk = \to

Rate 2.
(5.24)

Tangential	 F = p..V0

Force on Walls (5.25)

3.	 With Pressure Differential and Wall Motion

PREssuRE vAsigVau-s-mri

Volume Flow q
	

P2)  

(5.26)



Perpendicular Fp =	 + e2)
Force on Walls	 (5.27)

Tangential	 F =	 P,- P2.) 14.1 + V0 kiLler
Force on Walls	

(5.28)

Annular Gaps Between Cylinders

1.	 With Pressure  Differential and with

Stationary Cylinders	 = 0)

where

is the mean diameter

( 	 11- Dp)
?-

Ca is the diametral clearance
p c Dp)

is the eccentricity
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Concentric Cylinders

Volume Flow cl	 = 11 (P1 - Pe. )	 Cd,

9(0/A L 	 (5.29)

Eccentric Cylinders 

e
Volume Flow 9	 = Tr ( pi - pe	 cat (% ir e	 )

C /A.	 a 1(119 a
2 it 5.30)

When the cylinders are fully eccentric, i.e.,

when e = 0 d the flow is 2i times that of the
2

concentric case.

Tangential	 F.i.	 11 C ( - P2)
Force on Walls	 4

(5.31)

2.	 With no Pressure Differential and

with Moving Cilinder 

Volume Flow q	 c ayo

4
(5.32)

Tangential
Force on
Cylinders

FT 41 2.1v.kot.

(5.33)

3 .	 With Pressure Differential and

with Moving Cylinder

S	 2
Volume Flow IR = Tr (p,.. 2.	 __	 2PIDCa (ti	 )-5 e_

1 tv-t	 2	 2 1 c .30,

VD

t. ii t3 Cd.Vo
7,i7

(5.34)

Tangential	 ET 9-1: IV DC(P,-9 t	 ot
Force on	 4
Cylinders	 (5.35)



el	 = from (5.20)

Variable Height Gaps Between Flat Walls 

1.	 With Pressure Differential and 

with Stationary Walls 

P = F,

\\ \

2.

j_\

?=	 0

z
P (-2.) = 1 2A_Q	 01. z

15 11.1 (i)
0

P (7.) = 12/4.A.q 2- 	 a Z 
13	 0 /%,, 1 % # 32_11

I-	 1 J

substituting LL = Sz

J.

Ni) = te../kkgt 
Lk a.i),

IQ 8	 I Lk.3
0

va/A.p,e (2.4.S) 
Vt 03 	 2(4 ))z

tz,(A-t	 it

(5.36)

(5.37)

Values for	 (K may be obtained from Fig.5. 4 .
ke,

2.	 With Pressure Differential and with Navin • Wall

9	 =. po3h 30 .C(121..,\+Vokb

taia k	 a
(5-30
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FIGURE 5.4. GAP HEIGHT RATIO FUNCTION FOR GAPS WITH
INCLINED WALLS (AFTER THOMA)
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5.2.5	 Hydrostatic Balancing

Hydrostatic balancing is a means of separating two

load carrying surfaces such that relative motion may occur

with low frictional losses and with low material wear rates,

by using a thin film of a lubricant which has been supplied

under pressure from an external source. Examples of

hydrostatic balancing in axial piston pumps are at the

slipper bearing and awash plate interface where a bleed of

fluid from the pressure side of the piston is used to

provide a pressure film between the loaded slipper bearing

and the swash plate and at the cylinder and valve plate

where high pressure fluid leakage provides the film to

separate the surfaces.

The load carrying capacity is equal to the product of

the effective pressure and the effective area over which the

pressure is acting. The frictional force opposing motion

is the force required to shear the fluid film. The two

examples of a circular pad and a rectangular pad will

illustrate the theoretical background to hydrostatic

balancing.

a)	 Circular Pad

PRES5URE ZiS-TRP3U-S1014
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where	 ottp

-rKen
Pf	 9,41

Cr k3

where

is the outside radius
of the pad

R o 	 is the annulus radius

is the gap height

Q	 is the volume flow rate

is the supply pressure

is the velocity of the pad

is the separating force

If the pressure external to the pad is zero, the

pressure differential across the lips is Pc and as the7
flow is laminar, from (5.24) -

If	 LtmiTED -To R at4o

= 4q}.A- soJe
Tr	 Re,

The load carrying capacity will be the sum effect

of the pressure times the area acted upon.

= n-	 P5 +	 all PA,'

go

= R: Pf + 121p

go

Pf Rt -
e R I

rctt

Then

R at't

(5.39)



and
	

=	 Tr tvl Pf

yeA oi e	

(5.40
It will be observed that the load capacity of a

circular pad is increased if the area of the annulus

is increased relative to the outside radius of the pad.

However, the volume flow rate of the lubricant would

also be increased.

b)	 Rectangular Pad

.0n••nnn 	

where

CL	 is the length of the recess

is the breadth of the recess

AL	 is the length of the lands

Then

and

= cv13	 ( a -V ))	 Pf	 (5.41)

a( cL b) 
_ izyct

(5.42)



The frictional force on the pad is dependent on

the viscosity of the lubricant and the velocity of one

surface to the other. 	 Since in practical designs the

depth of the annulus is many times the design gap height,

it may be said that the viscous drag occurs over the area

of the lip only, thus from equation (5.25) -

for circular	 FT =
pads	

h.h_

(5.43)

and for
rectangular
pads

= 2.(0,+b),LV0,e

h.
(5.44)

5 . 3	 Mechanical Desian

The mechanical design of an axial piston pump involves

consideration of several aspects which may be divided into

two groups, viz.,

Group 1	 (i) drive and mounting requirements;

(ii) assembly, installation and
maintainability;

(iii) weight and space restrictions;

(iv) quality, life and cost.

Group 2	 (v) movement analysis;
(vi) force analysis and mechanical

losses;

(vii) stress analysis and choice of
materials.

The items in Group 1 are non-analytical and do not

warrant any treatment here. The theories relating to

items (v) and (vii) are well established and may be found

in standard works of reference given in the bibliography.

The force analysis, however, deserves a full treatment here

since it will be used for calculating mechanical losses in

the performance prediction method.



5.3.1	 Static and Dynamic Force Analysis 

Ernst (5), Gerber (6), Korn (7) and Richmond (8),
give approximate methods for analysing the forces acting

on the piston, slipper bearing and the cylinder. A more

precise analysis developed by the author is as follows.

Fig.5.5, shows a piston in a cylinder bore and attached to

the ball end of the piston is a slip per bearing which bears

against the inclined face of a swash plate. 	 Since the pump

is rotating, static and dynamic forces are generated within

the assembly and these can be grouped as —

1. Pressure forces resulting from the resistance

to flow of the fluid within and external to

the pump.

2. Inertia forces arising from the acceleration

of the moving parts of the pump.

3. Frictional forces which are caused by sliding

friction and viscous drag.

The pressure forces originate in the cylinder bore

and have the effect of opposing the motion of the piston,

loading the cylinder block against the valve plate and of

pressurising the cylinder bore. The forces on the piston

are transmitted into the slipper bearing and thence to the

swash plate assembly. The loading of the cylinder block

against the valve plate presents a bearing problem whilst

the pressurising of the cylinder bore raises the problems

of stress in the cylinder block material.

The inertia forces arise from the linear and

centrifugal acceleration of the piston and the slipper

bearing. In the main the linear acceleration forces which

can vary considerably in magnitude and direction, are

transmitted to the swash plate assembly. The centrifugal

acceleration forces are fairly constant in magnitude and

direction for a constant pump speed and are reacted by the

cylinder block and by a couple at the slipper bearing awash

plate interface.
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The frictional forces occur where there is relative

motion between parts of the pump and they act in a

direction opposing the motion.	 Such areas are between

the piston and the cylinder bore, the piston and the

slipper bearing ball joint, the slipper bearing and swash

plate surfaces and the cylinder and valve plate faces.

Consider the piston and slipper bearing assembly

shown. If the pitch radius of the cylinder bore is re,

the pump is rotating at oa radA and the swash plate angle

of tilt is /, when the cylinder bore is at angle /3 from

the top dead centre of the pump we have -

Piston Velocity Vp =	 ect."rt_S6 surt4R, 	 (5,45)

Piston
Acceleration

Ol. p	 CrJ2 Ike ta.fh. co S

(5.46)

Length of Piston f i=	 X -te ecA-rtyf COS fs
within Cylinder
Bore	 (5.47)

If the fluid pressure in the cylinder bore is P, the

diameter of the piston dp and the piston mass m , the

forces acting on the piston are -

Pressure Force F = IT dL f)
PP -- P

4 (5.48)

Linear
Acceleration
Force

Centrifugal
Acceleration
Force

F = • In. a.
Pa e	 P P

.. F., =	 lth (-0?"
r C

(5.49)

(5-50)

The centrifugal acceleration force can be resolved

into components parallel to the Y and Z axes as -

cos isF
Pa cy

=
	 P

•sF
Pete?.	 F..	 P

(5-51)

(5.52)



The coulomb friction force fpf opposing the motion

is (12 1;4-R13)5- where R A and Re are the reactions at A

and B, and	 is the coefficient of friction. Expressing

the frictional force in terms of the reactions at A and B

we have -

/ /	 2
F f =	 +12 ) +	 , +

2	 Yie)e	 AV	 AM	 T2)1	 VSZ.

Since Rq iwill be small compared with Rcogand

small compared with Rvir we can say

(
RAy4 
IR+,)

(5.53)

If C
d
 is the diametral clearance between the piston and

the cylinder bore, the viscous drag on the piston is -

F i,v =	 aTT p/A. 
c,	 (5.54)

If E is the centre of mass of the slipper bearing and 3Es,,,

is the distance of E from C the centre of the ball joint,

the instantaneous radius of E about the pump axis is

— SS Sill 9!( COS IS
	

(5.55)

The acceleration forces acting on the slipper bearing of

mass Trtare -

2	 p.Linear	 F
saat 

= la. LO	 CtTL COS pl
Acceleration	 E

Force	 (5.56)

Centrifugal	 111.

Accelerat i on 5''"C"	 SA3

Force	 (5.57)

which resolved into components parallel to the Y and Z

axes become -

FF
sebac ‘c 	 sbac cC3S	 (5.58)
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R Qc, + (-R e)Cy --	 pacy
tt:

RAY

= F	
St_itF

ssacz	 s ext. c
(5.59)

If the reaction between the slipper bearing and the swash

plate is F: and between the slipper bearing and thesV
piston at the spherical bearing is KsB

RSS = 0 FR
SP
-F	 CO5+ssak	 ssacy

(5.60)

The reactions on the piston are -

(5.61)

R AZ = F	 r	 (te-R ssacz	 Pct.ca

(5.62)

R = R	 - F0(
PaCN

(5-63)

R i17. =	 FsBacz FPct.ci
(5.64)

R cy = Rsis
(5.65)

R=
cz	 SBo,cZ	 (5.66)

▪ R 511 cos
(5.67)

• R	 cotan.
(5.68)

= PP F	 r:P V + FP Ct-e
(5-69)

The reaction acting on the cylinder block parallel to the

X axis is -

Re, 
= F -	 F	 (5.70c
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A couple acting about the centre of the spherical bearing

at C will result from the acceleration forces on the

slipper bearing.

C %SYn	 st.717C+ F	 5C	 A= V. SAI0L	 sts	 SES &ICY co
(5.71)

SESZ 
= F

S50.C2, 5as 5,
(5.72)

Cse = iC	 C
s	 S tlY	 S'i3Z

(5.73)

Relative values of the forces acting on the piston and

the slipper bearing can be indicated by plotting non-

dimensional factors involving these forces against varying

angles of tilt and angles of rotation. The non-

dimensional factors are derived by dividing the particular

forces by the associated constants. 	 Figs.7.18 to 7.27

inclusive, show these plots. Thus for any known pump, the

forces acting at a particular swashplate angle, pump speed

and angle of rotation can be readily obtained by reading

from the appropriate charts the corresponding values of

the non-dimensional factors and by multiplying these by the

constant values involved.

5.3.2	 Contact Stresses in the Cylinder Bore 

In Section 5.3.1, it was convenient to assume that

contact between the piston and the bore of the cylinder

occurs at only two points A and B and that the point load

reactions were R
A
 and P. Since the diametral clearance

15
between the piston and the cylinder bore is very small, the

geometrical conformity is high and the concept of point

loads and hertzian stresses is not tenable. It is therefore

necessary for design purposes to derive a theory for the

replacement of these point loads with a pattern of distrib-

uted loading such that in addition to satisfying the

equilibrium conditions of the piston, the theory will lend

itself to an easy and reliable method of estimating the



Distributed Load Reactions 

X

contact stresses at the interfaces. The levels of these

contact stresses will be of paramount importance since

excessively high values will lead to unacceptable wear

rates of the cylinder bore with loss of pump performance

and a reduction in the working life of the unit. The

following analytical method has been derived by the author.

It is reasonable to assume that the elastic

properties of the cylinder bore material will accommodate

the reactions as distributed loads over lengths X
1
 and X2

which are proportional to RA and R3 respectively.

Point Load Reactions

X%=
R A + Re

RS 
R A + ge.

09



For equilibrium -

a) the sum of the external forces acting on

the piston must be zero;

b) the sum of the external couples acting on

the piston must be zero.

Then if Ur is the distributed load acting on the planeA
which contains A and %tAr Esis the distributed load acting

on the plane which contains point B,

la X - to- X - R	 = 0A— I 	 6 —a c Pat

and

tA-TAlci( a X1+)/`2)-ure,)-ge �-Ce Rc 	Fect.c(4- 5-cp)
2 \	 a s

=0

to give

)-C- e) recxc(Le-Ser3-1-9131°-A = 3[Rc( 

(5.74)

(5. 75 )
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4140

ap
'Id-rA

MAX	 AT A

(5.76)

The maximum contact stress will occur in the plane A.

Consider a thin lamina of the cylinder block at A and of

thickness t., having .a distributed load tx.r4A acting on it.

The total load in the Y direction will be 14.TA t and this

may be replaced by a redistributed force around the half

circumference of the lamina.	 It is suggested that the

distribution is sinusoidal to satisfy the conditions of

zero normal stress at G . 0 &II and a maximum normal
stress at G = 11/ra.

Considering a small elemental area of the

circumference at L subtended by the small angle Se then
the elemental area is .4.2 t be and the projected area in
the Y direction is acike C. co5 e Se Let the stress in
the Y direction on the elemental area be CY

then the resultant force in the Y direction

is 6 ap/2. t cos e	 The total force on the lamina

in the Y direction becomes -

It

2. 6 t Olp	 sit42 8 cos e oce

LEI Llt'*- SIN e	 ctu = cos0 010

do- = [Zst e cose] c 	 1) = StNI e

Jo

S I N 0 CoS e °4-(9 WU]	 ot.u.

/0

It
= [SIN 3e] - )' SIN e CoSgote

2 e

	

T1-	 Tr

	

[

,i 3 011	 z z stN z e cose aesv.

0	 0

-	 0

tiA (7	 ecie	 I
z
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5 . 4	 Performance Prediction

The performance of an axial piston pump depends

on its design features and on the conditions under which

it is working. To be able to predict the performance

for a range of working conditions is highly desirable and

this section sets out the basic theory.

Since a pump is a unit which receives fluid at low

pressure and delivers it at a higher pressure, the perform-

ance of the pump is very much concerned with flow losses.

But the pump also receives mechanical power from a prime

mover and delivers most of this as fluid power to the

hydraulic system; so that the performance is equally

concerned with power losses.

5 . 4 .1	 Fundamental Equations Without Losses 

The relationships between the physical dimensions of

an axial piston pump and the operating variables can be

established if the losses within the pump and the effects

of compressibility are ignored. The physical dimensions

are the diameter of the pistons, the number of pistons in

the pump and the length of stroke of the pistons. The

operating variables will consist of the volume rate of

flow, the operating pressure, the rotational speed, the

displacement setting and the torque input to the pump.

The flow rate Q, is defined as the volume displace-

ment in unit time and can be expressed as:-

=

where
	

is the number of revolutions of
the pump in unit time

is the volume of fluid displaced
per revolution.

Many axial piston pumps have adjustable displacement

and the displacement setting can be represented by a
where a. can vary from zero at the no-flow condition to 1
at the full flow condition.



Then

where

to give

ci 	 =	 lo

1,0 is the maximum displacement
of the pump

- Gs.% 1.). cto

The operating pressure of the pump will be a function

of the resistance to the flow of the hydraulic fluid both

within the pump and in the associated external circuit. If

the pressure is P the hydraulic energy generated per

revolution is given as -

P to

with the theoretical p	 et. P cio
power as

and the theoretical Ni =	 cl P
torque as	 Ir

It is now possible to relate the operating variables,

the pump dimensions and the pump performance.

Where	 dip	 is the diameter of the pistons
tip	 is the number of pistons

5	 is the full piston stroke

cio = elf!' N S
4

(5.77)

ct = 11: apt a_ N p
4 (5.7s)

q = Tr oipt	 NIPS
4 (5.79)

= OLp cx P 14pS

(5. so)

= tr	 Ol P	 I•le 3
4 (5.81)



5-4.2 FUndamcntal Equations With Losses

So far the pump has been considered as a loss-free

hydrostatic flow generating unit. In this section

losses within the pump are taken into account but the

compressibility effects ignored. The losses are of two

types, Leakage Losses and Torque Losses.

a)	 Leakage Losses 

These are adverse flows through the many sealing

gaps in the pump and for the most part these are

proportional to the gap areas, the pressure

across the gaps and inversely proportional to the

lengths of the gaps and the viscosity of the fluid.

The effects of the relative movement of the walls

of the gaps, e.g., pistons moving in cylinders;

have also to be considered. To relate the operat-

ing variables to the maximum displacement of the

pump, it is convenient to express the leakage losses

as a Slip Frequency n
s
 and in terms of the Flow

Loss due to Leakage Slip Qs as -

11 5 = Q s

and the Effective Flow Rate Qs where

9€ = 9 - Qs

= (cc. - n 5 ) le (5.82)

The relationships between effective flow, displace-

ment setting, rotational frequency, slip frequency

and maximum pump displacement is shown as the

functional diagram -
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b)	 Torque Losses 

These are due to the frictional effects between the

sliding surface's within the pump and the resistance

to flow of the fluid passing through the pump. If

the losses are expressed as pressure losses, these

can be equated as torque losses and can be related

to the maximum displacement of the pump. This in

turn facilitates the summation of the leakage and

torque losses.

Where ML is the Torque Loss

L	 is the Pressure Loss

M L 
air

And the Effective Torque Me as -

Me = M ML

=LOVCIP PL1

(5.83)

The relationships between the effective torque,

displacement setting, pressure, pressure loss

and Maximum pump displacement is shown as the

functional diagram -

01 	

	4.1	 ct 0 ts4	 Me

4.
2.1Y



(5.86)

v

etPclo
P to +	 0

+ PL
ot.P (5. 87)

5.4.3
Fundnmontal Equations for Power and Efficiency

It is now possible to equate the Effective

Mechanical Power P
me 

and the Effective Hydraulic

Power P
he 

as -

• a	 M e

- n. P 0 +	 Pi_ C1.0

and.

(5.84)

nPcto -	
" (5,85)

The 'Volumetric Efficiency is the ratio of the

Effective Flow Rate to the Ideal Flow Rate.

The Mechanical Efficiency is the ratio of the

Ideal Torque to the Effective Torque.
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= • at. ^ft P 1Q—hsP

G'L fl Pc104 Tt FcLO

The Overall Efficiency is the ratio of the

Effective Hydraulic Power to the Effective Mechanical

Power.

I - 115
Gyn.	

X 7Y'l
I + Pt-

P	
(5.88)

5.4.4	 Relationships Between the Slip Preauency,

Pressure Losses and the Operating Variables 

By testing a Dump over its full working range of

pressure, speed and displacement setting with hydraulic

fluid at constant viscosity at the pump inlet, it is

possible to determine values for pressure loss and slip

frequency. If the slip frequency is plotted against

pressure for various speeds as in Fig.5.(„, it will be

seen that the slip frequency increases slightly more

than proportional to the pressure and that it increases

to a small extent with an increase in the pump speed.

The pressure losses can be plotted against the

rotational frequency as shown in Fig.5./, and it will

be seen that the pressure loss is made up of three

component parts; a constant pressure loss P lic which

is independent of pressure and speed, a variable pressure

loss (P
LV 

+ p ) which is dependent on the operating
Lh

pressure and variable pressure loss PI, which is a

function of the pump speed.

The constant pressure loss PLC can be attributed

to the friction between moving parts at slow speeds and does

not include the frictional losses due to the thrust loads

arising from a positive working pressure in the pump. 	 The
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significance of this loss decreases as the rotational

frequency and the operating pressure increase and the

scope for reducing the value of P LO by design is

limited.

The variable pressure loss (P
LV 

p ) is due to
Lh

viscous friction and hydromechanical losses. The viscous

friction loss P
LV 

is caused by fluid shear in the various

working gaps and is therefore related to the fluid

viscosity and rotational speed as well as the gap dimensions

and the effective working radii of the gaps, and as such is

amenable to analysis. The hydromechanical loss P Lh is

caused by turbulent flow in the various flow paths and

churning of the fluid in the pump body.	 This loss can

only be minimised by careful attention to the effects of

changes of shape, size and direction of flow paths and to

the disturbance aspects of the moving parts of the pump.

5.4 . 5	 Mathematical Models for Pump Performance 

Extensive experimental and analytical work by

Wilson, W E (U.S.A.), Schl8sser, WM J (Holland), and

Thoma, J U (Switzerland), has resulted in mathematical

models for the losses in hydrostatic pumps and motors.

These models relate pump flow rate and input torque to

the operating variables and the pum p displacement. Various

coefficients are used by the three researchers and these

have to be obtained by experimental methods. Because of

this the models are useful for comparative appraisal of

machines of the same basic design but they have only minimal

use in indicating probable pump performance at the design

stage.

a)	 Volume Flow Rate 

Wilson (9) describes the volume flow rate from a

pump as —

cen t° c= s 9410 --
"

(5.69)
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where
	

C:	 is the coefficient slip

(it	 is the flow loss due to
cavitation in the neighbour-
hood of the pump inlet.

If we assume that measures have been taken in the

design of the pump and in the supply of fluid to

the pump inlet to eliminate cavitation, Qr can be
equated to zero. 	 Then -

C: s Pcio . Qs i.e., the leakage

a 11-/LA	
slip flow

The slip coefficient C is dimensionless and is

based on the sum effect of all the leakage gaps

subjected to the pressure differential P.

SchlOsser (10) added a leakage component due to

fluid inertia forces to Wilson's equation and

suggested that the loss is proportional to the root

of the pressure and to the inverse root of the fluid

density -

where
	

is the leakage flow loss
due to fluid inertia

is the fluid density

is the coefficient of losses
due to fluid inertia

Thoma (11) supports the model put forward by Wilson.

b)	 Input Torque 

Wilson gives the following equation to express the

torque required to drive a pump as -

M= C19 90 + 	 . 4 cp.2 .10 M.
ZIT	 2-11

(5-90)

2 1_

/
=	 ( ?2) a (1013

0



where
	

is the coefficient of
viscous drag

is the coefficient of
dry friction

Mc	 is the frictional torque
which is independent of
speed and pressure.

Viscous drag arises from conditions within the

pump gaps and fluid bearings as shown by the

expression and is proportional to the fluid viscosity

and the rotational speed of the pump. Values of the

coefficient will depend on dimensions of the gaps and

bearings and the radii at which these viscous forces

act. The second loss due to dry friction follows

the laws of coulomb friction and is therefore

independent of the pump speed but dependent on the

surface loading and hence on the working pressure.

The surface loading is also dependent on the piston

area and this is taken care of by including the pump

displacement which is the product of piston area and

piston stroke, in the expression. The constant torque

loss M is due to seal friction and similar frictions

and may be expressed as the product of the constant

pressure loss PLC and the pump displacement.

Schltisser rejects the concept of a constant

frictional torque but introduces a loss which takes

into account the inertia forces in the fluid including

the churning of the fluid by the moving parts of the

pump.

= c h. 11.2"3 cti o%

where (41	 is the coefficient of
hydrodynamic loss.

Thoma supports this part of the torque losses but cLs

an addition to the constant torque loss. To make

the hydrodynamic loss suit both fixed and variable

displacement pumps, Thoma introduced the dis place-

ment setting.
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Flow Rate 

Wilson

Schl8sser

Thoma

Input Torque

Wilson

Schl8sser

Thoma

Where

and

- elm e

is the power input to the pump

is the power output from a pump

=
	 and pke =	

E'

Summary of Mathematical Models for Flow Rate 

and Input Torque 

Ol Yk.	 - C5PcL0 Q

2 il-AA

= a-n_ it, -	 -

IT/A.

P 0 + Cvp, 1110 + C.f. 13 0 4 M c

P + Cv/.4.1.1 0 C__02 0
2. CT	 fr	 5,/c p z

a P	 C	 +	 ct.c,

?Sr
+ C hoLl YJ/3	 M

c)	 Power and Efficiency

The input and output powers of an axial piston

pump can be expressed in a similar manner using the

mathematical models proposed by Thoma.



[oPv.te = 	 c s p l c, —

. a IT,t.k.

and.

'11,&
The Overall
Efficiency / V X

I + ?St CvAA.T‘ +f + 'Mew:a Yvte; /3 +21-1 Mc
0	 P

Thus

Rote --= C( P1 0 + 	 + c2Q
au	 2! TT

The Volumetric
Efficiency

▪ -r e
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Efficiency	 'Pox
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CHAPTER 6	 FREQUENCY RESPONSE OF AXIAL PISTON PUMP

The Lucas 11D900 pump has provision for controlling

its output by varying the angle of tilt of the swashplate

by means of a servo piston. The control of this movement

is either by the use of a manually operated servo valve

housed within the servo piston as shown in Fig.4.10, or by

the use of an electro-hydraulic controller mounted on the

pump body as shown in Fig.4.12, and which in turn controls

the flow of hydraulic fluid to the servo piston.

This Chapter attempts to analyse the conditions which

pertain to these methods of pump flow control and to present

frequency response diagrams and transfer functions such that

the performance of the HD900 pump may be estimated under

steady state conditions.

By so doing it is hoped that the method will be of

value in the estimation of the frequency response of other

types of axial pumps.

Fig.4.11, shows the working principles of the manually

controlled pump. It will be seen that the system uses a two

land, three way spool valve with a bias pressure acting on

the head side of an unequal area servo piston. The ratio of

the piston areas is two to one and the bias pressure is the

pump supply pressure or that of an auxiliary pump. The

servo valve may be considered as being of the critical centre

(zero lap) type although in fact there is a 0.457mm to

0.686mm overlap which reduces the steady state pump losses

and produces an acceptable dead zone. Rectangular orifices

are used and the spool and sleeve are lapped to give a

diametral clearance of 0.0025mm to 0.0076mm.

The electro-hydraulic controller is shown schematically

in Fig.6.1. It incorporates an electrical torque motor with

an output proportional to the input current. The motor

armature moves a valve flapper towards a nozzle against the

resistance afforded by the deflection of a cantilevered

spring fixed to the servo valve spool. The fluid flow

through the nozzle is diverted causing a hydraulic pressure

force to move the spool Valve and this in turn directs fluid

to the appropriate side of the servo piston.
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Movement of the servo piston rotates a d.c./d.c.

angular positional transducer to provide a feedback voltage

to the electro-hydraulic controller. When the desired

position of the swashplate is achieved the spool valve will

have moved back to near the null point and the flapper valve

will be repositioned centrally between the control nozzles.

6.1	 Extent of the Analysis

Valve controlled hydraulic servo-mechanisms are used

extensively in fluid power and are well described by various

authors, e.g., Blackburn, et al (12). 	 In practice, the

mechanisms are often heavily loaded and excited by input

signals of large amplitude so that the theories based on the

linearisation of equations by the small perturbation methods

originally attributed to Harpur (13), are far from adequate.

In addition, non-linearities such as coulomb friction

present difficulties and these are not entirely catered for

by the use of describing functions or equivalent viscous

damping concepts.

With these problems in mind this work sets out to

present analyses of the two types of controls described and

in the case of the electro-hydraulic controller to compare

the results obtained by these methods with experimental test

results, for large amplitude input signals.

Since this work considers only the features and

phenomena Within the pump itself and its associated controls,

consideration of the effects of external influences will be

restricted to those of transient system pressure changes.

Helgstad, Foster and Bannister (14), have shown that the

multi piston pump experiences pressure variations during a

working cycle considerably in excess of the 1.23% variation

which is frequently quoted for a seven piston pump such as

the H11900. It is necessary therefore to assume that the

normal supply pressure to the control valves is constant.

The effects of fluid inertia within the pump is also

difficult to estimate and although these effects have been

investigated by Ainsworth (15), and Streeter and Wylie (16),

it is considered that the complexity of the flow paths and



the short lengths of passage involved make the neglect

of fluid inertia to be reasonable in this instance.

The value of the bulk modulus can vary greatly

depending on the degree of air entrainment. A realistic

value is of prime importance Since the hydraulic natural

frequency of the system is directly dependent on the bulk

modulus of the fluid. Merritt (17), suggests a value

of 6.9 x 10
8
 Wm

2
 and is supported by other sources and will

be used in this instance.

The volumes of fluid used in the analysis and other

physical dimensions have been derived from manufacturers'

drawings and data. It is assumed that no cavitation occurs

during the pump operations.

6.2	 Analysis of Manually Variable Servo Assisted Stroke Control

The volumetric efficiency of the HD900 pump varies

with the system pressure but since 100 bar is considered to

be a suitable reference pressure and that at this pressure

the volumetric efficiency is of the order of 96%, we can

ignore internal pump leakages and compressibility effects

and give a linearized equation for the pump displacement q

as -

where K is a constant for the flow gain of the pump and

X is the displacement of the servo piston from the zero

swashplate angle setting.

The force F
c
 required to move the swashplate arises

from the frictional forces at the swashplate bearings and can

be estimated from equations (7.7) and (7.8), by adopting a

suitable coefficient of friction for the bearings used. In

addition, a force FL is required to maintain the awash-

plate at any particular angle of tilt. F L will vary with

the swashplate angle but as its value is low compared to Fe,

an average value can be used over the entire range of

swashplate angles.



Under conditions of changing velocity of the servo

piston and the associated stroke change mechanism, the

inertia effects are best considered by finding the equiva-

lent mass M
r
 on the axis of the servo piston: In

addition, there will be viscous damping effects and these

can be expressed in terms of a viscowl damping coefficient

E.	 A schematic diagram of the system is shown in Fig.6.2.

6.2.1	 Steady State Conditions for Servo Valve 

The equations for pressure flow via the valve openings

at 1 and 2 for null conditions, are -

CA 1 [2 ( Ps- Pc)]
Col WE [2. (P - P

9
(6.1)

▪ Cet A 2 a pc]
/

• CaW Ep.Pc

where Qt. .= volume flow rate through servo
valve at 1 and at 2

	

Ca =	 valve flow coefficient

	

A Po =	 area of flow gap at 1 and at 2
...

.	 =	 density of hydraulic fluid

	

=	 supply pressure to valve

	

Pc. =	 control pressure on servo piston

\IV	 area gradient of servo valve ports

	

E =	 valve opening = displacement of valve X v -

displacement of servo piston X

If small signal response is required, the flow

equations can be limited to the regions near the null point

and linearised. By defining the null point as being



Pc

Ar).,

A 14 AR

FL
(A P5

P S

VR

Ii 
it SUPPLY

Ps

Am

OC p

FIGURE 6.2. SCHFMATIC AND BLOCK DIAGRAMS FOR THREE WAY SERVO VALVE AND
SERVO PISTON USED ON MANUALLY CONTROLLED SERVO ASSISTED
VARIABLE DELIVERY AXIAL PISTON PUMP.
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where QT., = E	 0, and since AH the area of the head

side of the servo piston is twice the area of the ram side

of the servo piston All.. we can let Pc = Ps .

2

The null coefficients or the valve are the flow gain
coefficient K , the flow pressure coefficient K

c
 and K

the pressure sensitivity

K
it	 =

of the valve.	 Then by definition -

= Ca WI-1;s

75

(6.3)

E

Ke = Qt. = CaW Si-Ps 	=

lEz

0
a Pe PS 	 (3	 0

(6.A.)

K t, =

E

Ps

ET:

00

E

(6.5)

6.2.2	 Steady State Conditions for Servo Valve and Servo Piston

The expression for the pressure flow can be rewritten

as -

cccv - kt xe	
(6.6)

and applying the theory of continuity to the control

volume V
H we have -

Ci(P) = Y i -1 Nig olPe
ct.t	 a ot	 (6.7)

where V
H 

= Vo
	 n
+ A,X and C, is the leakage

 p

coefficient for the servo piston.



If we consider a small piston movement such that Vo

is very large compared 
tolnp 

I we can combine equations

(6.6) and (6.7) and laplace transform to give -

g t.	 cz Ps = A bi b )c p + vo sPc +	 pc
(6. 8)

The force equation for the system is -

S2 )c r, = A oPc -	 Ps - lapSXp- Ft;	 Fc

(6.9)

Since the sign of Fo depends on the direction of

motion on the piston, equation (6.9) is non-linear and

solutions can be sought by the use of a) Describing

Functions, and b) Equivalent Viscous Damping.

a)	 The phenomenon of static and coulomb friction can

be idealised as in Fig.6.3, where Fs is the

static friction force and F the instantaneous

friction force. The non-linear element is

characterised by a describing function G 	 P)d	 )

where a and	 are ratios relating the dimensions

of the non-linearity to the input amplitude M at

the non-linear element. The describing function is

defined by Merritt (16), as -

G oi (oi, p ) =------ met

if the input is sinusoidal.

The output waveform of the non-linear element is

adequately described by the fundamental component of

a Fourier series and the effects of harmonics is

negligible. The non-linearity is symmetrical and

there is no d.c. component but if both static and

coulomb friction are considered, there is a phase

lag and this can affect system stability. Since
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FIGURE 6.3. DESCRIBING FUNCTION FOR A FRICTION NONLINEARITY

BASED ON A DOMINANCE OF VISCOUS FORCES.

FIGURE 6.4.CLOSED LOOP BLOCK DIAGRAM FOR MANUALLY

CONTROLLED PUMP.



where

TX(X%	 (Vcr [ 

f2- FS
fc

and

- I

one describing function cannot cater for all

systems containing non-linearity due to friction,

a decision has to be made on which component of

the force equation is dominant. Thus describing

functions can be used fer systems which are -

1. inertia dominant;

2. viscous force dominant;

or in some instances -

3. spring force dominant.

Because of the low equivalent mass of the servo

piston/swashplate assembly and the low levels of

servo piston acceleration, the system can be

considered to be viscous dominant.

Merritt and Gavin (18), have analysed the output wave-

form as -

z 4 tc,,, (ck,)
bt

ttb,

Fig.6.3 is based on this analysis and can be used to obtain
the describing function gain G d and the phase angle tr. .



6.2.3	 Frequency Response of a Manually_Controlled Pump

by Describing Function Method 

The transfer function for the system if the frictional

elements are neglected can be obtained by rewriting

equation (6.9), as -

MS' 	 A	 -F	 12) 5w P c A e rs - t.	 P 
x P

(6.10

and since we are concerned only with terms affected by small

changes in the variables, Ps can be considered as constant

and thereby as zero and by equating (6.6), (6.8) and (6.10)

obtain -

1<ci. xv —	 ( I +

)( e(S) =	 A	 A82	 B KT 

5(
52 +	 LS+1)+151
—
Lo h. 	 /..4)V%.	 AK

(6.11)

where	 is the natural frequency =‘/B
1ft_

Vo

CD is a non-dimensional damping factor such that

rairt	
K j	 Vo

Vo	 L3CAT

where
	

KT = c 
+ C.

Equation (6.11) gives the dynamic response for the

servo piston and this can be expressed in terms of the

swashplate angle by substituting 0 (radians)	 X

where 2 is the distance between the axes of the pump and
1



of the servo piston.	 Since the pump displacement is

proportional to tan gr, for small changes of X we

can substitute 
qix

where

ap teNp
2 2.c

The transfer function for the system under steady

load is —

—
K
t

)4(5) = 	 R 

)Cy(S)	 sts, +	 * 1) 1St

(6.12)

and the transfer function for the system if the valve

opening remains constant but the load FL changes, is —

( 1 + VoS 

7cpCs)	 _  A tit	 e2K-r) 
A r)	 s 52- + r. + + 54,

% (.0 1Z:	 wk	 1 Aw

(6.13)

Introducing the describing function for friction into

the system necessitates substituting jco for 5 in the
linear transfer function. If equation (6.12) is

expre3sed as 9( .,4) and the describing  function as

Gd(ol, (3 ), the closed loop response for pump displacement is

K G, j to) . Goi(oiM 

xvti u))	 + Giut.0).G.qckji3]

(6.14)

Fig.6.4 shows a block diagram for the closed loop system.



BpiC-pl 252 AGA-)WV

2
=	 Xf,

(6.16)

).C P 	 x.p ct(t)
xpIJ

Wf

6.2.4
by Equivalent Viscous Dampin7 Method 

Davies and Lambert (19) have suggested a method of

linearising a force equation by replacing the non-linear

coulomb friction term by an equivalent viscous friction

which absorbs the same amount of energy per cycle.

Considering the motion of the servo piston as

sinusoidal -

X	 =	 StN ("it
	

(6. 15)

where X is the maximum displacement of the servo piston.

The energy dissipated per cycle by the damping

force B x Is-
pp

The energy dissipated by a coulomb force X FC

I X 1

211-

per cycle is -

(6.1 7)

By equating (6.15) and (6.16) -

B) P
 = 	 4r

(6.18)
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and the viscous damping coefficient to represent both the

inherent viscous damping effect and the coulomb friction is -

El	 =	 +  4 Fc. 

Xe

(6. 19)

The frequency response of the system can be described

by replacing Bp by B'p and by using amended values of

r.11 in equation (6.12).

6.2.5	 Frequency response of manually controlled servo 

assisted stroke controlled =000 pum

It will be seen that considerable variation in the

natural frequency and the damping factor for the system will

result from changes in the control volume. Such changes

can result from:

variations in the mean pump displacement

due to changes in the swashplate angle;

(ii) variations in the volume of oil in the

system which is at the supply pressure

to the servo valve.

Thus it is necessary to relate the frequency response of

the pump in a specific application to the mean swashplate

angle and to the total volume of oil at the pump supply

pressure both within the pump and in the external system.

To indicate the level of control that can be expected

from this form of the ED900 pump, Fig.6.5, shows the

calculated values for the pump with a pressure generating

device such as a pressure relief valve installed:

a) at the pump outlet port tapping;

b) at a distance of one metre from

the pump and connected by 30mm bore

tubing.

The curves are based on a mean swashplate angle of 7-19 and

with a supply pressure of 100 bar. The servo piston

amplitude is limited to 0.5mm.
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Data for the Fre uenc Res.onse of the Lucas HD 00 Pam

with Manually  Controlled Servo Assisted Stroke Control 

Area of head side of servo piston

Area of ram side of servo piston

Valve flow gain coefficient

Valve flow pressure coefficient

Supply pressure

Density of hydraulic fluid

Valve flow coefficient

Bulk modulus for hydraulic fluid

Viscous damping coefficient

Area gradient of servo valve ports

Total equivalent mass

Frictional force at 100 bar supply

Static frictional force

Swashplate force

Viscosity of hydraulic fluid

Piston leakage coefficient

AR
 = 1.52 x 10

-3 
m
2

AR = .76 x 10-3 m2

K = 1.95 m
2
/s

K
c
 = .77 x 10-12 m5/ks

P
s
 = 100 bar

= 875 kg/m3

Cd = .61

6.9 x 108N/M2

B =12.15 x 10 3 Ns/m

W =29.92 x 10

MT = 2 kg

F
c
 = 1.625 x 103 N

F
s
 = 1.25 F

c

F = 333 N

,LA. =17.4 x 10

C. = 3 x 10-15 m5s/N

If the servo piston amplitude is limited to 0.5mm,

equivalent viscous damping coefficient —

ES	 = 12.25 x 10 3 + 4.138 x 106

Under conditions (a)

Control volume	 V
o

Natural frequency co

Damping factor
	

'211

Under conditions (b)

Control volume	 V
o

Natural frequency C43

h

Damping factor
	

"r" h

2.25 x 10-4 m3

1880 rad/s

1.63

9.00 x 10

940 rad/s

3.26
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• Q (s)

(S) s(s 1 +	 r, 5 4 1\
(7 2.	 I

6.3	 Analisisi2fillid.raulic Stroke Control

The analysis of this form of control can be achieved
by considering the system as comprising an electrical torque
motor with a first stage hydraulic amplifier and a differ-
ential hydraulic piston controlled by a four way servo valve.
As in the analysis of the manually controlled stroke control,
the effects of coulomb friction can be dealt with
separately.

6.3.1	 Anal sis of Electro-Hydraulic Controller  (First Stage)

The electro-hydraulic servo valve used on the HD900
pump is of the two stage type with force feedback.
Merritt (16) has derived a transfer function for this type
of controller which neglects the pressure feedback to the
flapper valve nozzles and the flow forces on the second stage
spool valve. In addition, the transfer function requires
knowledge of several physical values for the controller under
study which would be extremely difficult for a pump designer
to obtain from the manufacturer of the controller.

Further works by Zaborszky and Harrington (20), and by
Cataldo (21), have overcome some of the shortcomings of
Merritt's work but a problem which persists is that of
adequately describing the flux density developed within the
torque motor. Thayer (22) describes in detail the assump-
tions which have to be made if the many non-linearities which
exist are to be catered for in an analytical method.

It would therefore appear that the best course of action
in practical pump design is to base the dyne ic response of
the controller on the third order transfer function -

(6.20)

where i is the input current to the torque motor, K is
the servo valve sensitivity, G.) n is the apparent natural
frequency of the controller and  the apparent damping
ratio of the unit.



Block diagram 6.6, gives a simplified representation

of the controller and is tenable if the following assumptions

are made.

1. All non-linearities can be approximated

by linear expressions or neglected.

2. The armature of the torque motor and the

flappers can be treated as a lumped

parameter.

3. The supply to the torque motor has

infinite impedance.

4. Fluid compressibility and viscosity effects

are negligible.

5. Flapper movement is small compared with

movement of the valve spool.

6. The forces necessary to move the valve spool

are small compared with the pressure force

available.

Assumption 6. implies that the pressure differential

across the ends of the spool are negligible during dynamic

conditions and therefore that the spool mass, friction

effects and flow forces can be neglected. Testing the

validity of these assumptions on experimental rigs has shown

this simplification to be justified.

. The natural frequency	 of the first stage can be

calculated from the effective stiffness of the armature/

flapper ,R+ and ,4 the rotational mass of the armature/
flapper, where -

The

centering

effect of

and
AF

stiffness of the armature/flapper depends on the

effect of the flexure tube and the decentering

the permanent magnetic flux. Thus the value cf

AF can be arrived at by the manufacturer by
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11.

= caw	

/2

xviz.QI

(6.22)

calculation and test results.	 The damping force on the

armature/flapper is complex and once again reliance must

be placed on the manufacturer t s data.

=

where_ r.„ is the damping ratio of the first stage and bk

is the net damping of the armature/flapper.

The internal loop gain of the servo valve is then -

Ic y 	 =

Ai. As
where K

2
 is the hydraulic amplifier flow gain and Aw is

the stiffness of the feedback wire.

The servo valve static flow gain K 5 is then -

K
s
 = K

I
K

V
k

3

where K
1
 is the torque motor gain and K

3
 is the flow

gain for the spool valve.

The appropriate transfer function for the spool valve

displacement is therefore -

_ X y (s) =

C (s)

KSkv 	[iss t 4-	 s 41).1
(6.21)

6.3.2	 Analysis of Servo Valve and Servo Piston

Diagram 6.7 shows the conditions arising at the servo

valve and the servo piston.

The flow rate Q
1
 to the head side of the piston is

given by -
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Qt K	 + P

7.	
vC. e (6.27)

and the flow rate Q2 to the ram side of the piston by -

tie

C DA. \o‘t )C v [ Pe]

(6.23)

For small perturbations from the null point -

Q I	 =	 V	 1 Pa 	 .3_911
.f)X v ic, 	 Fel0	 e, o

(6. 24 )

and

Qt
	 a (;),a 

)C V
	

Qt

xv 
0

	 Pe
(6.25)

If P
73 

is considered constant and introducing valve

coefficients, we have -

Q 1 	 =	 Kc

(6.26)

Since system stability is a minimum when V
H 

V
R 

= V
.cp

(22) continuity considerations for the two sides of the servo

piston may be expressed as -

41 c. ( P —re) =	 xp +vo aP,

oLt	 oi-e
(6.20

civi-e2) Ce (Pe -	 - Cp = R 22Se	 olP2

Ckr	 5 ot.0

(6.29)



Neglecting the external leakage term which will be

of a low order and combining equations (6.26) to (6.29) -

(" °R) i(c(f;i4F: R IR P2) 	 ARt)SXPt V	 14

4-	 s ( A t4 P,- PI R Pe) c i.C A H P,- n R PE) + cz(A R P,- Ale)

(6. 30)

The term cc(ptaPi -F1 14 Pe)presents considerable

mathematical difficulty and since C i is of a low order and
hp, will not be great compared to	 A11P2, the term can

be neglected.

The hydraulic force on the servo piston is -

- 14 Tr)e a
(6.31)

and substituting in (6.30), we get -

k t )Cv (P 0 + R R ) SXe(AH2--)q;)

( I 4- VoS 
Vt-r

(6.32)

Again, if the coulomb friction is not considered -

= MT S a X e Pes +
(6.33)

rfri



Equating (6.31) and (6.32), we get -

3 K1: xv — Icl- (L +  V„S 

7Ce(5)	
A	 A	 B Kri 

s 1- 1. + 2 r3hiS 4- -r)

(")	 C.0 Kt

(6.34)
where -

r-3
	
	 + f3j, Vo 

2 A Vo	 2.Aj a MT

B A

Vo

rSp #
f:11-

The transfer function for the system under steady

load is -

X (0 =,

Xv(S) s	 + e r,k1 s. +1- )

LJ K,	 It,

(6.35)



The effects of the coulomb friction can again be

catered for by the use of a describing function Got(o., (3)

or by the equivalent viscous damping concept where Be is
, I

replaced by ambp

The open loop response for the servo valve and the

servo piston can be expressed as -

rP O w) = /SK 4 G 2 U') "4 C(i (3)
X V (jt')

where 1(
4 G2

 expresses equation (6.35) and

the describing function, or as -

cs) = l< f a2 (S)

)C	 1 eN
V k

if the values of L), 	 are adjusted to
Its

satisfy the equivalent viscous damping requirements.

Frequency Response for Electro-Hydraulic Stroke 

Controlled Pump 

The frequency response for the complete pump with the

electro-hydraulic controller can be obtained for small

perturbations by combining the transfer functions and the

unit gains for the system. Fig.6.8, shows the block

diagram for the system, where

v(t) =	 System input variable voltage

e(t) =	 System error signal

i(t) =	 Controller current

X ( t ) =	 Servo valve displacement

x(t) =	 Servo piston displacement
P

q(t) .	 Change of pump displacement

K
s	=
	 System open loop gain

Pump flow gain
P



cc

a.

U.

o-<
CC

1 29



Ks	

•	

System gain

K
A 	

•	

Electronic Amplifier gain

K
1 	=
	 Torque Motor gain

K
2	=
	 Hydraulic Amplifier gain

K
3 	=
	 Spool valve flow gain

K
4 	

•	

Servo piston and loads gain

K
5 	

•	

Inverse of armature flapper stiffness

K
6
	Inverse of spool end area

K	 =	 Internal loop gain
SV

KF 	=	 Positional feedback transducer gain

G(s) =	 Time dependent term for complete system

G
1
(s) = Time dependent term for first stage

hydraulic amplifier

G
2
(s) =	 Time dependent term for spool valve

C. ( s,) =	 Time dependent term for servo piston
and loads

Time dependent term for internal loop.

Then the closed loop transfer function for the first

stage of the controller is -

Ksv Gsv (s) =	 K s G, (s)	 1C4 Ge(s)

t+ Ks G,(5) IC 1<c, C.-e (5 )

and for the complete system -

X. p(s) =

V (s)

1<s G (s) =	 1CsvGsv(s)	 G3(S)
I + Ks C(s)	 i+ Koc , IcsvGsv (s) Ic3 t<4 Gz(s)

(6.36)



Test facilities were set up at the Lucas works for

measuring the frequency response of the 11D900 pump with a

Dowty type 4551-262 electrohydraulic controller. The

positional feedback from the swashplate was obtained by

using a Penny and Giles type APT25/60 rotary positional

transducer.

Figs. 6.9 and 6.10, show the test rig which was

basically a standard development test cell and the instru-

mentation consisted of a signal generator of Keelavite

manufacture, a Solartron data logger, a Moseley X-Y plotter

and a Southern Instruments UV recorder. The hydraulic

circuit was to Fig.6.11.

The HD900 pump was modified and had a linear

positional transducer fitted directly to the pump servo

piston to indicate swashplate movement.

A series of tests were run with sinusoidal input

signals for frequencies up to around 25 Hz and for strokes

of 10% and 80% full stroke with the pump running at

2000 rev/Min against a working pressure of 137 bar and with

the pump inlet boosted to 41 bar.

From the UV traces the amplitude ratio and the phase

lag were obtained and plotted in Figs.6.12 and 6.13. Also

plotted are the calculated results from the derived transfer

function for the system with the method of Nikiforuk and

Westlund used to cater for the large signal response. It

will be observed that reasonably good agreement was achieved

between the experimental and calculated values.

The pump was also subjected in an off load condition

to a stepped input signal from 20% to 80% full stroke and

Fig.6.14, shows the traces obtained. It will be observed

that the overshoot was of the order of 10% and the under-

shoot some 4%.

The linearity of the swashplate movement to the command

signal is shown in Fig.6.15, and excellent results were

obtained. Linearity was of the order of 41/0 and the loop

hysteresis was only 3!%.



Data for the Frequency Response of the Lucas HD900

Pump with Electro-hydraulic Controller

= 1.52 X 10
-3 

m
2

0.76 x 10
-3 

m
2

Area of Head Side of Servo Piston	 AR

Area of Annulus Side of Servo Piston AR

Test Pump Pressure P = 100 bar

Test ' Pump Speed N = 2000 rev/Min

Pressure of supply to controller
PS

= 41 bar

Pressure load on servo piston F
L = 333 N

Equivalent mass of servo piston
assembly

0.675 kg

Coulomb friction force F 1625N

Control Volume 7 = 45 x 10-6 m3

Leakage coefficient for servo
piston

C. 3.0x10 -15 m3/s/N/m2

Viscous damping coefficient El = 12.25x10 3 NS/M

Derived Data

Servo piston and load natural
frequency

= 4587 rad/s.

Servo piston and load damping
factor h1

= 2.045x10-4 13'

Equivalent viscous damping
coefficient

12.25x103 + 4Fc

:5

Time constant = 3.016



—1Servo valve loop gain = 174 s

Data for Dowty Type 4551-262 Electro-hydraulic Controller

Torque motor current rating i = + 7•5 mA

Flapper valve displacement
at nozzles

Spool displacement

Hydraulic amplifier
differential flow

Servo valve control flow

Torque motor gain

Hydraulic amplifier flow
gain

Spool valve flow gain

Spool end area

Armature/flapper stiffness

Feedback wire stiffness

Armature/flapper damping

Rotational mass of
armature/flapper

Natural frequency of
first stage

Damping ratio of first
stage

X = + 0.03 mm

Xv = 0.457 mm

LLQ = + 2.95 cm3/s

QL = ± 157.3 cm3/s

K 1 = 0.377 N cmhiaA

K
2
 = 968 cm3/s cm

1
3 

= 6.645x10 3 cm3/s cm

A
2
 = 0.495 cm

2

kc = 414 N mm/mm

k
w
 = 36.7 N mm/mm

= 0.071 Em/s mm

= 1.957x10-5 N mm/Mm s2

= 730 Hz

=0.4

Data for Penny and Giles Type APT25/60 Feedback Transducer

Transducer sensitivity
	

Kp = j06:M7/degree

Data for Shell Tellus 27 Hydraulic Fluid 

Effective bulk modulus	 El = 6.9x108 N/12

Density
	

(3 = 875 kg/M3
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FIG. 6.11 HYDRAULIC CIRCUIT FOR MEASURING THE
FREQUENCY RESPONSE OF THE LUCAS
HD 900 PUMP.
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CEAPTER 7. DESIGN METHOD FOR AXIAL PISTON PUMPS 

7.1	 Various theoretical aspects of axial piston pump

design were developed in Chapter 5. In this chapter

a design procedure is outlined. It should be mentioned

that design is often regarded as an art combining a broad

appreciation of various physical concepts with economic,

social and other constraints by the use of intuition and

engineering judgment. Here the aim is to put the design

of the axial piston pump on a scientific basis, as far as

it is practical so to do.

In general, the design process may be divided into

two main areas; namely -

(i) conceptual design;

(ii) geometric and functional design.

The conceptual design normally deals with the creation

of ideas and the defining of criteria to satisfy the design

requirements. As far as the axial piston pump is concerned,

these criteria would be based on such design aspects as the

drive, mounting requirements, space and weight limitations,

installation and maintainability, economic life, prime cost,

safety and noise. 	 The geometric design, on the other

hand, invariably entails force, movement, strength, rigidity

and performance analysis. With these thoughts in mind a

logical design method has been developed and the design

procedure is shown in Fig.7.1, which serves to identify the

various considerations and activities involved.

7.1.1	 Design Specification

It is important that the design specification is clear

and comprehensive and that it gives all the information

necessary for the successful design of the pump. The

information it should include can be grouped as:-

non-analytical;

analytical:

The non-analytical contents would include the size,

weight and cost constraints to be adhered to, the method of
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coupling and mounting the pump and an indication of the

reliability and service life to be aimed at. 	 Of

necessity the intended environment for the pump would be

specified and also the acceptable level of pump noise.

The analytical part of the pump specification would

include the required performance in terms of flow rate,

working pressures, pump speeds and efficiency levels.

These would be related to the types of hydraulic fluids to

be used together with the viscosity ranges to be accommo-

dated. In addition, the specification would include

details of the methods and levels of control to be included

in the pump design.

7.1.2	 Conceptual Design

The conceptual design will involve consideration of

the working principles of the pump and how these can best

be integrated into a unit design. The problems involved

are many and in few instances do 'best solutions' readily

present themselves. Bearing in mind the interrelationship

of these problems, the basis for the conceptual design can

best be undertaken by considering specific functions within

the pump and the relative merits of some possible

solutions.

Shaft and Bearing Arrangements 

The prime function of the shaft and bearings is to

enable the cylinder to be rotated at the required pump

speed, in the correct position and with minimum loss of

mechanical power. It is also required that the shaft

should have the strength and stiffness to parry out this

function and that the bearings have an expected service

life at least equal to that specified in the design

specification.

The shaft presents few problems if a decision is made

at this stage on the stiffness required. The problem

arises from the asymmetrical loading of the cylinder block

against the valve plate because of the grouping of

pressurised and unpressurised cylinder bores. This can
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result in high leakage losses and also high rubbing

contact. Thus the shaft can be designed to have the

stiffness necessary to counteract this loading or to

have a low stiffness to allow some degree of freedom

to the contacting parts to align to one another.

Of necessity the shaft must have the strength to

transmit the input torque from the prime mover to the

cylinder block but the stiffness of the shaft which gives

the desired constraint to the cylinder block will be

influenced by the section of the shaft, the distance between

the supporting bearings and to some extent by the type of

bearings used. These considerations are dealt with in the

section on pump shaft design later in this chapter.

By design the axial loads on the bearings can be

relatively low with the swash plate and the valve plate

loads being reacted into the pump body, but axial location

is necessary so that one of the bearings is likely to have

an end thrust loading. Rolling element bearings are ideal

for the speeds encountered in axial piston pumps because of

the low frictional losses, high load capacity and predictable

service life. The choice of bearings would be between deep

groove ball, plain roller, needle roller, taper roller or

self aligning ball or roller bearings.

For moderate speed pumps the practice of supporting

the cylinder block in a large roller bearing on the outside

of the cylinder block may be considered. With this design

a low stiffness shaft is possible and the cylinder is able

to align itself with a minimum of constraint at the valve

plate interface. Fig.7.2, shows a design incorporating a

very stiff shaft with fairly rigid rolling element bearings,

whilst Fig.7.3, shows the use of a low stiffness shaft and

the cylinder running in a large roller bearing.

Valve Plate and Cylinder Face Alignment 

Here the problem is to transfer hydraulic fluid from

the inlet port to the cylinder block and from the cylinder

block to the outlet port with a minimum of fluid leakage and

frictional losses at the valve plate/cylinder block interface.



CYLINDER
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FIGURE 7.2. AXIAL PISTON PUMP DESIGN TO UTILISE A I STIFFs SHAFT
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FIGURE 7.3. AXIAL PISTON PUMP DESIGNED TO UTILISE A'FLEX1BLE$ SHAFT
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Ideally the design should be such that either the cylinder

or the valve plate is in a state of partial suspension so

that the small adjusting forces ensure that the contacting

surfaces are always loaded against one another to the

required degree. Since the surfaces will be hydrostatically

balanced, some leakage will occur and this will be dependent

on the geometry of the sealing lips. A decrease in the

length of the periphery of the lips will be of particular

value in reducing the leakage loss.

To illustrate the difficulties that arise and how

possible improvements in design may be made, four solutions

are described. Fig.7.4, shows an arrangement in which the

cylinder block is mounted on the shaft with a minimum of

constraint for transverse movement and with the drive from

the shaft well away from the cylinder block/Valve plate

interface. Whilst allowing the surfaces to come into

contact, the asymmetric loading tends to increase the gap

on the inlet kidney port side and cause excessive leakage.

The kidney ports are on much the same pitch circle as the

pistons and this tends to make the periphery of the sealing

lips considerable. It is also likely that the kidney ports

would need to be narrow to provide space for the hydrostatic

balancing grooves.

Fig.7.5, shows a somewhat similar design in which the

relatively unconstrained cylinder seats onto a spherical

valve plate and the pitch radius of the kidney ports is

reduced. By design the various external forces on the

cylinder block can meet at a point and result in a close

contacting condition between the cylinder block and the valve

plate. The advantages are appreciable and include the

possibility of larger kidney ports. However, the manufactur-

ing difficulties in matching the two spherical surfaces are a

distinct disadvantage.

Fig.7.6, shows a design employing hydrostatic balancing

of the surfaces. The cylinder block and the valve plate are

located between spherical bearings with a fluid feed from the

high pressure port loading .the surfaces together. This method

has much in its favour but the manufacturing problems of the



FIGURE 7.4 SUSPENSION OF THE CYLINDER BLOCK WITH KIDNEY PORTS
ON THE PITCH RADIUS OF THE CYLINDER.

FIGURE 7.5. SUSPENSION OF THE CYLINDER BLOCK WITH KIDNEY PORTS
ON REDUCED PITCH RADIUS AND SPHERICAL VALVE FACES
FOR COMPENSATION OF THE TILTING MOMENT.

-

FIGURE 7.6. SUSPENSION OF THE CYLINDER BLOCK WITH KIDNEY PORTS
ON REDUCED PITCH RADIUS AND WITH EXPANSION
CYLINDER ON THE AXIS.

_

FIGURE 7.7. CYLINDER BLOCK RIGIDLY SUSPENDED ON CENTRAL SPINDLE
WITH KIDNEY PORTS ON REDUCED PITCH RADIUS AND WITH
FLOATING DISTRIBUTOR.
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spherical surfaces should not be underestimated. It is

also necessary to feed the balancing piston via non-

return valves for a bi-directional pump.

Fig.7.7, shows a rigidly supported cylinder but with

a relatively unconstrained valve plate loaded against the

cylinder block by hydraulic pressure behind the valve 	 •

plate.	 This method presents few manufacturing difficulties

and successful designs have been achieved using two sleeves

per kidney port.

Methods of Returning Pistons on the Suction Stroke 

The return of a piston on the suction stroke presents

a number of difficulties and these are increased as the

speed of the pump is increased. Although basically the

forces are of a low order; particularly if a positive

suction head is assured, the space demands of the slipper

bearing pad allows very little provision for exerting the

necessary return force to the piston. Common practice is

for the piston to have a spherical ball end joint with the

slipper bearing and the swaging of the skirt of the slipper

bearing over the ball of the piston provides adequate

strength for the return force. The main difficulty arises

in providing adequate bearing contact for the return force

having in mind the ellipsoidal loci for the slipper motion.

Various designs are shown in Fig.7.8, Method (a) shows

the fitting of a compression spring inside a hollow piston.

The spring has to maintain the slipper bearing in contact

with the swash plate and in so doing exert a force which is

in excess of the acceleration force for the piston/slipper

bearing assembly, the viscous and frictional drag on the

piston and the force on the piston to draw fluid into the

pump. Fortunately when the sum of these forces is at a

maximum at the commencement of the suction stroke, the

spring is in its maximum compression and is exerting a

maximum spring force.

By choosing a spring rate such that at the maximum

assembled length the spring force is just in excess of the

viscous and frictional drag and the piston force to draw in



risToN RETURN BY COMPRESSION SPRING INSIDE HOLLOW PISTON

PISTON RETURN BY CENTRAL COMPRESSION SPRING
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FIGURE 7 . 8. METHODS OF RETURNING PISTON.
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the fluid but less than the acceleration force on the

piston/slipper bearing assembly, a near optimum condition

may be achieved. It. will be appreciated that the forces

involved are mainly velocity dependent and in theory

different springs should be used for differing pump speeds.

It is customary to choose a spring rate such that at the

maximum assembled length the spring force is one third of

the spring force at the minimum assembled spring length.

Richmond (18) has presented very comprehensive data and

recommendations for the design of piston return springs.

An appreciable disadvantage of this type of piston

return is that during the pumping stroke the spring opposes

the piston movement and induces an additional resisting

torque on the pump shaft. This represents a small power

loss which is not present when other piston return methods

are used. At the design stage special care is necessary

to prevent the coils of the spring being trapped due to

lateral instability and the centrifugal forces on the

spring.

An alternative design, Fig.7.8(b), employs a heavy

duty spring mounted in an assembly fixed to the pump shaft

to exert a force onto a steel ball which in turn transfers

the thrust through a spherical cap to a piston return plate.

The advantages of simplicity and compactness will be very

apparent and since the spring is working at near constant

length (and loading), a high degree of reliability can be

expected. The diagram in Fig.7.8(c), shows a rather

similar concept except that a bronze spherical bearing

mounted directly onto the pump shaft and loaded by a single

compression spring is used in conjunction with a spherical

seating in the piston return plate. A high degree of

geometrical conformity is achieved and again this method has

the advantages of simplicity and reliability.

The Method described in Fig.7.8(d), involves the use

of a central location for the piston return plate. In

effect a constant clearance regulates the end play of the

slipper bearing. Although simple in concept, this method

involves some compromise in design since the end play con-

tributes to lost motion and has a small influence on the

volumetric displacement of the DUITIO.
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01-
	 PISTON RETURN BY FIXED CENTRAL LOCATION

t. piSTON RETURN BY USE OF AUXILLIARY BOOST PUMP.

FIGURE 7.8 (CONT.) METHODS OF RETURNING PISTON.

FIGURE 7. 9. TRANSFERENCE OF THRUST FROM PISTON TO
SWASHPLATE. VIA HOOK'S COUPLINGS.
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The Method of Fig.7.8(e), involves the use of an

auxiliary boost pump to pressurise the suction line.

Whilst this is a feasible proposition and the use of boost

pumps for high performance systems is common, the provision

of a pump for the sole purpose of returning the pistons

would be both expensive and complicated.

Methods of Transferring Thrust from the 

Swashplate onto the Pistons 

Fig.7.2, shows a common method of transferring the

thrust from the tilted swashplate to the pistons via a

slipper bearing. The working conditions at the slipper

bearing/swashplate interface are near ideal since by good

design and manufacture, virtually all metal to metal contact

can be eliminated by the hydrostatic pad. The thrust to

be transmitted is dependent mainly on the pump pressure and

the high stiffness characteristic of a hydrostatic bearing

pad, ideally caters for changes of pump pressure. However

the angle of inclination of the swashplate, the speed of

rotation and the mass of the moving parts all affect the

level of the thrust.

The second interface between the slipper bearing and

the spherical end of the piston presents few design

problems. Oscillatory speeds are low compared to the

linear speeds between the slipper bearing and the swashplate

and a high level of lubrication is obtained by allowing

hydraulic fluid to pass into the bearing zone through a

bleed line from the pressure side of the piston. However

the complete assembly is relatively expensive and warrants

consideration of alternative designs. A further disadvant-

ag is that the radial forces on the piston which are

reacted into the pump cylinder liner become excessive if

the swashplate angle of tilt is in excess of 20 0 . As a

result a restraint is imposed on the piston stroke possible

for a particular pitch circle diameter and this generally

limits the ratio of stroke to piston diameter to 1.0 or less.

A means of overcoming this constraint is to use an

adaption of a Hooke l s Coupling for each piston as shown in

Fig.7.9. 'Whilst allowing for tilt angles of as high as 30°
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FIGURE 7.10. TRANSFERENCE OF THRUST FROM PISTON TO
SWASHPLATE USING ROLLER BEARINGS.
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and the use of reasonable piston lengths, considerable

difficulty is experienced in designing the couplings to

transmit the torque necessary to rotate the swashplate.

Because of this a main drive universal coupling is

commonly incorporated.

Another method of reducing the sliding motion between

the piston assembly and the swashplate is to design for the

contact surface of the swashplate to revolve at the pump

speed.	 Fig.7.10, shows three possible arrangements based

on the use of a rolling bearing in the swashplate assembly.

In general these methodo are suitable for low speed, low

power pumps where the requirements of size are not so

stringent as in high speed, high power pumps. The

frictional losses in the rolling bearing are low and the

volumetric efficiency is improved by the absence of bleed

to a hydrostatic bearing pad as in the case of the pump

with slipper bearings.

With the foregoing sections in mind the overall

conceptual design of the pump can be arrived at which

would form the basis for the geometric or functional design.

7.1.3	 Geometric Design

The geometric design of an axial piston pump involves

the use of primary design information contained in the

design specification. Given the flow rate required at a

given pump speed and against a maximum working pressure,

the basic pump dimensions can be arrived at. However, it

will be important at this stage to consider what effect

these dimensions have on other considerations such as size,

weight and cost of the pump, the overall pump efficiency and

the level of flow pulsations to be expected from the pump.

The basic pump equations are -

m".

ot# = TIGLPZ SNP

ti

(7.1)

(7.2)
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(7.3)

= ES c.ota.il	 (7.4)

Equation (7.1) is a straightforward relationship

between the displacement q, the volumetric flow per

revolution of the pump, the flow rate Q and the

rotational speed n, and a unique value for q ic obtained.

Equation (7.2) relates the displacement o with the piston

stroke S, the diameter of the pistons d and the number

of pistons in the pump N. 	 A solution requires

a) a decision on the number of pistons

to be used;

b) a relationship to be established

between d and S.

The number of pistons to be used will influence the

flow pulsations to be expected, the size of the pump and

the cost of manufacture. These are considered in turn in

the following.

Relationship between Number of Pistons 

and Flow Pulsations 

One of the characteristics of an axial piston pump

is the cyclic variation of flow rate due to the action of

the valves. Although the intensity of the variations may

be reduced by increasing the number of pistons in the pump,

some fluctuation always remains as a flow ripple or puls-

ation. The value of this fluctuation is conveniently

given as -

QM$Ax QtAtt4

Q MAY,

Neglecting the very small leakage variations which

are dependent on the piston velocity and the length of



piston in the cylinder bore, the rate of flow of a single

piston is equal to the area of the piston times the

instantaneous piston velocity.

Thus	

Q INST =	 —P vP4 
d 2 V

The instantaneous piston velocity is proportional to

the piston position which in turn is a function of the

rotational position of the pump shaft.	 This relationship

is simple harmonic and can be expressed as -

V = 5 sin to 1.7

Thus

= TT oi l" s sc-i% Lot
INST	 P

and reaches a maximum value at we; = TT11Y% 511-etc.
'

Fig.7.11, shows the relationship for a single piston

pump. To indicate the flow variation which occurs in

multipiston pumps it is convenient to use phasor

representation. Fig.7.12, shows this for a single piston

pump and Fig. 7.13, the maximum and minimum flow rates for

a pump having five pistons. Phasor polygons can be con-

structed for any number of pistons and the maximum and

minimum flow rates measured.

The percentage flow variation can be obtained from -

= -co- for odd numbers
9 MAX - 9Mit4	

ol
2t,te of pistons

mg:1)c

=	 coSIT for even numbers
tip of pistons

Fig.7.14, shows that the flow variation for a pump of

an odd number of pistons is the same as that for a pump having

twice as many pistons. For this reason most axial piston

pumps incorporate odd numbers of pistons, usually 7 for Bent
Axis and 7 or 9 for Swash Plate Pumps.
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FIGURE 7.11. INSTANTANEOUS DELIVERY OF A SINGLE PISTON AS A
FUNCTION OF THE PUMP SHAFT ANGLE.

FIGURE 7.12. PHASOR REPRESENTATION OF THE INSTENTANEOUS

DELIVERY OF A SINGLE PISTON.
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QMIN

FIGURE 7.13. PHASOR POLYGON FOR A FIVE PISTON

PUMP.

FIGURE 7.14. PHASOR POLYGON FOR A PUMP WITH AN ODD NUMBER
OF PISTONS AND FOR A PUMP WITH TWICE NUMBER
OF PISTONS.
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Table 7.1: Percenta•Flow Variation of Multi iston Machines

1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 8	 9 10 11

Qmax Qbain 

Qmax	 45

100	 13.4	 4.9	 2.5	 1.5	 1.0

100
	

29.3	 13.5	 7.6	 4.9

It is not easy to estimate the effect on the size and

the cost of the pump for differing numbers of pistons but

in general as the number of pistons is increased, the size

of the pump and its manufacturing costs will also increase.

Relationship between Piston Diameter and Stroke 

The relationship between the piston diameter and the

stroke is complex. Having decided on the number of pistons

to employ, the piston diameter and stroke must satisfy

equation (7.2).	 Common practice is to use a ratio S

of 0.8 to 1.2.	 In general if the stroke is kept 	
dp

low the piston velocity and acceleration for a given

rotational speed will be correspondingly low and this would

mean lower viscous friction losses, lower piston and slipper

bearing inertia forces and in all probability a reduction in

the wear of the cylinder bores. Cost 'effects would be

minimal but a low length of stroke would somewhat reduce the

length of the pump whilst because of the larger piston

diameters required, would slightly increase the cross

section of the pump.

Relationshi between Piston Diameter Number of

Pistons, Pump Pressure and Pitch Circle Diameter

of Cylinder Bores 

These relationships are expressed in equation (7.3).

It will be seen that the P.C.Dia increases as the piston

diameter, number of pistons, and pressure is increased but

is reduced as the tensile strength of the cylinder block

material is increased.
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The main design aspects involved are:-

a small pitch circle diameter could result in -

a) insufficient strength between adjacent bores

to resist the stresses set up by the fluid

pressure;

b) insufficient space for the satisfactory

design of the hydrostatic slipper bearings;

c) inadequate length of sealing face lands on

the valve distributor plate;

d) impossible to obtain the required stroke

without using an excessive swash plate

angle.	 Ref. equation (7.4).

a large pitch circle diameter would result in -

e) increased pump size, weight, rotational

inertia and manufacturing costs;

f) increased velocity and therefore increased

viscous losses at the slipper bearing/swash

plate interface.

The relationships between d N 	P and 6 for
P'	 .P'

a given allowable tensile stress of 180MN/m
2
 are given in

Fig.7.15.	 Fig.7.16, shows the correction factors which

would apply for other allowable stress levels.

Relationship Between the Pitch Circle Diameter, the 

Stroke and thelmle of Tilt of the Swashplate 

This relationship is given by equation (7.4). A

limiting consideration is that if the angle of tilt exceeds

20
o
, the radial component of the slipper bearing reaction

tends to become excessive and the disturbing couple on the

slipper bearing, which is not taken care of by the hydro-

static pad, also becomes a real problem. For these reasons

the angle of tilt is usually limited to the range between

15° to 20°.
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FIGURE 7.15. RELATIONSHIP OF CYLINDER PITCH CIRCLE DIAMETER WITH PISTON
DIAMETER. NUM B ER OF PISTONS. PUMP PRESSURE AND
ALLOWABLE .TENSILE STRESS OF CYLINDER MATERIAL.

FIGURE 7.15 CORRECTION FACTOR FOR CYLINDER PITCH CIRCLE DIAMETER FOR
VARIOUS ALLOWABLE TENSILE STRESSES OF CYLINDER MATERIAL.
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Initial Deci,on Chart 

To facilitate the choice of the principal design

data, Fig.7.17, has been developed. Knowing the volume

flow rate Q, the rotational speed n and the pump

pressure P, the chart may be used in the choice of the

piston diameter d , the stroke S, the number of

pistons N, the pitch circle diameter D and the swash-

plate angle /.

The ranges of values covered by the chart are

given below.

q _	 0 to 0.40 x 10 -3 m3/rev

P _	 100 to 400 bar

dp -	 15 to 45 mm

S	 -	 12 to 54 mm

NP _	 7, 9 and 11

D -	 25 to 200 mm

0	 -	 15° to 20°

The procedure to use the chart is as follows.

Obtain q from equation (7.1), and from this value on the

q scale draw a horizontal line to the right to intersect

the curve for a chosen value of Np. From this point of

intersection draw a vertical line to intersect a chosen

• dp 
curve. A horizontal line from this point drawn to

the left will intersect a scale to give the corresponding

piston diameter d. Continue this line to the left until

it cuts the curve for the required pump pressure. A

vertical line downwards from this intersection will in turn

cut a curve for the chosen number of pistons. From this

intersection draw a horizontal line to the right to obtain

a value for the pitch circle D. Also draw a horizontal

line from the appropriate point for stroke S and the angle

of tilt / to again cut the vertical scale for D. The

largest value of so obtained is the required value.

Since this chart is based on an allowable tensile
/

stress in the cylinder block of 180MNim
2
 , if any other value

is to be used, the design pitch circle diameter will be that

already obtained from the chart based on the piston diameter,
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the pump pressure and the number of pistons, multiplied

by a correction factor Km from Fig.7.16.

Note that, if the value of D based on the stress

considerations exceeds that based on the stroke and the

angle of tilt, the angle of tilt should be reduced to

correspond.

7.1.4	 Movement Design

An important stage in the design process is that of

movement design in which an analysis of the operating forces

within the pump is used as a basis for designing the moving

parts such as the pistons, slipper bearings, swashplate,

shaft and main pump bearings. An analysis of the static

and dynamic forces, given in Section 5.3.1, makes it

possible to calculate the intensity of loading on these

components.

T)indicate the general intensity and distribution of

the forces and reactions in a pump at constant speed but

with varying swashplate angles, values were calculated for

a high speed pump and plotted as shown in Figs.7.18 to 7.27.

The data used in the calculations were:—

Piston Diameter

Piston Mass

Centre of Gravity of Piston

Piston Data Length

Piston Length

Slipper Bearing Mass

Centre of Gravity of
Slipper Bearing

Pitch Circle Diameter

Pump Rotation

Absolute Viscosity

Coefficient of Friction

Piston Diametral Clearance

d = 14 mm .

in	 33g
—
x = 30 mm

x	 13 mm

p , 43 mm

mSB = 16
g

—
x %	 5 mm

SE

	

D	 50 mm

ca 0 628 radis

	

iv,	 .08 NS/M2

.015

	

70-	

.014 mm
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FIGURE.7.18.RELATIVE VALUES OF PISTON VELOCITY AND VISCOUS FORCE ON A
PISTON AT VARIOUS TILT ANGLES AND ANGLES OF ROTATION.

FIGURE 7.19. RELATIVE VALUES OF PISTON ACCELERATION LENGH OF IMMERSION
OF PISTON AXIAL ACCELERATION FORCE ON PISTON AND ON
SLIPPER BEARING AT VARIOUS TILT ANGLES AND ANGLES OF
ROTATION.
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FIGURE 7.20.RELA1IVE VALUES OF SLIPPER BEARING RADIUS FOR VARIOUS TILT
ANGLES AND ANGLES OF ROTATION.

FIGURE 7.21 RELATIVE VALUES OF CENTRIFUGAL ACCELERATION FORCES ON
A PISTON AND SLIPPER BEARING AT VARIOUS ANGLES OF
ROTATION.
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FIGURE 7.22. DYNAMIC FORCES ON A PISTON AT VARIOUS ANGLES
OF TILT AND ANGLES OF ROTATICN.
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FIGURE 7.25 .RELATIVE COULOMB FRICTION FORCE OPPOSING MOTION OF A
PISTON AT VARIOUS ANGLES OF TILT AND ANGLES OF

ROTATION.
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Values were calculated for -

Pump Pressures of 100, 200, 300 and 400 bar

Swashplate Angles of 50, 100 , 15° and 20

Close study of these curves will show some interest-

ing trends such as the high levels of coulomb friction at

high pressures and swashplate angles and that the

reaction R
A
 between the piston and the cylinder bore

rises to be equal to the pressure force of 1539 N on

the piston.

Swashplate Design

Very little information has been published on the

design of swashplates and that which has been published

is of a superficial nature. A design methodology can be

formulated by considering the basic features involved, i.e.,

(i) the facility to pivot and in so doing to

provide a variable angle of tilt to vary

the pump stroke;

the ability to carry the loads transferred

from the slipper bearings and from the

swashplate control mechanism;

(iii)	 the provision of suitable surface

conditions at the control surface.

Pivoting may be achieved by mounting the swashplate

between trunnion bearings using plain or rolling element

bearings.	 Since the axis of tilt is at right angles to

the dead centres axis of the pump, only the bearing on the

delivery side of the swashplate will be subjected to

appreciable loading. The effects of the forces to return

the pistons on the suction stroke may influence the bearing

loads but since these are small in value, these forces can

be neglected. Fig. 7.28 shows the forces and- wpments

acting on the swashplate and bearings.
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At a constant angle of tilt the control force F
CS

will be small and will vary with the angle of tilt.

Variations of this force will occur during a pumping cycle

due to:-

variations in the acceleration forces of the

piston and slipper bearing assemblies depend-

ing on pump speeds and stroke;

, (v)	 variations of pressure in the pump which

occur during a pumping cycle.

The analysis of F	 is therefore very complex but
CS

since its value will be small compared to the bearing loads,

it may be calculated from the equation -

Fc5	 SB1‘(1 RS82 \11 2 4- — RSBIA\f2
YC	 (7.5)

where values of Y are positive if referring to reactions

above the XX axis and negative for those below.

With a changing angle of tilt, the control force must

overcome the frictional resistance of the swashplate bearings

and the changing inertial forces. As the frictional com-

ponent is very much the larger, it is justifiable to eauate

the new control force as -

PCO *= FcS ( Fa% +	 LA •
C.
	

(7.6)

The total bearing loads FB1 + FB2 can then be calculated
from -

FBi F	 jR + R „ - - - sss)(	 Fcs B2	 SBI

and the individual bearing loads from -

FBI = [RSBI ()CB+ 	 SB2. (1( B4 x2.) — B)ce]

e,	 (7.7)

FB2 = [R set (-x1+ R	 %-)Cra)-1.	 FcAis)Cel

e,

(7.8)



etc.

etc.

Gerber (6) has shown that the loci of the centre of the
slipper bearings is an ellipse of radius r e where

.te	
c 0 5 2 CO t2
	

(7-9)

The worse conditions at the sw=lshplate will occur

when the number of pressurised pistons is N +1 and

2

when the first of these pistons subtends an angle Ist,

with the top dead centre of the pump. Then -

= ST —	 — 1 1 2.1I

N a 1 J N p

1e 5%4slm

= -t smt(h + 2.1T ) 
2	 N P

Y.
3	

= e 3 S‘N k_4. 41T\
2.	 1.1p

= t cos lae

Ye	 =	 cos (A. 212)e
2-	 t•IP

=	 CoS 1_21

P

If the pump is for use at high pressure, the loads on

the bearings may be such that the use of relatively small

diameter trunnion bearings is not practical and it is usual

to employ shell bearings of relatively large radius and

which provide bearing contact over an arc of some 140 0 .

Using steel backed porous bronze bearings lined with acetal

resin co-polymer, the bearing pressure would be generally

limited to 140Nimm2 and the coefficient of friction can be

taken as .01 to .10.

The loads from the slipper bearings have the effect

of creating a bending moment about any diametral axis of

the swashplate. A principal bending moment will occur about

the YY axis and using classical bending theory, the cross



section on the axis can be determined;

t'4(.(	 (R seel x1 + sc:K)c.z."}-	 \)
/2.1

(7.10)

The swashplate will need to be very rigid to ensure

a flat working face for the slipper bearings and therefore

the bending stresses will be low. 	 Since little variation

of Myy will occur when the pump is running at constant

speed and pressure, the variation of stress levels will not

be great and metal fatigue is not likely to present problems.

In addition to the bending stresses, consideration must be

given to the shear stresses that may be present.

Very little surface contact between the slipper

bearings and the swashplate is likely during normal running

although at 'start-up' and 'shut down', contact will occur

resulting in wear of the components. In addition, the

couple CsB acting on the slipper bearings may cause some

undesirable contact although in all probability hydro-

dynamic wedge effects will minimise this tendency.

Far greater problems are caused by the presence of

foreign particles in the hydraulic fluid and particularly

those resulting from wear. Edghill and Rubery (24) give

details of the wear that has resulted from hard particles

being embedded in the relatively soft surface of the slipper

bearings and causing a groove of as much as 2.5mm depth in

1000 hours operation. This means that special care must be

taken in selecting the material for the swashplate.

Strength and rigidity requirements suggest the use of a

ferrous forging with the bearing surfaces nitrided to at

least 0.6mm in depth. The working face could be machined

to a surface finish of 0.2 micrometres with a flatness of

0.012mm over the entire surface.



Cylinder Block Design

The design requirements of the cylinder block are:-

a)	 to provide suitable bores for the successful

pumping of fluid;

b) to have the strength necessary to resist the

hydraulic and mechanical forces involved;

c) to provide a suitable surface for the

transference of the fluid to and from

the valve plate.

Modern manufacturing methods enable the bores to be

produced to meet the requirements of working clearance

and interchangeability whilst being economically viable.

The levels of working clearances with the piston is fully

discussed in the next section. The pistons are loaded

against the cylinder bores and the reciprocating motion is

best accommodated by non-ferrous bore linings commonly of

phosphor bronze or leaded bronze.

The stresses in the metal between adjacent bores can

be calculated from -

cs	 =	 a. F.

e
	

(7.11)

where 2t •is the minimum wall thickness between two

cylinders -

=	 s%/A (1-1 -

1\19
	

(7.12)

The presence of the non-ferrous liners can be ignored

in these calculations if relatively low values of t are

used. In any event the conditions imposed by designing the

return mechanism for the slipper bearings on the suction

stroke will in all probability make it necessary to use a

value of D which will result in the wall thickness being

even larger than that given by the above equation.

Other stnngLh requirements are those of transmitting

the mechanical forces from the shaft which in general are

not difficult to accommodate.
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The face of the cylinder block which abutts the

valve plate must be machined square to the shaft bore and

flat within very close limits, e.g., 0.012mm over the

entire surface.

It is common practice to float the cylinder block

surface away from the valve plate by means of hydrostatic

action of the hydrostatic bearing recesses which can be

conveniently machined in the valve plate. Because of

conditions of friction and wear at start-up and shut-down,

a non-ferrous bearing face to the cylinder block may be

employed.

The strength, machinability and economic considerations

suggest the use of a low carbon cylinder block and since the

cylinder contributes appreciably to the weight and rotational

inertia of the pump, it is important to keep its size to a

minimum. Again because of compressibility losses as

discussed in Section 5.2, it is advantageous to reduce the

space for hydraulic fluid within the cylinder block to a

minimum.

Piston Design

The piston performs the basic function of forcing a

quantity of hydraulic fluid along a cylinder bore against a

resisting pressure and on the return stroke of drawing a new

charge of fluid into the bore for subsequent pumping. So

that these functions may be carried out, the piston must

satisfy the requirements of:-

a) having a working clearance with the bore of the

cylinder block to allow sliding to occur with

acceptable levels of fluid leakage and frictional

resistance;

b) having the necessary strength to withstand the

mechanical and fluid loads imposed on it;

c) having to be of material suitable for the

conditions of loading and to resist wear.



where

Piston Clearances for Axial Piston Pumps 

An important consideration in the design of axial

piston pumps is the determination of the diametral clearance

between the piston and the cylinder bore. If a relatively

large clearance is chosen, the leakage losses past the piston

will be excessive and this will adversely affect the volu-

metric efficiency of the pump. On the other hand if the

clearance is too small, the viscous drag on the moving piston

will be large and will result in a reduced mechanical

efficiency. It is thus apparent that there is a real need

to optimise the piston clearance for minimum power loss.

During the pumping stroke of a piston the fluid flow

rate through the clearance gap is made up of the pressure

flow (Poisseuille) and the shear flow (Couette). 	 An

expression for the total flow rate past the piston is -

s = TV ( P - Pe) ap Cot Fe - ell, C&Vp

'A (0	 /4A

(7.13)

is the slip flow rate past the piston

is the pressure drop across the length
of the gap

ap	 is the piston diameter

Cj.	 is the diametral clearance of the piston

tz,	 is the length of piston immersion in
the cylinder

Fe
	 is a factor to take care of piston

eccentricity

is the absolute viscosity of the fluid

is the velocity of the piston.

During the pumping stroke of the piston the values

of .e. and V will be continuously changing and it is
convenient for analytical purposes to substitute average

values E
i 

and V.	 For a given pump speed and displace-
ment setting y

i 
varies as the cosine of angle pl and V

as sin r3 where g is the angle of rotation of the pump

from the top dead centre position.



Then -

Li:
	

0.4,31(14: mAx -
	

MIN
	

MIN

(7.14)

O. C5.1 p mAx
(7.15)

It is also apparent from the considerations given to

the forces acting on the spherical bearing of the piston

that the piston does not take up a position of constant

eccentricity along its length but rather of full eccen-

tricity in one direction at the plane of the working face

of the piston and varying to full eccentricity in the

opposite direction in the plane of the cylinder face. The

eccentricity will vary linearly along the immersed length

to give an average value of	 Cd
4

Ernst (5) has given an expression for the eccentricity

factor F
e
 as - •

r = 1 + 3 ( 2.1
2 Ca

so that for the conditions considered here, Fe 1.375

The viscosity of the hydraulic fluid flowing through

the gap will vary considerably. At the face of the piston

the pressure effect on the fluid will increase the viscosity

to

(7.17)

where	 110	 is the viscosity at zero pressure

is the viscosity at pressure P

	

Kp	 is the pressure coefficient of
viscosity

Along the length of the gap the pressure will decrease and

this will in turn reduce the viscosity.

Since the pressure flow through the gap represents a

power loss and additional power is lost due to the viscous

(7.16)



drag on the piston, the loss of energy will be manifested

in raising the temperature of the fluid in the gap. The

heat is mainly removed by the flow of fluid although some

will be transmitted through the gap walls into the piston

and cylinder block. The rise in the temperature changes

the viscosity as -

=p0[ To 
+ AT]

(7.17)

where itk o	 is the viscosity at temperature To

AA-	 is the viscosity at temperature To+AT

K T 	 is the temperature coefficient of
viscosity

It will be apparent that the pressure distribution

along the length of the gap will not be linear because of

the non-linear variation of eccentricity and viscosity.

The analysis of the pressure flow is most complex and for

design purposes it is more convenient to use an effective

viscosity ,AA e and to satisfy the theoretical equations

given by iteration.

It is suggested that the effective viscosity should

be the viscosity at mean temperature and at mean pressure.

Then -
Ke(C:1-ta)

/A 0 e	 z [ T, 	 1(1-
T0 + AT

(7.18)

The flow rate past the piston is made up of the pressure

flow Q11. and the shear flow Qd
 and can be expressed as -

= (.-51511.	 et.0 cot — 1tcLpCcLVp
4

(7.19)



The power loss due to the pressure flow is QP(P 1 -I)2 )

and that due to the viscous drag is the product of the

force 2.11	 p
	 and the piston velocity.

Ca.

= PP +

= 1 . 31S 	 P,-	 p 	 + 2SC ot Pit-tef 	 \-192.
`11:,AA.1 11 	 ccx

Then

1.3.75 nrot 	4 :7.: (Col l + l92.LA.22 -5-2:A- Ca t(r7G1FL

z)	 a()	 1.315(PI-P1101.4 ot

cI 6	
t,	 9	 e

Differentiating with respect to (Cd\ and equating to zero
dpi

2.
3/coiN =	 n ot A.k	 ,-C4 /-pra	 cky- z

V-4)	 I. :31 Ei ( 	 P:) 72—0k; ot p )

To give for minimum power loss

(7.20)

Cci	 =

p "I ei
lA .q. ic 
( 13%-. Ra)

(7.21)

However a power loss due to viscous drag also occurs during

the suction stroke so that during a full working stroke of

the piston the total power loss is P
L	P + 2P3

Treating in the same manner as before we have -

=

d..p 
OPT	

P2)

(7.22)



(7.23)

It: VP
Pi-P2)

Ca.	 =oT

And

Thus the optimum diametral clearance for a given set

of working conditions of pump s peed, displacement setting

and pressure can easily be determined on the basis of an

effective viscosity. Unfortunately any change of Ei , Vp

and (P
1
-P

2
) will affect the value of the effective

viscosity so that with new working conditions, the effect

on the optimum clearance can only be expressed in terms of

a new effective viscosity. Using suffixes (1) and (2) to

denote values related to conditions 1 and 2 respectively we

can use the following relationships.

When the pump pressure changes but the pump speed and

displacement setting remains constant:

C opt () -	 i(A.(1) ( Ps -Pz) (2) 

C ol opT	

i

(2) 	A-1 e H2) ( Ps - Pz) (0

(7.24)

When the pump speed changes but the pump pressure and

displacement setting remains constant:

C 01 (1)	 /u'ef ( 1 ) 1\1() 

	

(2.) N(2)	

(7.25)

When the displacement setting changes but the pump

pressure and pump speed remains constant:

Cc( OPT ( 1 ) =
	

te"`‘-e � (;)

C & Gel' (2)
	

)1. 123to te.y.?-96(2.)	
(7.26)



It is of interest to note that the optimum diametral

clearance does not depend on the specific diameter of the

piston. However a study of the power loss equation will

show that the losses increase with an increase in the piston

diameter if all other parameters remain constant.

The effective viscosity may be cnickly obtained by

using the chart, Fig.7.29, which has been developed from the

equation (7.18).

If the pressure is expressed in bars, common values

of Kp range from 2.0 to 2.5 x 10
-3
bar

-1
. For the

temperature range 0° to 70°C, K T may be reliably taken

as 3.

The temperature rise due to the pressure flow losses

alone is -

LVT	 = 	 p2)

u	
(7.27)

where
	

J is the mechanical equivalent
of heat

t) is the mass density of the fluid

5 is the specific heat of the fluid

Using S.I. coherent units, J is 1 and common values

of 0 and 5 are 820 kei][1 3 and 2.09 kJ/kg°K

respectively so that in the absence of specific data, J P S

may be taken as 1700k3/M3 K. This means that a pressure

differential of 100bar will cause a temperature rise due to

leakage alone of some 5.88°C.

The chart is also useful for calculating the slip flow

and the power losses for a piston assembly. To assist in

this process, a flow diagram, Fig.7.30, has been devised for

carrying out the calculations in a logical manner.

An estimate of how the pressure, pressure differential

and viscosity may vary is obtained by considering the basic

pressure flow equation.

=	 (13,-	 ap ca.3 (% 3 I a q2
96	 itxtz	 c.t)

(7.28)



FIGURE 7,29 CHART FOR DETERMINING VISCOSITY

RATIO A4ef

/tA 0
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Although the piston has varying eccentricity with

the cylinder bore along its length, the flow rate past

any plane distance x from the plane of the working face

of the piston is constant. The ratio (p
1
 —p

2
) can

also be considered as a pressure differential at that plane.
zThus if (1 + (ae ) is expressed in terms of x we have -

IE. Cc&/

 - Ina) = 	 p 

S	 TT a p Co0	 )cfe

Let
2
 be 0 and considering initially that the viscosity

is constant.

5 c" — K iP 9P)% (3x2.
re'	 -ez

which becomes —

F)	 e	 [tc,rt--	 - i_C2 )+

Li a)

If1D isOwhenx .. .e.we have —

K	 91, 'e t: I teL y.7 1,5_ — 0.88(7.1

(7.29)

A curve of 	 ,[4:P 
	

against X is shown in Fig.7.31.

KtiA Qp 'CZ

Superimposed on the same graph is a curve for the uniform

decrease of R. P	 with X. It will be seen that

_K i rk Qr, .et:

the effect of the varying 'eccentricity is to reduce the

rate of change of the pressure at the ends of the gap but

to increase the pressure differential at the middle zone.
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This is also clearly shown in Fig.7.32, which shows a

series of pressure differential curves plotted against

• If we now consider the flow equation but with the

viscosity varying with temperature and pressure we have -

P =	 ge 	 (	 Ayr ) 1 )

G	 G )c 4. Z.5

c

(7.30)

To solve this equation it is necessary to relate both

P and AT to	 This is rather difficult but an

approximate solution would result if, for the purpose of

substitution in the terms affecting the viscosity, the

pressure and temperature variation is linearised. Thus let

p =	 (1 - 22.) an d- AT = 	 . x
zPs

The equation (7.30) now becomes -

1<pP,	 (	
7 	 \ KT

(	
-

T0 + P1/2Ps I SP =	 Ce f

x.	 -G )c +-	 .

Lt

(7.31)

This equation when integrated graphically gave a

curve which is also shown in Fig.7.31, and which shows that

at the beginning of the leakage flow path the relatively

high viscosity effect due to the high pressure and the lower

temperature, more than offset the effects of high eccen-

tricity and this resulted in a high pressure gradient. The

pressure gradient continues to be higher than that of the

constant viscosity case until the last third of the gap

length when the total effect of the high eccentricity, the

reduced pressure effect on the viscosity and the reduction

in viscosity due to the higher temperature causes the

pressure gradient to fall sharply.
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By adjusting the value of P in the viscosity term,

a final curve for a non-linear pressure distribution has

been drawn which, it is considered, is likely to closely

approach practical conditions. This investigation lends

support to the concept of using an effective viscosity

based on the mean pressure and mean temperature in the

leakage path.

Several researchers including Wilson (25) and Exline (26)

have attempted to relate losses in the piston and cylinder

block assembly with changing conditions of diametral clear-

ance, pressure differentials, length of immersion of the

piston, piston velocity, fluid viscosity, etc., but with only

partial success as far as presenting the findings in a form

suitable for design use.	 Shute and Turnbull (27), however,

suggested relating the losses as percentage losses of

efficiency as opposed to specific power losses. This is a

most useful concept since it enables the designer to readily

find the effects of the design changes he is considering.

Taking this concept further to include the effects of

variable piston immersion and the power losses during the

auction stroke, the following theory is presented in support

of an overall design process for piston design.

The percentage loss of efficiency Ep is defined as

the percentage of the power developed by a piston during one

complete working stroke which is lost due to leakage and

viscous shear. Since the theoretical power developed by the

piston is the rate of displacement times the working

pressures we have -

C-4,21

(7.32)

which resolves to -

S . 129 03,- P2) Cok/ + 1400/Lke 	 C./c,

i-L ef	 (Pc'Pz)
	

(7.33)

I.-51 5	 ( -Fo z ap cal + 411 otp,ues.

E. too 94-'4
Tr ok e? Tip ( P. - Pz)



and rewritten as -

E p = 5 . 73( Ca )(f,',-j:)-c3 + 14 ° C) /2_12 )41.-t_e5.-ez_Ye

\Gi p/ Ak e+	 \le	 k Ca/ (	 Pe ) cq*

. -13(Cci.) A + 1600(Col A
1-

kap/

where X is the piston parameter 	 D_ p) a.p

(7.34)

da ef Lc S4

Percentage efficiency losses can be calculated from this

equation or obtained directly from Fig.7.33, which has

been compiled for the general limits of -

(P1 -P2 ) up to 400 bar

up to 30 mm

up to 60 mm

tip	 up to 2m/s

/4-tef	 from 0.01 to 0.20 Ns/m

The curves facilitate the estimation of losses for a range

of values of Cd and )%	 and two useful curves are
dp

superimposed to provide additional information. Curve IA'

shows the values of Cd which give the minimum loss of
dp

efficiency for particular values of .X 	 . Curve IBI

indicates the value of -X V which gives the minimum loss

of efficiency for particular values of Cd.
dp

It will be seen that if optimum piston clearances are

used, the percentage losses of efficiency in a low pressure

pump will be considerably greater than those in a high

pressure pump working with the same diameter of piston,

viscosity, length of immersion of piston and piston velocity.

2
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Conversely, all other factors being equal, a high speed

pump will experience greater losses than a low speed pump

working at the same pump pressure.

Fig.7.34, shows curves for the power losses with

variations of piston clearance for the high speed high

pressure pump already considered in the section on static

and dynamic force analysis.

Reverting to equation (7.34) and substituting for

Cd
OPT from equation (7.23), we can express the percentage

loss of efficiency in terms of the Cd ratio and the ratio
dp

of the diametral clearance to the optimum diametral

clearance —

E	 55•2:1 Ca(Cd._	 ya + 11,5 085 cs..L(Cciorry*
01.	 C 01. 0 p-f 	 eke CO-

(7.35)

This equation provides a convenient means of

estimating the change of percentage power loss when the

diametral clearance varies from the optimum value for

example due to manufacturing tolerances or reboring of the

cylinder bores. Fig.7.35, has been plotted for a range

of c
OPT

a	 C	 values and shows clearly the
Cot	 •	 ColoPT

appreciable variation from the optimum diametral clearance

that can occur before the increase in the percentage loss

of efficiency is significant. This will be particularly

useful in distributing the manufacturing tolerances for

the piston diameter and the cylinder bore.

For example, if the Cd	 for a particular pump is
--OPT
dp

0.001, then for equal losses of efficiency to occur under

extreme conditions of fit, where d is the piston diameter

and d
c
 the cylinder bore diameter —

•d
c MAX

 — d
p 

m,
N0d. MAX

C	 d
d MIN	 c MIN — dp MAX
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and assuming manufacturing tolerances will allow it,

equal losses would occur if -

= 1.4c
d
T-

MAX

d OPT

= 0.8c
d MIN

d OPT

The piston and cylinder bore diameters will require

manufacturing tolerances which in turn cause variations

to the diametral clearances and as a consequence to the level

of power losses in the pump. Fig.7.37, shows part of a

chart published by the British Standards Institute (28) and

describes the accuracy to be expected from machining inside

and outside diameters by grinding and honing.

Fig.7.35, indicates that if the maximum and minimum

variations of diametral clearance are equally disposed about

the optimum diametral clearance, the resulting percentage

losses in efficiency will be very nearly equal. The ratios

of the maximum and minimum diametral clearances to the design

optimum diametral clearance can then be expressed as -

Cci Isom = 1 + TOTAL TOLERANCE( C el

ca op	 at	 ol	
.--cpopx)

f3

(7. 36)

tA11,3

C

1 - TOTAL TOLERANCE Cci.— OPT
.c1P

( 7.37 )

Using the tolerances for ground pistons and honed

cylinder bores as given in Fig.7.37, values of C d	and

N	 OPT
for a range of piston diameters and C	 valuesCd MI	 d 

d
p

can be calculated. 	 These are tabulated in Table 7.2, and

the results for 7.5mm and 25mm diameter added to Fig.7.35.

It will be observed that except for small pistons of about

7.5mm diameter with values of 0.001 and less, it is possible

to distribute the manufacturing tolerances to maintain very

favourable values of E .
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Choice of C
d
 Ratio for Rill Working Range of Pan

p.

So far the choice of the Cd ratio for a specific—

set of working conditions has
- dp

been considered but a

pump is more frequently required to function efficiently

over a range of speeds, pressures and flow rates governed

by swashplate setting.

Referring to equation (7.34), it will be seen that
—

as the mean piston velocity vp is decreased, the pump

parameter )1 is increased and this results in a lower per-

centage loss of efficiency E.	 If therefore the losses

at the piston are acceptable for the maximum swashplate

angle, the losses will also be acceptable for all other

angles of swashplate tilt. It is common practice for pump

manufacturers to quote pump performance at maximum stroke

conditions.

As regards the range of pump speed and pressure that

must be taken into account, the best Cd ratios will be
dp

those that result in the lowest possible average percentage

loss of efficiency being achieved.

a)
d Ratio for a speed range but with constant 

d
p pressure and swashplate settinE

•

Equation (7 . 34) -

-1	 -I
E = 5. 73 (Ccl

cLj
r	 + 1400i Cst..\ A

k

can be integrated, with respect to the Dump speed N

between the limits of N and N
2
 and divided by (N

2
 -N

1 )" 

to give the average percentage loss of efficiency E
pav

tqc,

E. = 	  [ 5.73(Ca)-5Apitici- Mo<V\POI)
(14 2.-N,) L	 ael	 N	 apt	 Nei



= B•13

(7.38)

where Iv= N 2 and
	

)‘P% 
is	 at N N

Differentiating with respect to Cd and equating
dp

to zero will give -

17 . 25 toi	 (co\2l = 80001+ X1) pi (C42
( 11- I )	

OTp-	 kap/

So that -

Cst. opT	 =	 t 1-5\-57:1,
ote 	 /1 71.

(7.39)

b)	
Cd Ratio for a pressure range but with constant

speed and swashplate setting

Equation (7.34), can again be integrated with respect

to pump pressure P between the limits of P and P
2

and divided by (P2-P1 ) to give the average percentage loss

of efficiency E

E pav =  1 	 {-5•73/CA
P

IA t P + 160o(ci\IA-pit Pil a P
( P2- PI)

,pP2

,	

---a	 P —P s ‘, cle/	 13

Pau



2..b6S03+1) -X pi (CA)	 160o t

pip	 (13 )	 otp/

3

(7.40

where tl = Ra and A	 is Aat V' =
P,	

Pt

Differentiating with respect to Cd and equating
dp

to zero will give -

.,-1

	

B . s5(10 .+ 1) A pl(CE.t.\	 1‘00 , 21p A, icctc'

	

k ote/	 (to — 1 )	 '

So that -

	

C01	 = 3.4,94
OPT

	

e	 —t- Pt)	 (1:3 -

(7. 41)

c)
d Ratio for a pressure range and a speed range 

dp but with constant swashplate setting

Equation (7.34), can again be integrated with respect

to pump pressure P between the limits of P 1 and P2

and with respect to pump speed N between the limits of

N1 and N2 and divided by (p2-P 1 ) and by (N2-N 1 ) to give

the average percentage loss of efficiency Epav

E pav = 	

Pt

 
t is. m(c_.0 1 2n 	 N,

(2.-P1)(14iN,

In, I-
1,11

1400(Cay 1 y't F !: l cU ciNz,

cIP/
Pt-p

17%

4,/	

P t



I
2.5(c	 7(i') 20 9 T.. # So 40(cck\ App41)

- t ,-1,	 oto	 oz-(

(7.42)

where	 Fe .ri Nzand -"A pt is "4, at	 N=S4,
P t	 bli

Differentiating with respect to Cd and equating
dp

to zero will give —

,-1	 -a
b	 S	 ,eoln pt (Cid) 600 (n-1-1)toj PAp i (C-CS)

Crt-1)	 03 -I)	 de/

So that —

4
t-- 3.106 1 11-2-1 ) tin]

oPT
ap 	 ( PI	 ( IDE- 1 )ht,-1••• t4

	

11..z - 1 )	 , sEicw.vip,\

	

(0-I)	 -y‘

(7.43)

Fig.7.38, shows a set of curves based on

equation (7.43) and which enable the easy determination

of the optimum diametral clearance for a pump required

to satisfy a range of pressures and pump speeds. A

comparison between the optimum diametral clearance for

a range of pressures and speeds and optimum diametral

clearance at the low pressure and speed values is given

in Table 7.3.

It will be seen that the effects of optimising for

a range of working conditions can be appreciable and can

result in a relatively large decrease or increase in the

actual piston clearance. • The design decision on the pump

working range of pressure and speed to be accommodated is

a difficult one since as indicated in Fig.7.33, values of



Cd OFT	 111n2
(P-1.-132)

cd OPT 1131\
kn1/

P n . 1 n . 2 n = 3 n = 4

1 1 1.777 2.034 2.234

2 _ .563 1 1.140 1.258

3 .494 .878 1 1.104

4 .448 .796 .907 1

Table 7.3 
(131-4"P2)

Table of Cd0Prnr11-4-n2

Cd OFT(131)
n

1

Ratios for a Range of Working
Conditions of Pressure & Speed
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ctpL

tp

Cd away from the optimum values lying on curve A can
dp

result in a fairly high percentage increase in losses of

efficiency.

Strength of Piston

The piston has to withstand forces arising from the

pressure of the hydraulic fluid and dynamic reactions from

the slipper bearing and the cylinder bore. A decision has

to be made at an early stage of the design process on the

possibility of hollow pistons which have a weight advantage

over solid pistons. For high speed pumps the lower piston

mass will appreciably reduce the inertia forces. However,

a disadvantage is that the hollow piston increases the

compressibility losses as discussed in Section 5.2.3.
Some manufacturers have experimented with hollow steel

pistons which have been filled with a strong low density

material but reports on this innovation are not encouraging

as the manufacturing costs of the piston is appreciably

increased.

The stresses induced into solid pistons are easily

accommodated by the metal but with hollow pistons care must

be taken when deciding on the thickness of the tubular

portion. The internal fluid pressure will tend to increase

the outside diameter of the piston and induce hoop stresses.

Thus the wall thickness must be such that the stresses are
within reasonable working limits and the increase in the

piston diameter is restricted to maintain adequate working

clearance between the piston and the cylinder bore.

Using Thin Wall theory -

Hoop stress	 =
tp

(7.44)

internal diameter of
the piston

wall thickness of
the piston



Increase of Piston Diameter

.6,otp= 	 P &PL.

	

E t p	
(7.45)

= Modulus of elasticity of
piston material

Slipper Bearing Design

Another area of special consideration in the design

of axial piston pumpo is that of the slipper bearings.

Slipper bearings are commonly swaged onto a ball joint at

the end of the piston to form a permanent assembly. In

operation the slipper bearing transmits thrust from the

inclined swashplate to stroke the piston and as this thrust

can be of a high order when the pump pressure is high,

unless special care is taken in design, the resulting power

losses at the slipper bearing and component wear can be far

from satisfactory.

For these reasons the slipper bearing is usually in

the form of a circular hydrostatic pad and a bleed of fluid

from the pressure side of the piston is used to form a load

carrying film to separate the surfaces of the slipper bearing

and the swashplate. When this is achieved the wear is

reduced to that which takes place during the period of start

up and stopping the pump when sufficient pressure is not

available to lift the slipper bearing away from the swash-

plate surface. Again the fluid film will have a low

viscous drag which is likely to be less than the coulomb

friction if contact occurred between the slipper bearing

and the swashplate.

The normal fluid pressure force acting on the slipper

bearing from (5.39) is equal to the normal component
pressure force on the piston if in the first instance the

acceleration and friction forces are ignored. Then —

Rcr.2. P SEC	 Tr Pi (nz.'	 )S	 Ter. P
8	 £c e(2 )3e \-/6.



P5 11111 

(f-D12)

(7.49)

to give -

= 2_ F3, oCze )01 , (P2_\ szc 0
0.

(7.48)

If the pressure in the annulus of the pad is main-

tained constant then from equation (5.40) the flow rate

from the pad is -

to give -

2 "6

= 	 p, ap	 Ssc 
sa

021- 0)
(7.50)

where h is the film thickness.

If a capillary hole is used as a control choke

then from (5 . 4) -

Qs = 	 °(R
v2.8,4A. eR

(7.51)

where dR is the diameter of the capillary hole and I/
R

is its length.

The power loss associated with fluid flow due to

pressure difference is the product of the pressure and the

flow rate and as this occurs only when the piston is

pressurised for approximately half a revolution of the pump,

this loss is -

P = Tr P oCa 6.3 sE c1	 p 

(7.52)



The viscous drag from the fluid film is given by

equation (5.43) and the viscous drag torque will be -

Mv	 te2 N(o l - lot)
IA

(7.53)

where re is the effective radius of the slipper bearing

path. Shute and Turnbull (29) have shown that r e2 can

be expressed as -

t: = tc (	 ( 93))

(7.54)

where

yctS) = ( SEc - 1 )	 tsBe ta-rte riS + 4 (s c 0-1)
a	 tc,z

If the fluid gap remains constant during a pump

revolution, the viscous drag power loss can be expressed

as -

Ps = T1 -s/uf:� ( i4 f (Ø)) 1\102:2a.-t-3:1)

(7. 55)

A reduction in the viscous drag power loss will result

from an increase in the gap during the suction half of the

pump rotation when the force on the slipper bearing acts to

increase the gap. The increased gap can be controlled by

the slipper bearing retention plate.

The theoretical power associated with a slipper

bearing during one revolution of the pump is the rate of

displacement of the piston times the pump pressure. Thus -

F. =	 epl	 N P tcvex. 73
T	 c	 1

(7.56)



Shute and Turnbull (29) suggest that the performance

of a slipper bearing can be expressed as a percentage loss

of efficiency, i.e.,

to
 [

Pp + rnd -
er

Substituting for P p , Ps and. PT

[n F :4 0(.2, 	 +0 sc 93 	 it 1/_. .t -t:( t + f (0) )( Diz - D22.)

Es ei = l op 	 4„"(c),?---cniq.)	 Vt 
tt- °L et -tc N pi to,t. se

1T

or

-1
E SES =	 3-5( h.	 COSEC 56 + t cn4(k.	 0+1(0))

	

Tie	 se.	
°ref

(7.57)

where

(7.58)

Percentage efficiency losses can be calculated from

this equation or obtained directly from Fig.7.39, which

has been compiled for the general limits of -

(P1 -Pi.) up to 400 bar

up to 30 mm

up to 120 mm

up to 60 rev/s

from 0.01 to 0.20 Ns/m
2

,

and a swashplate angle of 20°. 	 Figs. 7.40, 7.41 and 7.22

are similar percentage efficiency loss curves for swash-

plate angles of 15°, 100 and 50 respectively.
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The optimum (h. ) ratio may be derived by reverting

to the power loss equation

= P p DS

= TT P1 20t.p1-1.1 sEc.IS  +T13/Altc2N2(022...0:)(1+56.1))

4/A (°22- -- IV)

Then -

PL 	 - I 11	 -t.-11_4.z"r-cz N 2-(0,a2 -	 )( I+ i-(95))
Ti z olp5 SE C	 Pia 01-04 SEC /

o zz - 012)

Differentiating with respect to ( h	 and equating to
apzero -

zick2 ficie N z (	 Dsr4)2 ( 1 +  f(0))
olpG SE c FS

To give for minimum power loss -

-1 4/	

( )oPT= 2. • 10 (617\	 + 60)
Se) /4 Secsi

(7.60)

For swashplate angles 0° to 20°,	 will vary

from 1 to 1.017 so that taking an average value of

1.0085 gives -

(ilk )de orr	

IZS/X".
SS

(7.61)



In a similar manner an equation for the value of .21w5

which will give the minimum power loss for a fixed

value of (h- ) can be derived by differentiating

equation (7.59) with respect to SB and equating
to zero.	 To obtain -

"XssopT= 	 ) -/
. kap

(7.62)

Choice of dp Ratio for Full Working Range of Pump 

As in the section dealing with the choice of piston

diametral clearance to piston diameter ratio for the full

working range of speed and pressure, it is also necessary

to determine the h ratio for the slipper bearing which
dp

will result in the least average percentage loss of

efficiency over the full working range of speed and pressure

of the pump.

Using similar methods to those developed for piston

clearances:

a) h	 Ratio for a Speed Range but with Constant

dP Pressure.

vk	 = visa	 I 5-7
. ‘,7tplc"	 203 TL

(7.63)

where YL = th and Asil‘ is -x at t4==t41
Se)

b) h	 Ratio for a Pressure Range but with Constant
dp

Speed.

(h )oPTap	 (p,--0-11)

4,7:—

I	 ASBI
( 13. - I )

(7.64)

where 1:5	 = Fez and "A	 is 3k	 at vp,
Pt SEM



c)	 h	 Ratio for a Pressure Range and a Speed Range.
dp

011-0t. p)OPT	 Ve

ti 1— V42)

= 2.• ‘25 (n.'—t),P03 ID ,rx 5 s‘

( fit -1 )ic) 'Yt.

(7.65)

.

 /

Olt- tc. 3	 opT fp \

( 02' - )	 ap)

The optimum h ratio for a pump to suit a pressure
dp

range and a speed range can be readily determined from

Fig. 7 . 43. A flow chart is given in Fig.7,44, for determin-

ing the Slip Flow, Power Loss and Temperature Rise for a

Slipper Bearing.

Slipper Bearing Gap Height 

It will be appreciated that the larger the slipper

bearing gap height the greater will be the possibility that

contact between the pad and the swashplate will not occur

during pump operation. An increase in the gap height will

reduce the viscous drag losses but at the expense of an

increase in the pressure flow losses.

A minimum gap height, however, is indicated by the

physical conditions at the slipper bearing/swashplate inter-

face and by the degree of filtration that the pump enjoys.

Thus:

a)	 the design gap height must be greater than the

combined roughness of the surfaces and of surface

distortion under load. A reasonable manufactur-

ing surface finish for both surfaces is 0.4Pm

which gives asperities with trough to peak heights

of up to 3.2 pm for ground surfaces. For such

conditions, minimum gaps of some 6 ium are indicated.
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However, Edghill and Rubery (24) have found

surface deterioration of up to 3pm on axial

pump swashplates which suggest a height more

closely related to 12 pm. 	 In general it is

not difficult to ensure that the swashplate

does not distort unduly under load and that

changes to the surface flatness is not

affected by thermal expansion;

b) the gap height should be larger than the size

of the largest contaminant in the hydraulic

fluid. This will in the main be controlled

by the level of filtration but a possibility

will always exist that wear debris will enter

the gap without passing through the filter.

Large impurities will be unable to enter the

gap except via the capillary choke but it is

generally agreed that particles just smaller

than the gap height can enter and be embedded

in the slipper bearing surface to subsequently

act as lapping agents against the swashplate

surface;

c) heat is generated by the pressure flow and

viscous drag losses and the gap height must

allow sufficient fluid flow to ensure that

the rise in fluid temperature is not excessive.

Fluid degradation suggests a limit of 30°C

temperature rise;

d) the gap height should be adequate to match

the inherent axial and tilting stiffness of

the slipper bearing. During a pump cycle axial

forces on the slipper bearing will vary apprec-

iably as indicated in Section 5.3.1, and
Helgestad, Foster and Bannister (14) have shown

the extent to which pressure transients occur.

In addition, the slipper bearing couple has to

be accommodated by the hydrostatic pressure

distribution of the pad and the hydrodynamic



effect on the inclined face of the bearing.

Too small a design gap will make this diffi-

cult and will result in surface contact

despite a high tilting stiffness for the

slipper bearing.

In view of these considerations, it would seem that

with a level of filtration of 10pm, a minimum gap height

of 12 pm is called for low power pumps whereas with the

increased surface speed and power losses of larger units,

15 pm would seem to be more appropriate.

Axial and Tilting Stiffness of Slipper Bearing

The axial and tilting stiffnesses of a slipper bearing

will determine the change in the gap height and in the

angular attitude of the slipper bearing with changes of load

and couple.

Considering the force on a piston as consisting only

of the pressure component and neglecting frictional and

inertial forces, then F can be expressed as -
P

= TT P_c CO2 a ) cosi3

-€c"3 (%2-)

(7.66)

But the volume flow rate through the slipper bearing

is given by equations (7.49) and (7.50) so that -

4
= (c1-P)iioltz

4/4. Xci (P62)	 lea.

Equating these eauations gives -

Fp 	 P, ct : ( D: t3,2 ) c° 
B [C

3
A- vta .e R +	 /01 (9.,q

-/%173,/j

(7.67)



The axial stiffness SSB 
can be defined as C)Fp . and so -

SSiS = - 311- P,	 ko--o') cos

-8-	 44. kitR
3

(7.68)

Shute and Turnbull (30) express this conveniently as

Se,	 - 3 Fp	 + 01:	 ( D2.) 1h.
0,2) cos 0

3 I-38 

where from equation (7.48) -

e.	 ( 22.)

P.
( CV- 0,t ) cQs

so that -

Ssa = — fto [I +
h

(7.69)

It will be seen that the axial stiffness increases
with the pump pressure P

1
 so that transient forces on the

slipper bearing due to non-pressure sources are better

accommodated at the higher pump pressures. Again it will

be seen that an increased ratio of the outside diameter to

recess diameter for the slipper bearing will also increase

the bearing stiffness.

Since a pump must generally work over a range of

pressures, speeds and swashplate angles it is convenient

to consider the slipper bearing in terms of an axial stiff-

ness coefficient	 where -
SB

SSI1
	 S5E,

( 7. 70)
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-
CVDs \r4( I	 Ts'.2) 

)	 — -6 e1 

Fisher (31) and Bennett (32) have shown that if the

bearing surface of a slipper pad is inclined to the surface

of a swashplate, an inherent righting moment is produced.

In Section 5.3.1, it was seen that a couple C 	 produced

on a slipper bearing due to the mass of the slipper bearing

being eccentric to the spherical bearing. Again in

operation, a disturbing couple will result from the viscous

drag between the slipper bearing and the swashplate of

value -

'2.
Ms =	 (	 - 13, )/tk N -tc s is

(7.71)

Couples CsB and MsB are basically acting at right

angles to one another with MsB as the major component.

Fisher (31) derived an expression for the righting

moment as -

iss = IT Pf	 E5-a (i:_--) 1) +	 (D.,) a - -
O
t	Dz

(7.72)

where E. is the ratio of the angle of tilt to that at which

contact would occur between the slipper bearing and the

swashplate, and where -

IMO

and 12 (	 E.
3

is so small that it can be neglected.
\Vie/

The tilting stiffness can be defined as -

I

5156 =	
3 tvi

ie	 o
so that

S t t, =
Se
	 or't	 (RI )

(7.73)
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[I0+ ( 12, r) +4( 94) 1e03 (W)02.6B

where

s 
5	

= 515e3

Substituting for Pi. from equation (7.48) -

S'	 = 	 ot-f?' 02 (I # (CAS) + 4 -150,e01 

VaB CoSP5	
.(c?5:11)a)

and the tilting stiffness coefficient S io as -

(7.74)

ZIT f',olo

'128 CoSpf

Curves presented by Shute and Turnbull (30) give

variations of axial and tilting stiffness coefficients with

slipper bearing and piston parameters. It will be seen

that the tilting stiffness increases with the pump pressure

and with the outside diameter of the slipper bearing.

Pump Shaft Design

The pump shaft design must cater for:

a)	 a variety of prime movers with differing

torsional characteristics;

b) a maximum level of torque and bending moment;

c) an acceptable working life during which time

combinations of torque and bending stresses

will occur many thousands of times.

The coupling of the pump shaft to the prime mover will

require special consideration. For the type of pump under

consideration, direct drive is likely without the need to

accommodate high overhanging loads. Economically a keyed

shaft has advantages but the likelihood of premature



fatigue failure is high. It would therefore seem that

the drive should be through a splined shaft end, prefer-

ably of the involute tooth type which offer the following

advantages:

i) maximum strength at the root diameter;

ii) the self centering action of the flank

profiles equalising bearing and shear

stresses in the splines;

iii) ease of manufacture by a number of multi

cutting edge methods.

Since the involute spline is critical in shear

a reliable spline torque capacity T s can be obtained

from -

Ts	 =	 L s C.-3s2'1",,,

(7.75)

where	 L-	 is the length of the splines

is the pitch diameter of the
splines

is the allowable shear stress.

It is reasonable to assume that the pump shaft will

experience cycles of combined loading in excess of 10
6

times during its working life and for this reason the

sizing of the shaft should be on the basis of the endur-

ance limit ere for the cyclic stress component and
considering steel as a ductile metal, on the basis of the

yield stress Cry for the steady stress component.

For a solid shaft of diameter d
s
 the nominal

maximum torsional stress 1- and maximum bending stress Ci
acting on the extreme fibres of the shaft material are -

=	 = 6I1

ft oq	 ots	 (7.76)



CT	 = ?5?..	 ho.2

rr at 3S.
(7.77)

Peterson (33) has suggested on the basis of Mises

criteria for strength, that the shaft design should be

based on 1.33 dy for the steady stress component, thus

taking into account the redistribution of stress; and the

fatigue strength reduction factor i(e for the cyclic

stress component, where

=
Kc. —I )	 1

4

and
	

ct,
	 is the notch sensitivity factor

kn 	 is the stress concentration factor.

Design data for d 	 & hitC is available

under References (34), (35).

Thus for a shaft subject to a combination of steady

torque To and a fully reversing bending moment l'AV

2
0 . 42a( 1 0) +(Kt MT.

7o'y	 6e

(7.78)

Depending upon the accuracy to which T o and Mv

have been determined, the factor of safety It of 2 to 3

may be satisfactory.

It is also necessary to consider the lateral and the

torsional stability of the shaft assembly.

For lateral stability the mass of the cylinder

block Mcy may be idealised as acting at a point to give

a static deflection of the shaft of -

657	 c.y 3

	

41 1i5 E 1.	 (7.79)



Laort.

where	 is the distance between the
bearing centres

is Young's Modulus for the
shaft material

is the second moment of area
of the shaft cross section
about a diameter.

Then the natural frequency -

where

=	 Nicso

5s-c

Thus the critical speed is -

1\1 c
	

/= 1?0, 7F5T Re\e/Mikl.

(7.80)

The design of the shaft should be such that the

shaft critical speed is appreciably higher than the

maximum operating speed of the pump.

Because of the relatively short length of the shaft,

torsional stiffness and stability are seldom causes of

concern and will not be considered further in this work.

A suitable reference on this aspect of design is

Reference (36).
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7. 1. 5 Distributor Design

Valve Plate Design

The valve plate presents a number of problems in

design which can be related to its function and to the

conditions which occur in this region of the pump. The

prime function of the valve plate is to transfer the fluid

from the inlet port of the pump to the suction cylinders

and from the discharging cylinders to the pump outlet port.

For this to be achieved efficiently, minimum fluid flow and

leakage losses are essential. In addition it is necessary

for the valve plate to function with a minimum of mechanical

losses and wear.

Common practice is to incorporate two kidney slots in

the valve plate, the one being in direct communication with

the pump inlet port and the other with the pump outlet port.

The extent of the slots around a common pitch circle is such

that when a cylinder bore is in a mid position between the

two slots, as at t.d.c. and b.d.c., adequate inter slot lands

are present to prevent the short circuiting of high pressure

fluid from the cylinder to the pump inlet or from the outlet

port to a suction cylinder bore.

Early designs as reported by Ernst (5) and others

suggested that if the angle subtended by the ends of the

kidney ports exceeded the angle subtended by the cylinder

flow passage by some 40 to 6°, adequate sealing resulted if

the theoretical contact pressure force between the cylinder

block and the valve plate was some 15% of the pressure force

due to half of the pistons being under pressure. In

addition the radial width of the valve plate lands enclosing

the kidney slots can be generous in the absence of space

restrictions, to resist leakage from the high pressure slot.

A secondary function of the valve plate is to react

some or all of the axial forces on the cylinder block due to

the pressure forces an the pistons and. anu spring laaft mhich

occur. Also to be reacted are the dynamic forces in the pump.

It will be appreciated that with an odd number of pistons and

with the variation of dynpmic loads which occur during a pump



revolution, considerable cyclic changes in the reaction

of the valve plate will occur and that these will make

analysis of the problems of force balancing less than

easy.

For design purposes it is convenient to apply

simplified theory to these problems. The fluid pressure in

the discharge kidney slot will exert a hydrostatic balancing

force against the cylinder block. In addition since the

valve lands act as face sealing surfaces, some leakage to

the pump body pressure is inevitable and this in turn will

extend the hydrostatio balancing across these lands. The

angular deviation of adjacent leakage flow paths across the

lands will be small in the limit and it is reasonable to

assume a linear pressure differential.

Numerous designs have been proposed for the satisfactory

force balancing with minimum leakage losses and these have

been reviewed by Shute and Turnbull (37). Ernst proposes a

semi-empirical method and uses a 'pressure factor' concept

to account for the non-linear pressure distribution across

the lands. Saitchenko (38) has derived a simple form of

analysis and this has been used in the design calculations

in this work.

Guidance on the desirable level of force balancing is

given by Saitchenko (38), Ernst (5) and Guillon (1).

Saitchenko proposes that the high pressure piston force on

the cylinder block should exceed the hydrostatic balancing

force on the valve plate by at least 15% and that the moment

of the piston forces about the pump t.d.c. and b.d.c. axis

should exceed the balance moment of the valve plate by at

least 15%. Guillon suggests that adequate force balance

exists if it is considered that the valve plate slots each

extend for 180 0 and that the valve plate balance force is

from 5)/) to 15% less than the average total piston force.

Franco (39) has derived equations for the radial variation

in pressure distribution but does not take into account the

pressure field between the two kidney ports. Mauroschat (40)

has attempted an analytical approach to the problem but his

findings lead to appreciable mathematical difficulties.



Shute and Turnbull (41) have described a method of

finding the effective fluctuation of hydrostatic force on

a valve plate by an analogue technique based on the use of

electrically conducting paper and find that for a valve

plate of normal design (i o e.,.one not incorporating any form

of decompression grooves), the effective port length is

approximately 1 94° for half of the time and 154
0
 for the other

half. The mean effective length is therefore 174
0
 which

indicates an error of only 0, if an effective length of
1800 is assumed. To indicate the variation of pressure

across the valve plate and the variation of the position of

the centre of pressure of the valve plate and the piston

forces, refer to Figs.7.45 and 7.46.

A considerable amount of research has been devoted to

the balancing of the valve plate by additional hydrostatic

bearing pockets with associated capillary control. Leading

this interesting field of design are H. Thoma (42), J. Thoma

(43), Blok (44) and Propofiev (45). The inherent stiffness

characteristics of this form of bearing are attractive in

view of the variation of forces that occur. Palmer (46) has

shown that small hydrostatic bearings in the valve lands can

provide stiffnesses of the order of 10
6 
N/Mm. However, since

the allowable changes of gap between the valve plate and the

cylinder block is of the order of 10 	 the practical

values of stiffness are of the order of only a few hundred

newtons per 10 	 displacement. This is, however, bene-

ficial and may result in an increased use of such designs in

future pump designs.

There is general agreement that as in the case of plain

face seals in which researchers such as Mayer (47), Nau (48)

and Vogelpohl (49) have found positive clearance gaps at

conditions of high contact loading of up to 85% of the

pressure to be sealed, so in the case of underbalanced valve

plates, clearances have been reported by many researchers

including Nau and Brangs (50). Using the particularly suit-

able B.H.R.A. valve plate test rig, Nau found that the minimum

film thicknesses during a series of tests with normal type

valve plates were of the order of 500 micro inch (0.0127 mm)
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and that the clearances rose rapidly with a decrease in

specific loading to some 2000 micro inch (0.051 mm).

Brangs has measured gaps of 0.020 mm on industrial pumps.

These findings have confirmed the presence of some hydro-

dynpmic lubrication in valve plate force balancing and Shute

and Turnbull (51) have studied the variations of the net load

on a valve plate as the rotor rotates and have indicated the

relative levels of hydrostatic and hydrodynamic balancing.

It is apparent that the analysis of the conditions

pertaining to the valve plate/cylinder block interface are,

to say the least, complex. Even if satisfactory theory

could be derived, and Thoma suggests that this is not possible,

the mathematical tools would be unwieldy from the designer's

point of view. There is little doubt that the recommend-

ations of Saitchenko, Ernst and Guillon do result in some very

satisfactory designs, especially where the essential ingred-

ient of past experience is available. It is also apparent

that only assumptions can be made of the working gap on which

to base decisions on surface accuracy and texture and to use

in the estimation of hydraulic and mechanical performance.

Various hypotheses have been put forward to account for

the hydrodynamic force generated in the gap. Researchers

such as Thoma (43) and de Raucourt (52) have proposed the

existence of 'thermal wedges' and 'viscosity wedges' but

Dowson and Hudson (53) have shown that the large loads

carried by parallel thrust bearings are not indicated by these

theories.	 Swift (54) as long ago as 1946, suggested that

thermal distortion of the surfaces have an appreciable effect

and this has more recently been confirmed by Neal (55).

There is little doubt that the asymmetric loading of a valve

plate can be expected to assist in the establishment of a

physical wedge flow path despite the fact that many modern

designs incorporate floating elements to reduce the tendency

for unwanted surface separation. On the Lucas HD900 pump

under consideration, shaft deflections of up to 0.15 mm have

been recorded which, in the absence of effective floating of

the valve plate, would result in an appreciable surface

separation. It must also be borne in mind that the surface

flatness tolerances are generally of the order of 0.010.mm,
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the same value as that found by Nau for minimum gap height.

It would not seem improbable that much of the hydrodynamic

effect is initiated by undulations in the surfaces of the

valve plate and the cylinder block.

Vogelpohl (49) has suggested that a hydrodynamic gap

between plain face seal surfaces can be described by the

equation -

CZ =
P

where C is the height of the gap, V is the velocity

of the rotating surface at mean radius, b is the radial

width of the seal, Pc
 is the contact pressure of the seal-

ing surfaces and is a constant dependent on the geometric

features of the surfaces. In the case of a valve plate it

is suggested here that since the mean velocity is proportional

to the pump speed 11 and the contact pressure is a function

of the pump pressure P t and the balance factor B	 we

can write -

C
t	 = C sitk n 6

P, ( 1 5FvP)

Heinze (56) and Boon (57) have recorded satisfactory

estimations of face seal leakage from the equation -

Qs	 Tr citE 

12.,A

where dE is the diameter at the entry to the radial

annulus. Leakage in a valve plate can be expected across

both lands which enclose the pressure kidney slot and if in

sub-

stituted we have -

place of	 dE the appropriate length of entry is

= 	D 4. 	 O. 9SvPi	
(13L4 0 1..m) ( ckt — 00)

where A is the angle in radians subtended by the ends of

the kidney slot.
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To take the analysis further it is necessary to

obtain values for C.	 Based on the findings of Nau and

Brangs it is here suggested that the following assumptions

are made.

1. That at the maximum pump pressure and at one

tenth of the maximum pump speed, the value of

0 be taken as 0.012 mm.

2. That at the maximum pump speed and at one tenth

of the maximum pump pressure, the value of C

be taken as 0.020 mm.

If is the ratio of the pump speed to the maximum

pump speed and .15 is the ratio of the pump pressure to the

maximum pump pressure, we can find values of C from the

expression -

-3-	
-4 -

C.	 =	 1. 2X IC	 )(lo 1'1+ SX io
(mIcrzoN)

(7.81)
as shown in Fig.7.47.

An additional leakage will occur due to Couette flow.

It can be assumed that the flow is from the trailing end of

the pressure kidney slot and can be expressed as -

9SvPra
=	 Cny--q.3 "'Lz

z

The total slip flow from the valve plate is then -

9 sv p = e cs I'D [  oLl 	
+ 	 1

+ 11 c Tt	 uca \

6)", PLAT. - 01_3) (Da.- °L.t)

(7.82)
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Valve Timing

'Ideal' valve timing can be described as the condition

when the delivery kidney port is opened at the instant the

pressure in the pumping cylinder is equal to the pump dis-

charge pressure and when the suctior. kidney port is opened

to a suction cylinder at the instant the pressure in the

suction cylinder is equal to the pump inlet pressure. 	 Since

during a pumping stroke the rise of pressure in the cylinder

bore will depend on the trapped volume, the bulk modulus of

the fluid, the leakage past the piston and slipper bearing

assembly and the pump speed, the theoretical determination of

the conditions for ideal timing is complex.	 Helgestad,

Foster and Bannister (14) have successfully derived non-linear

simultaneous equations for the flow rate and pressure grad-

ients in the inlet and discharge chambers and the piston/

cylinder space and solved these to find the angle for perfect

precompression of the fluid on the delivery stroke. They

found a very wide range of port timing is required if a pump

is to operate with ideal timing over a full range of pressure

and swashplate angle but that the pump speed was only important

if the leakage is important, i.e., for small swashplate angles.

They also found that for a given swashplate angle, the

variation of the port angle for ideal timing with pressure was

approximately linear over appreciable pressure ranges and this

confirms the suitability of some pump designs which have

provision for rotating the valve plate by a spring loaded

cylinder connected to the pump outlet port.

The use of restrictor grooves overcomes to some extent

the difficulties of obtaining near ideal timing, since the

high resistance to flow on initial opening modulates the

transfer flow rates. It would seem that satisfactory

designs could result from having zero lap between the valve

plate restrictor grooves and the cylinder ports at t.d.c. and

b.d.c. and that the length of each groove extends some 40 to

60 of angular rotation to give adequate sealing as discussed

earlier in this section. This angle should also ensure that

at the instant of valve opening the pressure conditions are such

as to give good valve timing over a wide band of pump working

conditions.
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Pump Noise 

Consideration of ways of reducing the noise emission

from an axial piston pump is an important stage in the design

process. Pump noise is caused by the cyclic variations of

fluid pressure and flow in the pump flow paths and by strains

in the pump parts due to fluctuating loads. These effects

cause vibrations which are transmitted by the hydraulic fluid

and the pump structure and are emitted as liquid borne and

air borne noise.

Fig.7.48, shows an adaptation of a noise analysis scheme

by Willenkens (58) which identifies the aspects which affect

the level of noise from a pump. It will be seen that the air

borne noise is dependent on the total design of the pump and is

therefore directly related to the design decisions made during

the design process. The liquid borne noise is mainly related

to pump performance and particularly to the fluctuations of

flow and pressure levels.

Considering initially the air borne noise it is apparent

that any means of reducing the effects of the fluctuating

loads will be beneficial. Thus for a given load cycle,

reduction of working clearances and an increase in structural

strength of the loaded components will reduce the effects of

cyclic changes in the applied loads. Typical of such working

clearances are those controlling the separation of the slipper

bearings and the swashplate during the suction stroke. An

increased structural rigidity can also be expected to reduce

the air borne noise although this will be at the expense of

pump weight and manufacturing cost. A small improvement can

be expected by using rubbing bearings in place of rolling

element bearings particularly for high speed pumps but in the

main the high load capacity, life prediction and ease of

installation of rolling bearings is likely to outweigh the

noise reduction considerations.

Vibration measurements around a Dump casing show that

harmonics of the piston frequency are predominant and some

noise reduction will result from prestressing the swashulate

in the direction of the piston loads. With a variable dis-

placement pump, the frictional loads of the swashplate pivots

assist in noise reduction.
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The mounting of the pump will also influence the

transmission of air borne noise and the use of effective

anti-vibration mountings will obviously be beneficial in

the case of foot mounted pumps. An appreciable advantage

is obtained by flange mounting the pump since a major

component of the vibrating forces are then acting normal to

the mounting face.

A final consideration is that of materials for the

pump components, and in particular, for the pump body and

end plates. The vibration damping properties of the

ferrous metals and especially those of cast iron makes these

materials first choices for all but low weight pump designs.

The liquid borne noise is very dependent on pump perf-

ormance and therefore with flow rates and pressure differ-

entials. These in turn are related to the number of dis-

placement elements, (piston and slipper bearing assemblies

in the case of axial piston pumps),. and the shaft speed which

will in turn determine the frequency of the noise generated.

A major source of noise in axial piston pumps however is also

related to fluid compression. If all internal leakages are

neglected, it is necessary for a pump to rotate through some

120 to compress a cylinder charge to say, 140 bar, and for

some pumps with large trapped volumes this may be nearer 200

of rotation. To enable the fluid to flow into the hydraulic

system in general, the pressure of the hydraulic fluid in the

pump cylinder must be at a somewhat higher pressure than the

system pressure. If the fluid was incompressible the

discharge would be gentle but because of compressibility

severe shock is created resulting in a pressure overshoot as

indicated in Fig.7.49. The severity of the shock is

dependent on the pump speed, piston stroke, the trapped

volume and the level of leakage from the pumping cylinder

to the pump discharge port across the valve plate/cylinder

block interface. Helgestad, Foster and Bannister (14) (59)
have made valuable contributions to the understanding of the

noise generation and the calculation of the associated

pressure transients in axial piston pumps together with the

effects of port timing and of incorporating restricting
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grooves at the ends of the kidney ports in the valve plate.

Fig.7.50, shows the rate of rise of cylinder pressure in a

Lucas ID500 pump for valve plates with:-

a) plain ports with no restricting grooves;

b) parallel slot restricting grooves;

c) triangular slot restricting grooves;

a)	 plain ports set at 'Ideal Timing'.

In addition to the pressure rise in the discharge port

similar pressure transients can occur in the suction port if

the high pressure fluid remaining in the cylinder bore

suddenly expands into the inlet chamber if the valve opens

too soon or the fluid remaining in the cylinder bore is

expanded to too low a pressure level, causing cavitation,

if the port opens too late.

For design purposes their main recommendations are:-

(1) for a pump rotating in one direction and operating

at a substantially constant pressure and flow, it

is better to use a port plate without silencing

grooves. The port timing should be such that full

precompression and pre-expansion is achieved on

delivery and suction strokes respectively. The cut-

off at the end of each of the kidneys should be

exactly at b.d.c. or t.d.c. as appropriate;

(2) for a pump operating in one direction, but under
varying output conditions, triangular silencing

grooves should be used to optimise the pressure

transients at some chosen operating conditions.

A final design can only be achieved by trial and

error, but use of a computer can reduce the problem

to manageable proportions;

( 3) for a bi-directional pump, parallel slot restrictors

at each end of each kidney slot are desirable. The

design of these is relatively simple; by choosing

the width so that the pressure drop is equal to the

boost pressure at the maximum flow conditions,

cavitation is avoided, but at the same time, some

degree of control of the pressure transient is

maintained.
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7.1.6	 Detail Design

The success of the entire design process will depend

on the quality of the detail design. As already indicated,

the axial piston pump is a complex machine with many factors

affecting the important design aspects of performance, life,

weight and manufacturing costs.

The design of each component will require the utmost

care in material selection, treatment, manufacturing methods

and accuracies, and in ease of assembly and maintainability.

It would be inappropriate here to state in detail the factors

affecting component design as these are well developed in

many publications. However, it is appropriate to emphasise

the desirability that component design should receive the

fullest support in the form of quality of staff, level of

supervision and checking, and above all, that it should not

be a hurried activity.

The axial piston pump calls for the use of design skills

of a high order, but as in virtually all design activity,

simplicity of concept and manufacture must be a guiding aim.

7.2	 Design of Pump to Given Specification

To demonstrate the use and effectiveness of the design

method, a pump of the same specification as that for the Lucas

type HD900 was designed.

Design Specification

A variable displacement bidirectional axial piston pump

to satisfy the performance -

Volume flow rate per 1000 rev/Min ... 68 litres/Min

Maximum peak pressure 	 ... 350 bar

Maximum continuous pressure 	 ... 280 bar

Maximum operating speed	 ... 3000 rev/Min.

The pump is to be capable of operating efficiently with

a wide range of hydraulic fluids as commonly used in industrial

hydraulic systems and with ambient temperatures of -2000 to

80°C.
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The pump is to have the facility for incorporating

fixed capacity, manual variable capacity and electro-

hydraulic remote control. Integrated in the pump assembly

are to be the necessary valves for facilitating the use of

these controls, together with-provision for mounting suitable

boost pumps and relief and replenishing valves.

The pump is to be suitable for close flange mounting

to a prime mover with the shaft extension splined to S.A.E.

involute splines standards. Alternative shaft end with a

parallel key is also to be made available.

The dry weights of the pump should not exceed -

Fixed capacity unit	 66kg

Manually controlled variable
capacity unit	 86kg

Electro-hydraulic controlled
variable capacity unit	 100kg.

The pump is to be as compact as possible with part-

icular regard being paid to the ease of installation and

maintenance. The pump is intended for use in a wide range

of industrial and transportation applications and must

satisfy the highest levels of quality and reliability called

for in these areas of fluid power. Particular attention

must be paid to ensuring that the pump is cost effective.

Conceptual Design

Referring to the assembly drawings No.8812345, sheets 1

and 2, it will be seen that the new pump design, designated

Type JD900 is of similar basic design to the HD900. This is

intentional as it was felt that if the JD900 incorporated

wide differences in conceptual design, this would make

comparisons difficult and would in all probability not further

the task of demonstrating the effectiveness of the design

method.

The JD900 is designed around a two bearing shaft which

has ample strength to carry the torque loading of the pump

but with only moderate deflectional stiffness. Double row

spherical roller bearing races have been chosen for a 30,000

working hour life at maximum continuous pressure and at 0.65

maximum pump speed.
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The valve plate is of partially balanced design with

a balance factor of 0.89. A maximum assembly clearance

between the valve plate and the cylinder block is limited

to 0.400mm by shimming at the shaft extension end bearing.

The valve plate has suction and delivery kidney ports with

decompression grooves at each end for Li-directional

operation. Transference of the hydraulic fluid to and from

the valve plate is by means of six sprung bobbins seating on

spherical inserts pressed into the pump valve block.

The pistons are actuated by slipper bearings on an

inclinable swashplate which is located in two 120° shell

bearings to give direct load reaction into the pump end

housing. The slipper bearings are returned by a substantial

return plate located on a split spherical bearing on the pump

shaft which in turn is preloaded by a high rate compression

spring.

Geometric Design

It was decided to use seven pistons since the 2.5% flow

variation was not considered excessive for the applications

envisaged for the pump. Using the 'Initial Design Chart'

Fig.7.17, with q	 6.8 x 10-5m3/rev and NI,	 7,

a piston diameter of 25.00mm, a stroke to piston ratio of 1.0

was chosen which resulted in a pitch circle diameter of 80.00mm

and a maximum swashplate angle of just under 16e. These

values were considered suitable for a low cost, low weight

design with the advantage of a reasonably low swashplate

angle. It was also felt that the maximum allowable hoop

stress of 180 MN/m
2
 would not be difficult to achieve in the

cylinder block.

Movement Design 

A design layout resulted in the adoption of the design

of pump as shown in the general arrangement drawings. The

swashplate is of	 Ni Cr forged steel with the working

surfaces case hardened to a de pth of 0.5 to 0.6mm, surface
ground to 0.2 micrometres and with a flatness tolerance of

0.012mm T.I.R. Generous bearing lands gave a maximum bearing

pressure of only 40 MN/M
2
 on the acetal lined, porous bronze,

steel backed shell bearings.
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The pistons have an effective length of 56.3mm term-

inating in a 17mm diameter spherical bearing which gave a

maximum bearing pressure of 74MN/M 2 with the slipper bear-

ings. The pistons are of 11% Ni Cr Mo steel heat treated

to condition T, and hard chrome plated to a depth of 0.010mm

with a surface finish of 0.2 micrometres. Although of

hollow design, no attempt was made to design for reduced

piston clearance with increasing pressure. The result was

a piston mass of 0.127kg and gave design values of -

Maximum Piston Velocity 	 ...	 3.72 m/s

Maximum Piston Acceleration 	 ...	 1169 m/s2

Maximum Piston Acceleration
Force	 148.9 N.

It was decided to optimise the piston diametral

clearance for the pressure range 100 to 200 bar and for a

speed range of 1000 to 2200 rev/Min as this was considered to

most suitably cover the majority of possible applications

including the use of four and six pole induction motors and

industrial type I.C. engines.	 On this basis the piston

diametral clearance was limited to 0.025mm to 0.040mm.

The slipper bearings were designed to provide full off

balancing and the design gap was chosen to give optimum power

losses over the range of pressure and speed used for determin-

ing the piston diametral clearance. Design data for the

slipper bearings is -

Outside diameter of slipper
bearing	 • • •

Diameter of slipper bearing
recess	 • • •

Diameter of slipper bearing
choke

• • •

Length of slipper bearing
choke

• • •

Design slipper bearing
clearance

• • •

28.550mm

17.500mm

0.800mm

3.500mm

0.015mm



An analysis of the static and dynamic forces in the

Dump gave the following maximum values at 550 bar and

3000 rev/Min.

Maximum Piston Velocity

Maximum Piston Acceleration

Maximum Piston Pressure Fcrce

Maximum Piston Acceleration
Force

Maximum Piston Centrifugal
Force

Maximum Slipper Bearing
Reaction

Maximum Cylinder Bore
Reaction

...

...

...

•	 •

...

•

3.722 m/s

1169.4 m/s2

14.54 kN

148.5 N

501.4 N

15.38 kN

8.96 kN

Distributor Design

The ports were designed to give smooth fluid

flow between the cylinder block and the 1i" B.S.P. tappings.

This was achieved by the careful profiling of the cored

holes in the end block and by maintaining clean flow

conditions through the valve plate bobbins.

The valve plate utilises two kidney ports each

spanning 133o of the cylinder piston bores pitch circle

diameter. The kidney slots in the cylinder block each

subtended an angle of 350 which allowed 60 for basic sealing

in the absence of restrictor grooves. The restrictor

grooves afe 4mm wide by 2mm deep of rectangular cross

section with fully rounded ends to facilitate manufacture.

The valve plate is of traditional design with sealing

lands to provide the balance factor of 0.89. Additional

bearing contact area is afforded by auxiliary vented lands.

Detail Design

The cylinder block is of 0.35 C steel with the

cylinder bores lined with leaded bronze liners. The face of

the cylinder block which seats against the valve plate is

also lined with the same type of bronze to a depth of 1.50mm.

The surface finish of the bores and the cylinder face is 0.2

micrometres and a flatness tolerance of 0.012mm is applied to

both the cylinder block face and that of the valve plate.
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The cylinder is mounted onto the pump shaft by means of

40mm straight sided splines and the shaft is of 11% Ni Cr

steel heat treated to condition U.	 Using equation (7.75)

with the allowable shear stress at 0.5 the ultimate shear

strength, the splined end of the shaft has a torque capacity

of 1273 Nm which gives a design factor of safety of 3.2 for

the maximum working torque. This is considered adequate

to take the peak cycling torques to be expected from I.C.

engines, even if only three cylinder engines are used.

The highest combined stresses occur in the spline relief

adjacent to the location shoulder and using equation (7.78)

with a safety factor of n=3 gave a diameter of 32.4mm

compared with 36mm as used in the design.

The natural frequency of the shaft and the cylinder

block was estimated as 3890 rev/Min which is sufficiently

higher than the maximum pump speed as to be considered

satisfactory.

The maximum deflection of the shaft due to pressure

forces was calculated as 0.127mm which amounts to 0.03mm at

the periphery of the cylinder block. It was considered that

the valve plate design with the transfer bobbins can

adequately accommodate this cycling deflection.

7.3	 Appraisal of Pump Design

Long periods of study of the existing H.D.900 pump

convinced the author that the quality of design was of a

very high order and that at the best only relatively few

improvements could be expected in a new design. As a

result most of the aspects raised in this appraisal may be

considered of minor importance and no doubt debatable.

The JD900 is appreciably smaller in size whilst main-

taining the basic requirements of mounting, shaft end and port

sizes.	 The relevant dimensions are:

	

HD°00	 JD900 e____

Overall length	 .. 425mm	 393mm

	Overall width of body .. 240mm	 206mm

Overall height of body ..	 389mm	 369mm
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The JD900 is lighter than the HD900 in all its forms.

An example of this is that the JD900 complete with electro-

hydraulic controller is estimated to weigh 94kg, whereas

the =900 in the same form weighs 118kg.

Because of reduced lengths of cylinder block and

shaft the rotating masses of the JD900 are appreciably less

than that of the HD900. In addition, it is thought that the

use of a split spherical bush with a relatively light

compression spring would considerably ease the assembly of

this part of the pump. The spherical bush also eliminates

the use of the piston return plate assembly and this should

result in an appreciable cost saving. Because of this design

the swashplate is also smaller and simpler on the JD900.

The use of valve plate bobbins on the JD900 will

possibly increase the manufacturing cost in this region but

this is somewhat offset by the elimination of the intermediate

plate between the cylinder block and the valve plate on the

ED900.

Few differences exist in the shaft and bearing design

for the two pumps. Because of the reduced bearing centres

of the JD900 its shaft is somewhat more stiff than that of the

HD900, but the relative values are likely to have little

effect on the overall design.

The servo piston design is the same for both units but

by specially designing the pump body to take the electro-

hydraulic controller an improvement can be claimed for the

JD900 in that the main pump body can be used for any of the

standard Lucas controllers without modification. Thus for

the full range of pump configurations only two bodies may be

provided. That shown for variable delivery pumps and a

simpler version for fixed displacement pumps.

The integrated valves are in the main of similar design

and no special features are worthy of mention except that the

author's own experience in valve design led to the poppet

valves having fewer geometric tolerancing featured than

those of the HD900 pump.

It was found that conditions at the piston, slipper

bearings and valve plate of the ED900 were very close to those



suggested in the design process of this report. The

piston clearances, slipper bearing gaps and valve plate

balancing of both pumps are therefore very similar. One

Possible adverse feature of the JD900 is a small reduction

in the length of piston immersion at the beginning of the

pumping stroke and although the resulidng bearing stresses

were acceptable, a more detailed consideration would be

given to this in the event of the design being implemented.

It is possible that a small improvement in overall

performance can be expected from the JD900. 	 This is

mainly due to a reduction in the torque losses due to —

a) smaller effective radius for the slipper bearings;

b) lower reaction loads in the main bearings;

c) lower hydrodynamic losses in the outlet port

flow path;

and in the slip losses due to —

d) lower compressibility losses due to a reduction

in the volume of fluid between the valve plate

and the cylinder.

As indicated in Chapter 8, the performance of the

JD900 was not estimated using the performance prediction

method as it was felt that the differences that could be

expected would not be significant.

The design of the JD900 has served to demonstrate

the usefulness and validity of the proposed design method.

In conjunction with the proposed performance prediction

method it should be possible for a competent designer to

produce satisfactory pump designs with appreciably

reduced development time and costs.



CHAPTER 8. PERFORMANCE PREDICTION METHOD FOR AXIAL PISTON PUMPS

It has been shown in the sections devoted to the

design of axial piston pumps that it is possible at the

design stage to optimise for minimum power losses for

specific working conditions within the pump. The benefits

to be derived from this capability are obvious and Should

greatly aid the designer in achieving the design specific-

ation.

However an axial piston pump invariably has to satisfy

performance requirements over a wide range of operating

conditions and in particular of pressure, speed, viscosity

and displacement setting. The mathematical models of

Wilson, SchlOsser and Thoma, as discussed in Section 5.5,

present methods of performance prediction which depend

heavily on empirical coefficients 	 Unless a pump of similar

design has been tested and the coefficients derived, the

mathematical models would not be available for use at the

design stage of a new pump. In any event the scaling of

the coefficients would tend to reduce their validity. As a

result the mathematical models are mainly of academic

interest and are little used in practical design.

A performance prediction method which made use of loss

coefficients based on theoretical considerations as opposed

to experimental results would overcome this difficulty and

could provide a useful design aid. A close study of the

effects on pump performance of the physical dimensions of

the pump would enable a theoretical basis to be derived for

calculating the specific values of the coefficients for

varying operating conditions. It was recognised that this

hypothesis could be tested by calculating the performance
of a pump over its full working conditions and testin g the

results obtained against the experimental pump performance.

Close agreement between the theoretical and experimental

results would indicate a significant step forward in pump

performance prediction.

The mathematical models of the three researchers

closely agree with one another. Schl6sser and Thoma had



the undoubted advantage of more accurate and sophisticated

measuring equipment than that enjoyed by Wilson, and their

work has to a large extent survived a critical examination

by Kronenbourg (60). SchlOsser indicates a leakage loss due

to fluid inertia effects but this is not supported by Thoma

on the grounds that SchlOsser l s equation shows this loss to

be proportional to the root of the pump pressure and this

would, together with the slip leakage, give a total leakage

which increases less than proportionally with pump pressure.

Tests on hydrostatic pumps and motors of all types invariably

indicate leakages which increase more than proportionally

with pressure.	 SchlOsser's leakage loss due to fluid inertia

is rejected in this work on the grounds that to match experi-

mental results, the coefficient C i would be negative in

value and this would indicate a flow from a low pressure

zone to a high pressure zone.

SchlOsser includes a torque loss term for hydrodynamic

effects within the pump and this constitutes an important

improvement on the models of Wilson. However SchlOsser

failed to relate this loss to the pump displacement setting

and this was included by Thoma. In addition Thoma included

the constant pressure loss due to seal friction and similar

losses not affected by pressure or viscosity.

It was therefore decided that Thoma i s mathematical

models would be chosen as the framework for the pum p perf-

ormance prediction method.

Thoma e s models can be expressed by the two equations -

ce = Cs P t	 1.

trzu

arid

3	 Si=	 ID	 .1.vjA 4A-1-t- C.4 Fs ? C	 z

	

an-	
TT v



No attempt has been made to deal with the flow loss

due to cavitation at the pump inlet, Qr as besides being

virtually indeterminate, the loss would not be present in

a properly engineered installation where a positive auction

head can be expected by incorporating a boost pump or by

gravitational means.

8.1	 Performance Prediction Method

Slip Flow (Leakage)

In an axial piston pump leakage can be expected at the

piston/cylinder bore, slipper bearing/swashplate and valve-

plateAylinder block interfaces. Since the various leakage

flows will be from pump pressure P
1
 to pump body pressure P

2

the coefficient of slip C s can be considered as made up of

the three sub-coefficients for the three parallel flow paths.

Then -

C
s 

= C
sp 

+ C4-  sv PS Se

where the suffixes relate to the three interfaces already

identified. In addition there is an apparent leakage due

to fluid compressibility. This can be denoted by the

coefficient C sc .	 An obvious difficulty arises from the

changes of viscosity in the leakage paths due to pressure and

temperature changes. This is fully discussed in Section 7.1.4
where it is proposed that an effective viscosity .frte5. should

be used in such instances and where 	 is expressed by

the equation -

t<p P
2, S 	 IQ 	 KT

TO 1. AT

and dtk4 	 is designated ,X1 and can be evaluated by

using Fig.7.29



Then if the total slip leakage is Qs it can be expressed

as -

Rs =	 p	 Qssel CPsvp	
Sc

Piston Slip Flow Coefficient C,

C
SP 

= qse . 	
cid P

From equation (7.19) and on the basis that half the pistons
are pumping at a particular time -

9SP =

[

1 . 1"75 Tr Pd. (' coc3 -- II" ap C at C7P Ne
9 6/4A,2i it	 4	 a

(8.1)

then-

C	 = ap Cd. 14  p I 0 . 141 Cot e — E .4 67/u. S7pSP

(8.2)

Slipper Bearing Slip Flow Coefficient C
SSB

If during the pumping stroke a clearance exists between

the faces of the slipper bearing and the swashplate, leakage

flow will occur. The presence of a gap is indicated by the

balance factor 153FsB where

Hydrostatic Force on Slipper Bearing
EN

rse, Piston Pressure Force on Slipper Bearing

Dat /:) (2 ) COS 

a otee 2.3 e 1-Afa
(8. 3)
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If E1	 > 1 a gap will result and the leakage flow is
Fse,

calculated from equation (7.50) and (5.24)..

Then if -

c
5B = Q sse, 	

`1,

and on the basis that half the slipper bearings are loaded

at a particular time -

(:-t) ssa.	 Ittp et t,Q.	 NP  SVC,� 1-/—te rz iK 11- Ne
Dela_ r12.)	 2

(8.4)

to give -

c S e) =	 I p2	 Np  E	 4/(A. Dr k 1.4 P
DZ%-- biz) I	 ci,

(8.5)

If 11	 i then assume h to be 0.0025mm, on the

basis that it is probably somewhat less than the expected

0.0032mm asperity height of a ground surface.

Valve Plate Slip Flow Coefficient C
SVP

If when a pump is working a gap exists between the

valve plate and the cylinder face, leakage flow will occur.

As discussed in Section 7.1, for virtually all pump designs

a clearance will be present due to the combined effects of

hydrostatic and hydrodynamic forces. The magnitude of the

. gap will depend on the geometric features of the interface,

the working pressure and speed of the pump and the valve

plate balance factor B	 where -.	 FVP

=
F\s

Hydrostatic Force on Valve Plate

Total Piston Pressure Force and
Spring Force on Cylinder



/	 2	 2
=	 TT P 0:3 LA -I-	 L75 - 1:3 t, 	 )

1 6 ( a ot 1A P + Fs)
P

(8.6)

If B	 > 1 the gap height will be C	 and if B
MAX

the gap height can be obtained from Fig. (7.47).

Then if -

cSVP 
=	 a 	

SNIP	 -
P

from equation (7.82) -

=
SVP

e c3 r1  01=3	 csvz

	

(yA-q 	 °Lt)

	

+	 N;_2-2.)

(8.7)

to give -

C	 .= EYTI C. 
[

SVP

2%;:l IL (	 DU.)	 ( n iuz - 06)

	

1..Z 	 + 	 Le. 

+ 	 C/A- 	 OL:t	 Lt)
4 f

Fluid Compressibilit Sli Flow Coefficient C

(8.8)

SC

If V
o
 is the volume of fluid trapped between the

valve plate and a piston when the piston is at mid-stroke,

the total volume V
4
 trapped at the beginning of the

pumping stroke is

V4	
= Vo	 "te tck.4-L



From equation (5.18) the decrease in volume flow for a

single piston per pumping stroke is V P

Then the decrease in volume flow rate for the entire gimp

is "•6C where -

Q sc = V.	 N
B P

(vo 	 -te	 Npyt.

(8.9)

since -

‘7 5, = csc 117,_
rr,t4

Cse = e ti,tN e rviVo 4- 01; fe tcTi-A-/1
13%

(8.1o)

Torque Losses 

Torque losses will occur in a number of regions. At

the piston/cylinder bore, slipper bearing/swashplate and

valve plate/cylinder block interfaces, viscous drag will

result in torque losses whereas in the shaft bearings and

in the case of an under-balanced valve plate of slipper

bearing, surface contact will create dry or contact friction

torque losses. Torque losses will also result from the

fluid flow conditions, in the pump ports and ducts and these

are frequently turbulent. These are hydrodynamic losses and

are augmented if rolling element bearings are used by the

hydrodynamic torque losses within the bearings. Frictiunal

contact at sealing surfaces where the contact pressure

remains unchanged with changes of pump pressure, contribute

further to the torque losses.
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Since for each type of torque loss, the total loss is

the sum of the individual losses, the related torque loss

coefficient is made up of the individual torque loss for

that specific region of the pump and can be conveniently

identified by appropriate suffixes.

Viscous Torque Loss 

If the total viscous torque loss MV is expressed in

terms of the individual viscous torque losses, then -

V = "VP 4" M+ VSe) "VVP

It will be recognised that if a particular interface

has less than full hydrostatic balancing, the torque loss

will be due to contact friction and must be taken care of

in that part of the analysis.

The overall viscous drag coefficient is expressed as

y = C yr>	 C 
VSZ + C y vp

The component viscous drag coefficients are discussed

in the following sections.

Piston Viscous Drag Coefficient C
V
p

C 	 v p 

" "I‘

From equation (7.20) and on the basis that all the pistons

contribute to the viscous drag losses -

e
MvP	 	 Le t4P

Cot ert.

(8.11)
then -

C v p =	 p	 C/pe Np

(8.12)
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Slipper Bearing Viscous Drag Coefficient CvsB

Viscous drag will occur if a fluid film separating

the slipper bearing and swashplate faces exists. The

presence of such a film is indicated by the Slipper Bearing

Balance Factor es FSB

VSes =	 1\4 V5 B

From equationequation (5.43) and on the basis that all the slipper

bearings contribute to the viscous drag losses -

=	 ey. e,	 -rt (oe'L - re-)	 +[ 
VS6 4h.h.max

(8.13)

Then-

VSB	 datAi- 11 P 1-42.1 D:::	 [ i	 1
4	

h.m4J

(8.14)

Under these conditions viscous drag will only occur because

of the suction slipper bearings. Then -

s t s	 2= 71 	 t41,	 k	 -	 )vse)
4 Ltuvq_x

(8.15)

and

BS = Tr //A. Np "re Vihiz Di )
\I 

4 / k max

(8.16)



[

r.‘ 4 r.., 4	 4 t) 1

/-31-4- -.'1..1 * ZLt -tv‘vvP
=

Valve Plate Viscous Drag Coefficient C
VVP

'K.

If the Valve Plate Balance Factor
	

is greater than

one, it can be taken that the gap height will be C .

Then on the basis that the viscous drag occurs at the valve

lands only, from equation (5.25) we can write -

2	 4	 4 4

M VVP =

	

	 n" [ D64 - CI LS °L.a- ULt

b C. IA Ag

(8.17)

to give -

C vv p
]. IT 2izz [1c) 1 _ z 1.41 .1. 1:2) LI _ 0 L.41

16 Cmaxl

(8.18)

If	 <7. i the gap height C can be estimated from

equation (7.81) and by substituting C for C 	 we have -

( 8. 19)

and. -

vvP

4.	 4	 4	 4 -1
1t4 Liak4 DL3 +

‘c. c

(8.2o)



Torque Loss Due to Coulomb Friction

Frictional torque losses will result from loaded

contacting surfaces with relative motion. 	 Instances

within an axial piston pump are —

1. Between the pistons and the cylinder bores.

2. Between the slipper bearings and the swashplate.

3. Between the valve plate and the cylinder block.

4. Between the shaft bearing components.

5. Between the slipper bearing and the piston ball end.

It has already been suggested that a fluid film

capable of supporting the applied loads exists between the

valve plate and the cylinder block so that the coulomb

frictional losses at this interface can be taken as zero.

It will also be apparent that the frictional losses in the

piston/slipper bearing ball joint will be of a low order and

are not considered further in this work.

Thus if the total frictional torque loss is

1\14 =	 +Mf 5s + IA+ B

and the overall coefficient of dry friction is 	 we have

= c	 C1fsrs + Cis

-The component dry friction coefficients are discussed in

the following sections.

Piston Dry Friction Coefficient Cfp

As shown in Section 5.3.1, contact friction occurs

between the pistons and cylinder bores. This frictional

force will vary appreciably during the pumping cycle and

this will result in cyclic torque variations. The contact

forces are low during the suction stroke and can be

neglected in this instance but during the pumping stroke



their value can be high at the beginning of the stroke and

fall to a much lower value at the end of the stroke.

Simplified equations for the reactions R A and R3

are -

=	 a 1,
2 

P	 t-el.n. 95

4	 I

= _ft of. e	 g_e_f_L_
4	 /

to give a total contact reaction of R p where -

2

R p =	 ote	 ( 24 13 -

74:

and a piston friction force F fp of -

F tz, =	 del F	 tp -
71.	 Bk

The resulting frictional torque 140 for a single

piston during the pumping stroke can be described. .as -

/44 4.p = not: fetc 	— I) Ck.,2 0 SIN /3
4-

and since the mean value of this torque is obtained by

integrating DTfp with respect to rotation angle A between

the limits of P = It and gl = 0 the mean frictional

torque for half the pistons is expressed as -

p =	 e	 mcp et

0

to give for half the number of pistons in the pump -

M	 =	 ez jerg	[( 	  1030 (etp — X 4 I.; t-4L,4)_

•	
"tc	 ,e — X — ^fc. tA... 95 I

x

A

(8.21)
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Since -

=	 P 111,-vr

then-

C ip	 =	 a,'	 p	 CIS

111 I

L

Z•12-1  Vocie( ip."*X4.1“—C4-4\-2,1

tc 	 k e -x tc
(8.22)

Slipper Bearing Dry Friction Coefficient CfsB

If the design of a slipper bearing results in an

underbalanced condition, dry friction losses will occur. The

balance condition can be expressed in terms of the slipper

bearing balance factor BFsB.

If BEsEs 	 I	 it can be assumed that no contact DOCUTS

between the slipper bearing and the swashplate.

Then -	 h4sts	 c)

and -	
C iss	 0

If tS	 < 1	 the out of balance force being carried
FSes

by the surface contact is -

Trae2 P (	 ES Fsps) VEC y6

Then on the basis that half of the pump pistons are pumping

at a particular instance -

M +Ss	 S-1.0t-p2- P	 B	 \Fsai fl %NI
P
 E C

B 

(8.23)



Since -

CfSS	 "fsB

C3sa	 112- p ( 1 S Fs%) teNI, SEC 9(

4-

(8.24)

Pump Bearings Dry Friction Coefficient C

The frictional torque in the pump bearings is the sum

of two components M
o
 and 

1%1[1 
where M:

o 
is due to hydro-

dynamic losses and M1 is due to conditions at the loaded

contact surfaces.

Iv
11
 which is load dependent and is the predominant

bearing torque loss at low speeds results from the elastic

deformation of the bearing elements and the partial sliding

that occurs at the loaded contact surfaces. M
1
 can be

expressed as -

=	 Po 41-

where	 is a factor depending on the bearing
%

design and bearing load (see Appendix 2)

ct	 is a factor depending on the direction
kJ'-of the bearing loads (see Appendix 2)

P is the equivalent static bearing load
0

(see Appendix 2)

ci is the mean diameter of the bearing.

All the necessary data for calculating the equivalent

static bearing load is given in bearing manufacturers'

catalogues.

The radial and axial loads on the bearings can be

expressed in terms of the pump pressure as indicated

in Appendix 1, so that in turn the bearing frictional

torque can also be expressed in terms of the pump pressure.
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If VA/ B is the total frictional torque of the pump

bearings, then -

C	 =	 2.11 IA 4.a
4.6 P

to give for a two bearing pump -

c	 = 2:11 [ i ll 3 %1 Fe% cilvo+

(8.25)

where suffixes 1 and 2 refer to bearing 1 and 2

respectively.

Hydrodynamic Torque Loss 

The hydrodynamic torque losses in a pump are made up

of the losses due to pressure drops in the various flow

paths, the churning of the hydraulic fluid in the pump body

and the hydrodynamic torque losses in the pump bearings.

Unfortunately the complexity of the flow paths in terms of

cross-sectional areas, changes of section and changes of

direction makes only an approximate evaluation possible.

The losses due to the churning of fluid in the pump

body are indeterminate and of necessity will not be considered

further in this analysis.

Thus the total torque losses due to hydrodynamic

effects can be expressed as -

tvi h =	 "ha

and the overall coefficient of hydrodynamic torque loss as -

= C ityp + C1,6



Flow Path Hydrodynamic Coefficient CkiFe

In a well designed pump the various flow paths are

likely to be of reasonably generous proportions to

facilitate fluid flow. The length of the flow paths will

be small so that the individual presonre losses due to

'pipeline losses' can also be expected to-be small. 	 In

addition the provision of a positive head at the pump inlet

port can be said to remove the inlet flow path losses from

the considerations of the pump performance. It is therefore

suggested that losses in the pump flow paths consist solely

of pressure losses due to change of section in the passages

on the pressure side of the pump.

From (5.9) the pressure loss AP due to a change in

cross-section of a flow path is given as -

AP =	 a!..1:171.4

A:

2 22
The total pressure loss p RI is Z.. (t	 CL	

.,_

7-4...a•

The hydrodymmic torque loss is then -

M F	 EL.4_ \	 a39311.P =
41t

(8.26)

and since -

M kr P 
C VtFP	 f

i/

C Fp k #42.2'	 4ft

(8.27)



M 0

Bearing Hydrodynamic Coefficient ChB

The hydrodynamic torque loss M o in a rolling
element bearing is independent of load and predominates

in a high speed, lightly loaded bearings and can be evaluated
from the expression -

where
	

is a factor dependent on the bearing
design and mode of lubrication
(see Appendix 3)

\f' is the kinematic viscosity of the
lubricant.

Since the bearings are completely submerged in the

hydraulic fluid, factor 1. must be taken as that
recommended for oil bath lubrication with a vertical shaft.

The hydraulic fluid will not be under pressure but

will be at a temperature somewhat higher than that at the

inlet port.

For a pump with two bearings -

31
M s	 [fc, ct	 + 'Yoe. °CZ' CAL- ILL)

(8.29)
and since -

C
	

hit it Es

a. 3 •rt 4 	 ctsAs

Then-

he, =	
n4), 

27'3 4 a 3
114/4/0 sA,5/3 o	 't

3
f02°L.VAril

(8.30)



Constant Torque Loss 

Constant torque loss will occur at the pump seals

which are frequently of the rotary lip seal variety. Thoma

expresses this loss in terms of a pressure loss but as the

direct torque loss is easily estimated from seal manufact-

urers' catalogues, it is proposed not o perpetuate this

concept. Typical curves for the torque losses in rotary

lip seals in a 'run in' condition are shown in Fig.8.1.

A useful range of values is likely to be for seal

diameters from 25mm to 75mm diameter and a mathematical

equation to fit the seal manufacturers' empirical curve is -

_ M	 = 1 . 6 x 10-40(52 + SX 1 640ts

(8. 31)

where d
s
 is the seal diameter in mm.

Performance Prediction Calculations

Having derived the values of the various coefficients

and that of the constant torque, the effective flow rate

Q
e
 and the input torque M

e
 of the pump can be calculated

at any set of working conditions. Further simple calcul-

ations will result in value for the volumetric efficiency 	 ,

the mechanical efficiency 1 	 and the overall efficiency',

Fig.8.2, shows a flow chart for the systematic

calculation of the predicted performance and this chart will

greatly assist the writing of computer programs.

It will be seen that the specific values of the

coefficients will provide a clear indication of the losses

suffered in particular areas of the pump and should greatly

assist in improving the design if the pump performance is

not up to the specified levels.

. It is appreciated that the flow chart does not

accommodate all axial piston pump design variations, e.g.,

spring return pistons, but with the theory derived in the

test it should be easy to make the minor amendments

necessary within the framework of the method.
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cte = 23.619mm

Np 7

C.ct = 0.036mm

te = 61.300mm

-tc. = 41.275mm

De . 30.724mm

= 17.221mm

ckg

ieR

msix

t)
L4

LB
E3LZ
0LI

MAX

£66

X

PCAAA

ols

F5

clot,

ctrte

= 0.838mm

= 3.937mm

. 0.248mm

= 88.570mm

= 84.125mm

= 65.075mm

. 60.505mm

= 0.445mm

• 15.000mm

• 14.554mm

= 15°

. 50.800mm

= 1200W

= 77.5mm

= 53.5mm

8.2	 Predicted Performance of Lucas 111900 Pump 

To enable the performance prediction method to be

applied to the 11D900 pump the following data was

obtained from the pump drawings, the bearing manufacturers'

catalogues and the oil companYs' data sheets.

Pump Data

Diameter of piston

Number of pistons

Piston diametral clearance

Length of piston

Pitch circle radius of cylinder
bores

Outside diameter of slipper
bearing

Diameter of slipper bearing recess

Diameter of slipper bearing choke

Length of slipper bearing choke

Maximum slipper bearing clearance

0.Dia. of outer valve plate load

I.Dia. of outer valve plate land

0.Dia. of inner valve plate land

I.Dia. of inner valve plate land

Nalrimum valve plate clearance

Length of slipper bearing

End of cylinder to tilt axis

Maximum swashplate angle

Diameter of seal

Cylinder spring force

Mean diameter of bearing 1

Mean diameter of bearing 2
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185mm

250mm

1.782 x 10-5 m3

2.32 Radian

14 x 10
6EN=

fo.
	 1.226 x 10

-8

1.226 x 10-8

0.0004

0.0004

= 2.8

= 17.4 x 10-3Ns/m2

= 850 kg/m3

= 2.5 x 10-3bax-1

= 2.96

= 2.03 kJ/kg°K

= 12 kbar

Distance from bearing 2
to swashplate face

Distance between bearings

Trapped volume per piston

Angle subtended by valve plate
port

Total flow path characteristic

Bearing Data

Bearing design
factor 1

Bearing design
factor 2

Bearing design

Bearing design

Bearing static

Bearing static

and lubrication

and lubrication

and load factor 1

and load factor 2

load factor 1-

load factor 2

Hydraulic Fluid Data

Shell Tellus 27 Mineral Hydraulic
Fluid

Dynamic viscosity at 50°C

Density

Pressure coefficient of viscosity

Temperature coefficient of
viscosity

Specific heat

Bulk modulus

Coefficient of Friction

Bronze on hardened and ground
steel with mixed lubrication	 = 0.03



Pump 0-pera,t ing_ Range 

Maximum pump speed 1\1	 . 2900 rev/Min
mAx

Maximum pump pressure	 Pt44g = 350 bar

Hydraulic fluid inlet temperature 70 . 50°C

Derived Values at Maximum Displacement Setting

Volumetric displacement

Displacement setting

Mean length of piston immersion

Mean piston velocity

Valve plate balance factor

1.112P+(8.73005)

Slipper bearing balance factor	 = 0.968

Temperature rise 	 ta	 3.793 P x10-7 °K

Pressure in slipper bearing recess Pf = 0 . 441 P
Height of slipper bearing gap 	 . 0.0025mm

Effective radius for slipper
bearings	 42.300mm

Height of valve plate gap 	 C	 = 1 . 2.x 63+ 3X 1,5171
—4

i Sv.to

1711

Valve plate balance force 	 F,	 1.127 P x10-4 N

Valve plate balance force	 F	 11.161 P x10-4N

Valve plate balance force 	 F	 . 1.507 P x10*-4 N
3

Valve plate centre of force 	 20.229mm

Valve plate centre of force 	 = 23.746mm

Valve plate centre of force	 X3	 27.249mm

Resultant valve plate
centre of force	 )(w	 = 26.276mm

6.784x10-50/rev

c,	 . 1

= 49.776mm

= 44.265 n x 10-3m/s

B= 	
F V P

Reaction of cylinder and
valve plate

Reaction of swashplate

Rce, = 1.533 P x10-3 N

Cn 	 = 4.108 P x10-4 N
S PV
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Load on bearing 1
in 'y l direction

Load on bearing 1
in 'z' direction

Load on bearing 2
in 'y' direction

. 2.957 Px10-5 N

= 3.040 Px10-4 N

▪ -2.957 Px10-5 N

Load on bearing 2
in 'z' direction

Resultant load on bearing 1

Resultant load on bearing 2

Equivalent static load on
bearing 1

• 1.068 Px10-4 N

• 3.054 Px10-4 N

= 1.108 Px10-4 N

= (7.352 Px10-4)

+ 3360 t`i

Pet

Equivalent static load on
bearing 2 = 1.108 Px10-4 N

-977

.959

-942

. 928

. 916

. 905

•.897

Load on bearing 1
in 'x' direction F XI

= (1.535Px10-4)

+ 1200 N

—
Values of/A. 

Pressure P (bar)

50

100

150

200

250

300

350
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Valve Plate Gap Height C(mm)

NL\
500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000

50 .0148 .0158 .0168 .0176 .0182 .0187

100 .0140 .0148 .0154 . .0159 .0164 .0167

150 .0136 .0143 .0148 .0152 .0156 .0159

200 .0134 .0140 .0144 .0147 .0150 .0153

250 .0132 .0138 .0142 .0145 .0148 .0150

300 .0131 .0136 .0140 .0143 .0145 .0147

350 .0130 .0135 .0138 .0141 .0143 .0145

bar

Pump Performance Coefficients 

rev/Min

Slip Flow Coefficients 

Pistons

Slipper Bearings

Valve Plate

Fluid Compressibility

Torque Loss Coefficients 

Piston Viscous Drag

CsP 
.	

-to
3-2.2.1x to - (467 IN x i0

-4-

irk	 P
.-12.	 .-5

CSSS 
= 4• 732X 10 +3-2.e7nx to

,-;.‘	 15

CSVP = 1 . 181 c x Io -I. 1-'711 C •vx x to

. 2..617 'n. x Id.")C sc

cvP	
= 1.321, x lo4

Slipper Bearing
Viscous Drag

Valve Plate Viscous
Drag = 1'4S4,& xvvP

c.

-z
Piston Friction	 c, = 1 • 40 x lo

Slipper Bearing
Friction	 C5 se = S . 171 X 10

B



Cfvp

Cfe,

Che,

1.425 x10-1 ( 1- BP/P)

-
= a•330X)0

3 
4 9641

C)

= 5. x 6 2 .1,t3/4

Constant Torque Loss in
Seals = 0 6 414, N.m,

Valve Plate Friction

Pump Bearings Friction

Pump Bearings
Hydrodynamic

Flow Path
Hydrodynamic C h.F p = 4•ole.

Performance Eauations 

Effective Pump Flow Rate Qe (m3/S)

-o	 -	 '3 -1

111 -	 Pct . 	3•2.8x to
t	

1•14411.X 10
4
 41 . 1'88 C x i0

T3

	

211-/a	 iCt

+ wri c -nt cxto	 2 . S31 -n. x 0-1 01-3

Effective PUMD Torque Me (Mm)

+ julli[1 . 440/a X 104 + 1 . 454 /CI x tol

an-

+	 2,a41 x to-r44 1447 4- 0 . It.2.6 (1 - 13F.vp)

[
+ 1115 cl,2	 sm2 x 10-2 + 4 . 08e 4 0(414

---4-n.
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8.3	 Predicted and Experimental Performance of Lucas Pum

Figs. 8.3 to 8.11, compare the experimental and predicted

performance of the HD900 pump. It will be seen that in

general the predicted effective flow rate Qe varies little

from the measured flow rates.- However at low pump speeds

the resulting difference in volumetric: . efficiency is marked

and this shows up clearly in the variations in overall

efficiency at low speeds.

On the other hand, there is very good agreement over

the operating range of the pump for the input torque and the

related mechanical efficiency and this together with close

agreement of the volumetric efficiency gives very good agree-

ment for the pump overall efficiency at moderate and high

pump speeds.

It will be seen from Fig.8.11, that the peak overall

efficiency is predicted as 90% and is 91% from experimental

measurements. When considering that some fourteen losses

were considered in this analysis, it is of some satisfaction

that the difference was not greater than 1%. In any event

due regard must be made to the likelihood of experimental

errors.

A breakdown of the percentage losses are given in

Table 8.1.

Predicted Performance on New Pump Design

The predicted performance of the JD900 pump was not

obtained as it was felt that no useful purpose would be

served at this stage in validifying the performance

prediction method. Because of the similarity in design,

it was anticipated that few difficulties could be expected

in applying the method. As discussed earlier, it is

anticipated that a small improvement in performance over

that of the HD900 could be expected.
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CHATTER 9. CONCLUSIONS

9.1	 Conclusions

At the commencement of this programme of research

no known design method existed for adequately and logically

outlining a procedure for the successful design of axial

piston pumps. The same can be said for performance

prediction methods where the only aids available were those

heavily dependent upon obtaining coefficients by experimental

means or those used 'in company' by adjusting curve matching

equations to estimate the performance of pumps of similar

design.

The desirability of a reliable design and performance

prediction method which can be used throughout the design

stage has been established and has been confirmed by the

support of industry to this present work. It would there-

fore seem that the aims and objectives of this research

project would, if achieved, fulfil a real need and make a

significant contribution to knowledge in the field of fluid

power design.

It is claimed that the aims and objectives have been

achieved. The design method is an adequate design

procedure which integrates known theory and technological

data with the author's own contributions to form a logical

aid to design. In addition the performance prediction

method is novel in that although it is based on well

established mathematical models it eliminates the need to

obtain suitable coefficients by experimental methods and so

is effective during all stages of the design process. The

application of the method is also particularly straight-

forward and involves no complexities which would inhibit

its use in an industrial situation.

Its effectiveness is increased by the facility to

make detailed comparisons of the individual losses within

the pump and to indicate what design parameters are con-

tributing to these specific losses. This constitutes a

major improvement on any previous method which uses 'lumped'

coefficients.



It is therefore concluded that the project was

successful and fully met the aims and objectives specified.

The validity of the design method was demonstrated by the

design of the JD900 pump and of the improvements incorporated.

The close agreement between the experimental and predicted

performance of the HD900 pump led to the conclusion that the

prediction method is reliable and constitutes a powerful aid

to improving design and reducing subsequent development time.

The contributions made by this work can be summarised

as follows:-

1. The development of a logical design method which

incorporates known work and augments it by the

addition of an analytical approach to estimating

the static and dynamic forces in a working pump.

2. The proposal of a working theory to estimate more

accurately than hitherto the intensity of stress

in the cylinder block bores.

3. The development of graphical optimisation methods

which aid the choice of satisfactory clearances

between the piston and cylinder bore and between

the slipper bearing and the swashplate and which

take into account losses during the suction stroke.

4. The concept of an effective viscosity at various

stages of the pump which greatly facilitates the

estimation of leakage and torque losses.

5. The development of design charts to facilitate

decision making at the design stage.

6. The development of a prediction method based on

known mathematical models but not dependent on

empirical coefficients. Regions of leakage and

torque losses are identified and equations

derived for each condition.	 The various

equations are used to derive further expressions

for the loss coefficients and these facilitate

the easy compilation of relative and actual loss

comparisons and those of pump efficiency.



The prediction method enables all aspects of

pump performance to be estimated at the drawing

board stage.

9.2	 Sugp:estions for Further Work 

i) Because of the high cost involved it has not been

possible to manufacture a pump to the JD900 design.

Further study, mainly of an experimental nature

would be appropriate, particularly if it is directed

towards obtaining reliable data of losses in the

region of the valve plate. 	 A comparison of the

measured and predicted values of the losses would

enhance the value of this present work.

ii) The generation of noise in hydrostatic power trans-

missions remains a cause of concern. Investigations

to date have been mainly centred on the rate of

pressure rise within the pump but further work

correlating all aspects of noise generation and

emission in pumps and hydraulic motors would be very

relevant.
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APPENDIX 1. FORCE BALANCE IN AXIAL PISTON PUMP BY SAITCHENKO'S METHOD

In axial piston pumps the rotor is loaded by forces

proportional to the oil pressure.	 If these forces are not balanced

correctly the adjacent faces of the rotor and port plate may part and

this results in pump failure. The force producing this parting is

due to the pressure distributions across the valve plate port and lands.

The resultant forces P l , P2 and P3 , arising from.these

pressure distributions are given by —

=	 2	 Q.
p D ?-	 )

	

L2	 LI
• 16

Pt

Pt

o o
L4

where p is the operating pressure.



Along any radius the centres of pressure are given by -

A 
I	

(t21,27- Do)

0 Le +. (	 lot)
4

)(3 =	 IC)	 DL.4.7 Di_3)

The line of action of these forces will occur on the

vertical axis of the section shown at radii of X
1' 

X
2
 and X

3
given by -

X, =	 a -1 	 4- ( 	 	 (4)
TT	 3

=	 Ola+ ( DL -D.	 (5)
4

X z	 . 	 ( o yv- DA 	 (6)
cr	 Z

The force P
N
 produced by the operating pressure acting

on the ends of the cylinders is given by -

ApNpr,	 (7)

In addition to the above force there is a perpendicular

component Pr arising from the reactions at the swashplate given by -

Ap Np 
	

(8)

where )6 is the swashangle.

It should be noted that the effects of a finite suction

pressure have been neglected since it is generally negligible

compared with the operating pressure.

The position of the forces described above is shown in the

diagram where the origin of the coordinates is assumed to lie at the

centre of the valve plate end of the rotor. It is assumed that the

rotor is connected to the shaft via two bearings, one being at the

A.1.2



0

origin and another at a distance L from it along the x axis.

The reactions at these bearings are denoted by R ll and R
1

respectively and these may be resolved into components Y 11 , ZII,

and Y	 Z
1
 along the y and z axes.

For equilibrium the six following equations apply -

p +P +P +X —P

Pi

I	 2	 -3	 N	 y

- z 1 — Z. 11 = 0

0

PN X t4	 X1— Pe Xa — PsX 3 —sro t- =

Pf XN Mict

where is the reaction of the port plate on the rotor

in the x direction and this is assumed to be

uniformly distributed over the contact area.

Fy is the force of any spring system used to maintain

contact between the rotor and valve plate.

)f	 is the distance to the swashplate axis of tilt.

ts4	 is the torque applied to the pump shaft.

Since in one revolution the work done is P Fl p t4 p tan,,

where D is pitch circle diameter of piston we have -

•	 = F'A f.Nen bk.,- 96

211-

so that equations (8) and (14) then give -

X
N	

0	 (15)
it
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and.

In general, equations (9) and (13) are most useful for
design purposes and to avoid failure of the machine it is essential

that X
11	

0 and Y
1
.L	 0.

We may write -

)(u	 . S	 and.	 y L :._ 3
c_	 _i_.... 

P kr	 PWXN
and experimental results indicate that it is desirable for -

Summarising, the following method of design should be

adopted:

1. From equations (1) to (7) and (15) calculate the

values of P l , P2 , P3 , x l , X2 , X3 , PIT and N.

2. From equations (9) and (13) calculate the
values of X

11 
and Y .L.

3
	

Calculate the values of 5c and 5. If their

values are less than 0.15 the design should be

modified.
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where

f.

31

Cylindrical roller and
needle bearings

2.5x10-7 to

3x10-7

F
r

APPENDIX 2. LOAD DEPENDENT TORQUE LOSSES IN ROLLING BEARINGS

Load dependent torque losses are predominant at slow

speed and result from the elastic deformation of the bearing

components and the partial sliding which occurs at the loaded

contact surfaces.

Estimations of these losses may be obtained from -

IA	 =

is the load dependent torque loss (Nm).

is a factor dependent on bearing design
and bearing load

is a factor dependent on the direction
of the bearing load

?".	 is the equivalent static bearing load (N).

ok	 is the mean diameter of the bearing (nm).

Bearing Type	 i1	 g
1
P
o

Deep groove ball bearings	 9x10-71Pol°.55	 (2 to 3)Fa-0•1 Fr
Co/

Self Aligning ball bearings 3x10 -7(Po.r 4	1.4Fa-0.1 Fr
Co

Angular contact ball • 	 1.3x10-1CP0)°.3
3 	 F-0.1 F

r
bearings	 Co/	 a

Spherical roller bearings

Taper roller bearings

4xio-7 to

5x10-7

4xio-7 to

5x10-7

1.2 Y F
a

2 Y F
a

A.2.1	 •



g1 P

F
a

F
a

F
a

where

Bearin cr Type

Thrust ball bearings

Cylindrical roller and
needle thrust bearings

Spherical roller thrust
bearings

f1

1.2x101Po 33
Co)

1.8x10
-6

5x10-7 to

6x10-7

Basic static load rating (N).

Axial load (N)

Radial load (N)

Axial load factor from
bearing tables.

In general, the lower values quoted are for light

series bearings, and the upper values for heavy series bearings. -
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is the hydrodynamic torque loss (lim).

is a factor dependent on bearing
design and lubrication

where	 0

fo

APPENDIX 3.	 HYDRODYNAMIC TORQUE LOSSES IN ROLLING BEARINGS 

Hydrodynamic torque losses are predominant at high

speeds and result from the hydrodynamic losses in the lubricant.

Most rolling bearing designs provide oil lubrication with

relatively small quantities of oil within the bearing region.

In the case of an axial piston pump with the bearings immersed

in the hydraulic fluid, the hydrodynamic losses are similar to

those of heavy series bearings with oil bath lubrication on a

vertical shaft.

Estimations of these losses may be obtained from -

_10,	 z
m	 5, x io ( v71 ) `D ()Lyn.

is the kinematic viscosity of the
lubricant

(mm
2
 )
/S

is the bearing speed (rev/Min)

d.	 is the mean diameter of the bearing (mm).

Bearing Ty-De

Deep groove ball bearing	 4
self aligning ball bearing

Angular contact bearing	 4

Cylindrical roller bearing	 8

Needle roller bearing 20

Spherical roller bearing 10

Taper roller bearing 8

Thrust ball bearing 4

Cylindrical roller thrust bearing 4

Needle roller thrust bearing 5

Spherical roller thrust bearing
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